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The artist cannot do without his dialogue 

with nature, 

for he is a man, himseif of nature, 

a piece of nature and within the space of 

nature. 
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Note on the arrangement of the text 

1934/u 8: Supervegetational. 

Waxed watercolour on plaster-grounded jute. 

60-5 x 80-5. 

From one of Klee's notes on nature study: 

'Dynamic forces are inward (esoteric), limits are 

outward (exoteric). Core, interior space, material 

rind, exterior space. Concepts: dynamic form - 

limitational form. Additionally, the abstract: active- 

linear, linear-medial.’ 

1934/u 8: Supervegetational: 

Synthesis of firm and relaxed rhythms. The 

individual form of the core layers is firm. The 

structural elements are looser and more flowing 

than the surrounding layer. 

Dimensions of pictures 

Paul Klee's texts and lectures occupy the larger part of the printed page. They are set 

in the larger type-size. The columns set in smaller type contain quotations from Klee’s 

writings (in quotation marks) and notes by the editor. Occasionally comments by the editor 

are also set in the larger type-size, fortypographical convenience and where the source is 

obvious. Here is an example(forthe corresponding illustration see p.63): 

Creative power is ineffable. It remains ultimately mysterious. And every mystery affects us 

deeply. 

We are ourselves charged with this power, down to our subtlest parts. We may not be able 

to express its essence, but we can move towards its source, insofar as at all possible. In 

any event, it is up to us to manifest this power in its functions, just as it becomes 

manifest within ourselves. 

In all likelihood, it is itself a form of matter, although it cannot be perceived with the same 

senses as the more familiar kinds of matter. Yet it is in these familiar kinds that it must 

reveal itself. It must function in union with matter. Permeated with matter, it must take on 

living, actual form. It is thence that matter derives its life, acquiring orderfrom its minutest 

particles and most subordinate rhythms all the way to its higher articulations. 

All measurements are in centimetres, height preceding width. In the reproductions of 

paintings, measurements indicatethe outerlimits of the painted surface. Forwatercolours, 

colour prints, and drawings, they indicate the size of the work, excluding the mount. 
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Paul Klee in 1896, aged 17, in the garden of his 

family home in the Obstbergweg, Berne. 



Introduction 

The concept of the infinite as cosmic- 

earthly tension 

1 First published in 50 Jahre Bauhaus, catalogue of the 

exhibition, p.63, Wurttembergischer Kunstverein, 

Stuttgart, 1968. 

2 Crossed out: what‘happened’? 

3 Crossed out: ‘law’. 

The main title ‘Infinite natural history' [here rendered as The nature of nature'] as a 

characterisation and Leitmotiv is Paul Klee’s and heads the introduction to the section 

‘Style, Archestyle’ (20/1-59).1 

In this introduction to the subject of archestyle, the question of style is developed in terms 

of cosmic history or cosmogony. Klee posits an absence of gravitation as the primordial 

state and regards mobility as the prerequisite for change from this original state. 

The concept of the infinite thus applies not merely temporally, but must be understood 

spatially in terms of earthly-cosmic tension. 

As a premise for basic style-setting forms as for the absence or presence of gravitation 

this concept is so extraordinary in a theory of form that the text is here reproduced in full. 

‘In the beginning what was?2 Things moved freely, so to speak, in neither curved nor 

straight directions. 

‘They must be thought of as primordially mobile, they go whither they go, in order to go, 

without aim, without will, obeying no law, taking their motion for granted, as a state of 

primordial mobility. 

‘Initially there is but one principle:3 to move. No law of motion, in other words, no special 

will, nothing specific, nothing partaking of order. 

‘Chaos and anarchy, a turbid jumble. The intangible - nothing is heavy, nothing light 

(light-heavy); nothing is white, nothing black, nothing red, nothing yellow, nothing blue, 

only an approximate grey. 

‘Even the grey is not precise, nothing is precise, all is vague, indeterminate. 

‘No here, no there, only everywhere. No long-short, only everywhere. No far-near, no 

yesterday, today, tomorrow, only tomorrow-yesterday. 

‘No doing, only being. 

13 



Thefamily home in the Obstbergweg, Berne. 

Paul's father Hans Wilhelm Klee lived here until his 

death in 1940 and his sister Mathilde Klee 

(1867-1953) until 1953. 
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1 Original version superscribed: ‘only a shadowy 

interweaving'. 

2 Crossed out: ‘is probably objectively untrue'. 

‘No explicit rest, no explicit motion, only a shadowy growth.1 

The only something: mobility as a prerequisite for change from this primordial state. 

‘Whether it was so is not proven,2 is hopefully true, is at any rate conceivable, and what is 

conceivable is factual and useful. It is useful as a concept opposed to what may have en¬ 

sued, to change, development, seizure, specification, measurement, destiny. 

‘Perhaps it was at least a pause in the course of events, a caesura in the cosmic pro¬ 

gramme that knows neither beginning nor end, but is marked by breaks, halts, let-ups. 

It is useful, moreover, because it may be creatively exploited for purposes of contrast. 

1905/24: Garden scene, watering cans, a cat, a red 

chair, from nature. 

Watercolour under-glass. 14x18-5. 

The theme forthis small under-glass painting bythe 

youthful Klee was borrowed from the garden of the 

family home in the Obstbergweg, Berne, shown 

opposite. 

‘Hence it is chaos, after all, not chaos inconceivable, but chaos conceivable, as logos. 

‘This means that chaos as a concept does not stand alone, no more than cosmos can be 

grasped a part from chaos. They are a mutual conceptual duality. They serve operationally, 

with the support of contrast, tacit or explicit. 
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Paul Klee with his father Hans Klee in 1935 in the 

garden of thefamily home in the Obstbergweg, 

Berne. Hans Wilhelm Klee was a music teacher at 

the Berne seminary of Hofwil. He died in 1940 atthe 

age of 91, a few months before his son. 
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‘Gravitation 

“‘In the beginning": what happened? 

‘Things, presumably gaseous condensations, thickened as accumulations and proxima- 

tions of their particles. A few particles attracted one another, forming focal groups for 

further attraction. Once attracted, they established a dominance for themselves and other 

particles that came within the sphere of attraction. As the group grew, its parts fitted more 
and more into a hierarchy. 

‘Reaching out from a main nucleus (a centre), this graduated exercise of power regulated 

itself by attraction, the nucleus dominating the whole. 

‘The primordial mobility persisted. Nucleus remained primordially mobile and with it the 

layers, hence the layers too remained primordially mobile, but only co-mobile ratherthan 

autonomous. They did not move on their own, they rode along. They were fixed in their 

relation to the nucleus, but since the nucleus was mobile, they too were mobile.’ 

In another passage, Klee characterises the concept of the infinite in a context that is also 

out of the ordinary. Here too movement is the standard prerequisite, extending in time from 

beginning to end and leading to circulation. 

‘The instinctively sensed possibility of going beyond a beginning is characterised 

further, in the concept of the infinite, which extends from beginning to end (not related 

solely to the beginning), leading to cyclical motion, where movement is the norm and the 

question of its inception does not therefore arise.' 

1 Water cycle, p.93. The finite circulatory motive in nature1 for its part characterises paired tensions such as 
The seasons, p.97. finite-infinite and earthly-cosmic. 
Cosmic cycle, p.99. 

Circulation of the blood, p.101. 

Chronology of the Lectures, 1921-24. The lectures from ‘Towards a theory of form production’ provide the main part of The 

thinking eye (Volume 1). 
They comprise the winter semester of 1921/22 and the summer semester of 1922, with a 

section entitled ‘Review of exercises in general’. 

The winter semester of 1922/23, dealing with colour system, forms the concluding part. 

The dates run from 14 Novemberto 19 December1922. 

The last lecture closes with peripheral colour movement and the rule of colourtonality. 

The present second volume comprises the ‘General system of pictorial media combined 

with nature study'. 
It consists of the continuing lectures during the winter semester of 1923/24. In between lay 

the brief summer semester of 1923. In the summer of 1923, following colour theory, exer¬ 

cises in this field were presumably held for advanced students. 
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At the beginning of every preliminary course Klee always went back to basic theory, while 

the ‘General system’ represents preparation for an advanced semester. 

The dating of the lectures makes it possible to view the written notes in chronological 

order and thus fit them into the Klee papers as a whole. The sequence of the text in this 

second volume is based on this approach. 

Paul Klee’s studio in Weimar, 1925. 

18 



The basic organisation of media is the same in both lecture cycles: ‘line, plane, tone 

value, and colour’. 

Only three brief sections in Volume 1 are devoted to the theory of tone value: 

The movement of tone value (from white to black)’ p.421. 

‘The movements of colourtonality' and 

‘Synthesis of tonality-movement and temperature contrast’ p.423. 

In the ‘General system’ (Volume 2) the theory of tone value took up approximately a full 

semester. 

The section on tone value has been supplemented with examples, mainly from the ‘Special 

system’ (60/1-121). In view of the volume on Klee's colour system, which is in preparation, 

the section on colour has not been included in this volume. 

Paul Klee’s studio in the Bauhaus, Weimar,1925. 

Klee’s colour theory might be suitably characterised as a ‘system of colours conceived of 

as an organic whole at restand in motion'. It breaks new ground in two areas: colour move¬ 

ment and colour relativity. 

Klee represents his colour globe rather like the terrestrial globe in space, on which colour 

movement takes place peripherally, diametrically, and along the polar axis, or with colours 

orbiting the globe like satellites or delimiting it like meridians. 
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A note (8/12) outlines four exercises, suggesting what such practical exercises may have 

been like, following the summer semester's colourseminar.1 

‘Exercises: 

1 Scale of tone values 

2 Peripheral colour scale 

3 Three diameter scales 

4 Three major polar colour scales.’ 

The two parts, Towards a theory of form production', in Volume 1 and the ‘General 

system’ in Volume 2 overlap and supplement each other, although emphasis and focal 

points differ. In subsequent semesters Klee used both manuscripts together and alter¬ 
nately. 

Numerous marginal notes and page references suggest that he kept reorganising his 

material in new ways, using it over the full range from preliminary to advanced courses. 

Klee's teaching from 1921 to early 1924 was very much of a piece, and what he discussed 

may be supplemented from both parts. 

In the light of his experiences during the early semesters, Klee, in the ‘General system', 

increasingly reverted to nature study as his starting point, representing thought and 

creative processes in simplified, more immediate and more graphic form. 

His geometrical and constructional contributions, on the other hand, further enriched and 

complicated these processes. It was not until his Bauhaus period that Klee, stimulated by 

the demands of the lecture hall, began to go deeply into the basic theory of two-dimen¬ 
sional extension. 

1 Cf. ‘Order and nature of pure colours', Volume 1, 

pp.465-511. 
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‘Towards a theory of form production’ 
(Volume 1) 

‘General system or method¬ 

ology of pictorial means’ 

(Volume2) 

14 November 1921 
P- 

99 Tuesday 23 October 1923 

21 November 1921 121 Monday 29 October 1923 

28 November 1921 123 Tuesday 30 October 1923 

5 December 1921 149 Monday 5 November 1923 

12 December 1921 197 Tuesday 6 November 1923 

Tuesday 20 November 1923 

9 January 1922 215 Tuesday 27 November 1923 

16 January 1922 217 Tuesday 4 December 1923 

30 January 1922 295 Tuesday 11 December 1923 

6 February 1922 323 

13 February 1922 325 Tuesday 9 January 1924 

20 February 1922 340 Tuesday 15 January 1924 

27 February 1922 343 Tuesday 22 January 1924 

13 March 1922 367 Tuesday 29 January 1924 

20 March 1922 369 Tuesday 5 February 1924 

27 March 1922 401 Tuesday 12 February 1924 

3 April 1922 403 Tuesday 19 February 1924 

15 May 1922 433, 437 

22 May 1922 443 

12 June 1922 444 

19 June 1922 445 

26 June 1922 447 

3 July 1922 449 

28 November 1922 (colour theory) 467 

19 December 1922 (colour theory) 485 
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Paul Klee in 1938. 
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Among Paul Klee's unpublished papers, only the manuscripts on ‘Statics and dyna¬ 

mics’ or ‘Pictorial mechanics and theory of style’ (45/1-165) are continuously dated. In 

time they follow directly after the ‘General system’. 

Statics and dynamics (Pictorial mechanics ortheory of style) 45/1-165) 

Dates of lectures 

Friday 29 February 1924 

Tuesday 4 March 1924 

Tuesday 11 March 1924 

Tuesday 18 March 1924 

2 July 1924 

Concluding lecture. 

Current dating of lectures ended with the one on Statics and dynamics delivered on 2 

July. The corresponding collection of notes, supplements, and sketches, superscribed 

‘Current material on statics and dynamics' 21/1-59, no longer contains any further com¬ 

plete pieces and running dates. 

Primordial approaches to form, 5/1-70 Contains no lecture dates. One chapter is marked ‘written in the summer of 1927’. 

Style, archestyle, 20/1-59 Deals with the structure, balance and rotatability of static and dynamic elements. Stylistic 

elements are characterised ab ovo, i.e. from their basic forms on up and their behaviour is 

examined from the static and dynamic point of view. There are no running dates. 

Special system of pictorial means, 

60/1-121 

Contains for the most part examples of specific mobility of means in respect of both tone 

value and colour. There are no current dates and no lecture texts, apart from the discus¬ 

sion of several concepts. 

Both ‘Style, archestyle’ and ‘Special system’ also constitute documents Klee addressed to 

himself, with reference to his own creative interests. 

Organisational theory, 1V/1-195 With an incomplete separate part on the same subject, largely identical with his volumi¬ 

nous ‘Constructive theory of composition’. No current dates. Used in teaching for the 

sections on articulation and structure, rhythmics, dividual and individual divisions and 

their connection. The main parts have been published in Volume 1. 
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Klee intended to publish ‘Statics and dynamics' (or ‘Pictorial mechanics') as one in the 

series of Bauhaus Books; and in 1925 the Bauhaus Publishing Company repeatedly 

announced the volume.1 xThe concluding lecture of 2 July 1924, was first 

Expressing the basic duality of form, the term ‘Statics and dynamics’, often used by Klee published in the catalogue of the Paul Klee 

himself, describes the substance of the notes with greater precision than the title ‘Pictor- exhibition atthe Basie Kunsthaiie in 1967. 

ial mechanics’. 

People today have become much more aware of the idea of static versus dynamic form 

than was true in the twenties; and thus these two terms as opposites, as applied to pic¬ 

torial content, are more appropriate than the ambiguous term ‘mechanics'. 

Views of Klee’s studio on the Kistlerweg, Berne, 

taken around 1939. 

[1] Foreground, Bimbo the cat; centre picture on the 

back wall Scholar (.self-portrait), 1932 z 6 (cf. Volume 

1, frontispiece). 

[2] Corner cupboard with painting supplies. On top, 

two reliefs now atthe Paul Klee Stiftung, Berne. 
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General and special system 

Behaviour of pictorial means at rest and in 
motion 

After 1924/25, the ‘General system of pictorial means' formed the counterpart to the 

‘Special system of pictorial means’ (60/1-121). 

The‘General system’ reviews the conceptual means before they are used in form produc¬ 

tion, in a state of rest. 
In the ‘Special system' movement is associated with the means. Form-producing tensions 

and contrasts among various individual forms result in the special kind of mobility that 

effects the first step from form to form production. 
‘This reorganisation picks a few characteristic passages from the ‘‘General system" and 

reshuffles them by new criteria.’ 

2 

Paul Klee in his Berne studio. 

[1] In 1938. 

[2] In 1939. 
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‘Special system 

or methodology 

of pictorial means 

First step from 

generalto specific methodology 

based on the concepts: 

Limitation 

Interruption 

Rearrangement 

Disproportion 

By movement (direction of movement) 

Unilateral 

Parallel movement 

Movementand countermovement 

Modes of movement 

Interruption: 

Gliding 

Striding 

Leaping 

Central figuration without discontinuity 

Jumps 

Rearrangement: 

By shift 

Rotation 

Reflection 

Complementary 

Limitation or superfluity and 

disproportion 

Major-minor, majority, minority 

Direction of movement: 

Composite unity 

Movementand countermovement 

Composite unity in two 

dimensions’ 

‘Figuration must be connected with the concept of movement. In the general case mobility 

ends in rigid rest. As primary values, formative means as such are elementary by nature, 

but when they become secondary or lesser values, they move to and fro among the firm 
primary values. 

‘Movement of the means is itself a to and fro between firm points, and this may in turn 
result in more firm points, like grey, green, orange, etc. 

‘Once establisned, the whole “structure” of formative means is immovable, immutable, 
unique. Hence the term general. 

‘One cannot say: Let us do this once again in a different or better way. Perfection is ab¬ 
solute here. 

‘One principle predicates everything else: The manner of mobility in a composite principle 

is completely balanced in itself. It achieves this through the regular spacing of the firm 

points and by the equivalence of the to and fro of movement among the firm points. Thus 
the whole appears to be governed by a kind of rigidity. 
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View of the studio in the Kistlerweg, Berne. On the 

wall, early under-glass paintings. On the easel at 

right, one of Paul Klee's last designs (now in the 

possession of his son Felix). 

‘The structure of a general system of means is bound to be an organism of great rigidity 

and precision, an assemblage of contingencies expressed in terms of "tonality” and of 

"colour”. It thus provides a kind of topography of "light”, “dark”, "lightened colour", 

“darkened colour" and “coloured light” and "coloured dark”. 

‘Such an organism, however, is marked by an immutable rigidity, a unique perfection. 

‘Living, moving figuration proper must therefore cast loose from the general system. One 

ormo re o rgans of that organism mu stbesingledout and reorganised into an organic per¬ 

fection of their own. The scope broadens into infinite variability. 

‘In this process it (the primordial element) must settle on the intended scope of its new¬ 

found specific mobility’. 

27 
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Exercises ‘General system 

Dimensions: 

From pointto line to area to solid. 

1 Lighting (above-below) 

Graded from white to black 

2 Horizontal extent (left-right/front-back) 

a Peripheral colour 

b Diametrically tripartite red, green, yellow, purple 

Warmth contrast: blue-orange 

Complementary contrast without warmth differential 

3 (Solid)three-dimensional 

white red black 

white yellow black 

white blue black 

Special systems 

Aspects: 

Tension: physical, mental 

Semblance and essence, e.g. of an apple 

Eros-logos 

Articulation: dividual-individual, 

single and combined 
Single theme with accompaniment-several themes 

Interpenetration, mutual exclusion 

Creative tension of major individual forms 

Organism organically linked from majorforms 

Formal function physical-spatial’ 

This contrast of ‘General system and special system’ (8/5), outlining practical exercises 

for advanced students, was written on the back of a letter to Klee from the Berlin National- 

galerie of 1 March 1926, and can thus be approximately dated. Conceptually, basic and 

specific aspects may be distinguished in ‘Towards a theory of form production’ (Volume 

1), as well as in the ‘General system’, but in practice this would scarcely be possible. 
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Paul Klee in his Berne studio in 1938. 



In both lecture cycles presentation of primary values was followed by demonstrations of 

the special mobility inherent in figuration. The two were indisseverable. 
Klee’s theory of tone value gives elementary examples, but going on from there brings in 

the element of special mobility. Tone value subsists on movement between the poles of 

black and white, on tension, on interpenetration, on transition. But for movement, polar 

Paul Klee’s studio in the Kistlerweg, Berne, in 1939. Contrast would be lifeless and rigid. 
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Klee opposes ‘constructive’ figuration to ‘impressive’. Constructive approaches to composition 

constructive 

i.e. causally real 
-impressive 

virtual 

(i.e. in appearance) 

constructive by nature - constructive by semblance 

‘Constructive representation provides certain invariant valence relationships, while im¬ 

pressive representation reveals a naive joy in expression.’ 

constructive -impressive 

integrated with -by semblance 

the warp of construction without the warp of construction 

Klee uses the term ‘constructive’ as a simplification of the precisely defined concept: 

‘Normal format, rigidly adhered to, with constructive internal relations, as the canon of 
the ground plan. The canon as the standard and rule.’ 

Constructive compositional approaches serve to establish norms and directives in the 

formative process, and any departure from the acknowledged system must be logically 
justified. 

Klee distinguishes these constructive ‘Schematically fully constructive 

compositional approaches: partially constructive, applied schematic 

partially constructive figuration: 

free choice of detail. 

(Or partially constructive play. 

Irregular random movement.)’ 

Partially constructive figuration avails itself of a schematic basis from which it chooses 
what it deems suitable forfree figuration. 

‘The partially constructive manner’, Klee writes, ‘happens to be productive in a form- 

creative sense, but only by calling on the help of the destructive principle. The productive 
ruin.’ 

To avoid rigidity and gain a new and freer structure by creative freedom of choice, the 
schematic basis must be destroyed. 

Pride of place is given to order and structure, to organic and heuristic links. In second 

place comes the application of formative means, whether elementary or mixed, in sum, 
’irregularity’, departure from the canon, from the norm. 
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1 Cf. Exact experiments in the realm of art, Volume 1, 

p.69, and Law, Volume 1, p.71. 

2Cf. text, next page. 

In the section on ‘rules’, Klee discusses irregularity as a departure from the constructive 

norm.1 
‘Irregularity means greater freedom without transgressing the law. The conflict between 

universal and restricted application. 

‘Partial choice has expressed itself as an absolute structure (omission of the universal) 

or as a relative structure. Accented, but at the same time susceptible of being measured 

by the law which forms part of it. All figuration relates the general to the particular. It is 

more personal or less, according to the nature of the relation. 

‘But if the priests ask sternly: ‘‘What is this shocking anomaly you are producing?” - the 

absolute structure makes it possibleto prove after the fact that the law has been observed, 

while the relative structure includes the proof, rejects the question and makes the proof 

unnecessary.’ 

The overall plan of the general theory of pictorial composition (8/27 and 8/28)2 suggests 

many possibilities that stem from linking the theory of constructive composition with the 

stylistic plane. 
It was long an open question what weight should be given the theory of constructive com¬ 

position combined with nature study, compared with the theory of form and figuration. 

Klee’s calendar for the years 1928/30 carries entries on his lessons atthe Dessau Bauhaus 

made over several terms. They suggest that constructive-geometrical instruction took up 

much moretimethan has been hitherto believed. It should be considered on a parwith his 

earlier preparatory texts. 
This in turn suggests a shift of emphasis from the form and figuration examples prepared 

in writing during the early Bauhaus years to the constructive basis of two-dimensional 

figuration. This shift culminated in the years 1929/30 in Dessau and was concluded during 

Klee’stenure atthe Diisseldorf Academy in 1931-33. 
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"The general theory of pictorial composition falls into two parts: 

A Theory of constructive composition 

B Theory of style 

Line of the theory of constructive composition (in general outline): 

A Fixed normal relations within static and dynamicforms (full and partial constructions). 

Slight departures, i.e. random movements about the normal interior pathways (side 
paths). 

To A: Fixed in the static sense means rigidly bound to the vertical. Fixed in the dynamic 
sense means tranquil harmonisation offree mobility. 

B Sharp departures, i.e. movementagainstthe normal interior pathways. 

To B: Sharp deviations in the static sense are local deviations from the normal orientation 

of the vertical and the horizontal, but always in the form of verticals and horizontals. 

Sharp deviations in the dynamic sense are essentially central shifts and shifts of locales 
dependent on the centre, avoiding the plumb-line and its closest forces. 

Link between the theory of constructive composition and the stylistic plane. 

A Theory of constructive composition. 

Questions: 

1. Are the interior constructive relations of form and format maintained? Are there ran¬ 
dom deviations? 

2. Is there a complete departure from interior constructive relations? Is this done while 

coincidentally normal constructive relations are also given form? Or are the latter 
omitted? 

B Theory of style 

Questions: Are verticals and horizontals present? Rectangles? Are centres and peri¬ 
pheries present? Sextiles?’ 

(8/27 and 8/28). 
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Nature study and constructive 

approaches to composition 

Duality treated as unity 

The Dessau Bauhaus schedule 1928/29 

Constructive compositional approaches, being exact experiments in the realm of art, pro¬ 

vide an additional element to the themes treated in Volume 1. 

In The nature of nature constructive compositional approaches and nature study are con¬ 

trasted and summarised. 

Both bases, the natural and the geometrical rules, are represented in balance, insofar as 

possible. 

‘Contrasting locales,' Klee emphasises, ‘are fixed. They permit gliding movement. Treat 

dualism not as such but in its complementary unity.’ 

To a considerable extent Klee translates into the constructive realm insight about growth 

and mobile processes gained from nature. Basic geometrical forms are studied by the 

same criteria as plants, in respect of their causation, their mobile potential, their interior. 

Beginning with the elements at rest, centres and random points are set in motion, to the 

end of reaching efficient organic relationships. 

In the pictorial sense, the dynamic forces of natural growth and the tensions of basic 

forms have this in common: function, movement. 

In Klee's oeuvre the two poles alternate in holding the upper hand, just as they alternate in 

the stylistic development of thetwentieth century. 

It is in the formative process that the duality of nature study and constructive compositional 

approach achieves creative harmony and synthesis. 

‘Algebraic, geometrical, mechanical tasks are training elements en route to the essential, 

the functional, as against the impressive. One learns to look behind the false front, to go 

to the root of things. One learns to perceive the flow underneath ... to dig deep and lay 

bare. To find reasons, to analyse.’ 

Klee’s calendar from the years 1928/29 includes current entries about his lectures. In this 

fashion an overview of the Dessau syllabus has been preserved. Among Klee s papers, 

this is the only trace of how the various term courses were built up over two years, and it 

demonstrates that the geometrical part must not be separated from the text preparations. 

In practice both increasingly formed a mutually complementary unit. 

From the preliminary course to the fifth term there is an alternation of portions from the 

theory of articulation, the general and the special systems, the theory of organization, and 

of statics and dynamics as related to questions of style. 

The constructive aspects of planimetrical figuration bulked large in Klee’s lectures. 
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Viewfrom the terrace of the Berne studio on to the 

gardens of the Elfenau. 

View from the rear of Klee's Berne home (1931-40) 

on to the Kistlerweg and Elfenau in winter. 
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View from Klee's Berne studio on the Kistlerweg 

on to the terrace and garden in summer. 

1 Cf. the diagram of Bauhaus organisation: 

‘Art- Organisation - Pure science', Volume 1, 

Introduction, p.33. 

The Dessau lecture plan for 1928/29 is incompatible with any sharp division of Klee’s 

theoretical papers into the verbal and the geometrical-constructive and with the view that 

the latter were intended more for his own orientation and exercise. The two display an 

increasingly coincidental relationship, arising from their function as pole and counter¬ 

pole.1 

The link between invariant relations and the stylistic level gives rise to new steps towards 

multidimensional simultaneity, in the individual form elements as well as in the whole art 

concept. This was always one of Klee’s fundamental concerns. 
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Monday 1928 9 January Examples of dividual-individual combined. Tension as formal genesis. 

Monday 16 January Weaving. 

Monday 23 January Weaving: basic theory, elementary form. Form in format. Form structures in format. 

Monday 30 January Weaving: inferring the exteriorfrom the interior. Basic theory: form structures from three 

elementary forms. 

Monday 6 February Form as sum. 

Preliminary course: decentralisation of form structure from three elementary forms. Com¬ 

posite form. 

Monday 13 February Subtraction. Random movement on rails. Six mechanical variations. 

Friday 17 February Weaving: trapezoid. 

Monday 20 February Weaving: composite form with surface contact (and after) points. 

Monday 27 February Second semester: arches and straight lines. Irregular progression. 

Monday 5 March Preliminary course, second semester: last lecture. Style, problems. 

Weaving: subtraction, rhythmic patterns. 

Monday 12 March Weaving: division. 

Thursday 22 March Preliminary course participants turn in problems. 

Friday 23 March Preliminary course exhibition is installed. 

Monday 26 March Entrance examination 10 o’clock. 

Wednesday 28 March Select items for permanent collection. 

Monday 16 April 10 o’clock, second semester begins. 

General system. Tonality, colour. 

First part. 

Weaving: junior course: theory of articulation by measurement. 

Senior course: multi-unitary centres. 

No further entries to the beginning of the summer holidays, 14 July 1928. 

Tuesday 1928 4 September Second part of summerterm begins. 

Monday 10 September Preliminary course: composite form based on sexti-, quadri- and tripartite circle. 

Weaving: ditto. 

Friday 14 September Conchoids. 

Monday 17 September Rotation, irregularity by use of varying threads. 

Weaving: Composite form and rotation. 

Monday 1 October Second semester: irregularform structures in fulfilment. Chapter13. 

Multi-unitary centres, as departures from inside. Chapter 14. 

Lastly: departures from outside, irregular circumference divisions. Chapter 13a. 

Conclusion of theoretical instruction. 

Weaving: ChapterlO. 
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Monday 1928 8 October No theoretical instruction in basictheory. 

Weaving: addition. 
Monday 15 October No theoretical instruction. 
Friday 19 October Construction of the exhibition. 
Monday 22 October Master council, entrance (of students). 
Thursday 25 October End of term. 
T uesday 30 October Beginning of the winter semester. 
Monday 5 November Second semester: introduction and black-and-white. 
Tuesday 6 November Open painting class. 
Monday 12 November Second semester: colour sphere. 

Weaving third semester: black-and-white scales. 

Fourth-fifth semesters: division in complex case. 

Tuesday 13 November Open painting class. 

Friday 16 November Subject: spatial representation in two dimensions. Representation of the front-to-rear 

dimension. 

Front-to-rear as intersection lines with moreemphasis orless. 

Monday 19 November Second semester: exercises, diametric colour stages. 

Weaving 3: gliding, striding, leaping. 

Fourth-fifth semesters: formal mediation with tonality. 

T uesday 20 November Open painting class. 

Friday 23 November Advanced semesters. 

Monday 26 November Second semester: major-minor. 

Third semester: major-minor. 

Fourth-fifth semesters:formal mediation. 

T uesday 27 November Open painting class. 

Friday 30 November Advanced semesters. 

Monday 3 December Second semester like third semester on 3 and 10 December. 

Third semester: unequivocally directional movement based on major-minor. 

Fourth-fifth semesters: ellipses - interior construction. 

T uesday 4 December Free painting class. 

Friday 7 December Two hemiprogressions on grey base. 

Monday 10 December Second semester: shifting, reflection, rotation. 

Third semester: as on 3 December, but based on different values. 

Fourth-fifth semesters: interior construction of ellipses. 

T uesday 11 December Free painting class. 

Friday 14 December Advanced semesters. Only one student, exercise called off. 

Monday 1929 21 January Second semester: articulation. Proximity of members. Rhythmics. 

Weaving: ellipse, shift, reflection, rotation. 

Friday 25 January Advanced semesters (five students). 

Combination of point and line progression. 
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Two pages of Klee's calendar notes for 1928/29. In Klee’stime schedule atthe Winter semester 1927/28 

addition to key words for his lectures, the calendar Dessau Bauhaus, 1927-29. Monday 11-13h Weaving 

carries precise entries about Klee’s trip to Brittany in Instruction comprised 15-17 h Second semester 

July and August 1928. From Dessau to Nanterre, eight hours a week 19-21 h Life class 

Begmeil, Quimper, Quiberon, Paris, Berne. Also for each semester. Thursday 15-17h Painting class 

about his trip to Egypt, December 1928 to January Open studio 

1929. Also noted are numerous visits to the opera, Summer semester 1928 

theatre, and concerts. Monday 10-12 h Second semester 

15-17 h Weaving 

Tuesday 15-17h Open painting class 

Friday 10-12h Fourth semester 

Winter semester 1928/29 

Monday 10-12 h Second semester 

15-17 h Weaving: fourth and fifth 

semesters 

17-18h Weaving:third semester 

Tuesday 15-17 h Painting class 

(17-18 h) Studio 

Friday 12-13 h Creative figuration 

Fifth semester 
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Monday 1929 28 January 

Monday 4 February 

Saturday 

Monday 

Monday 

9 February 

11 February 

18 February 

Monday 

Friday 

Monday 

25 February 

1 March 

4 March 

Friday 

Monday 

8 March 

11 March 

Friday 15 March 

Monday 18 March 

Friday 22 March 

Friday 29 March 

9 April 

1. Number categories of articulation. 2. Theory of proportion. 

Weaving: ellipses, conclusion. Parabola (whole integers). 

Younger: exercises (held over). 

Exercise: theory of organisation (articulation). 

Weaving older[semesters]: parabola, continued. 

Weaving younger[semesters]: cancelled. 

Bauhaus festival. 

Cancelled. 

Exercise: organisation, homophone-polyphone. 

Weaving older[semesters]: hyperbola. 

Weaving younger [semesters]: inner reversion, complementary. 

Called off on account of cold. 

Operationsat horizontal levels of various heights. 

Second semester: genesis of elementary forms. Tensions, etc. 

Weaving older course: hyperbola-asymptotes. 

Normals and tangents. Three conchoids, circular conchoids. 

Weaving younger course: augmentation by complementary reversion. 

Terminology of measurements of height, width and depth. 

Second semester: form in format. Form structures in format. 

Weaving older [semesters]: rolling curves. 

Weaving younger [semesters]: 

1. Economy (of means). 

2. Conflict between superfluity and deficiency. 

a) Numerically. 

b) In terms of colour. 

Operations on vertical surfaces and combined operations on vertical and horizontal sur¬ 

faces. 

Form structure of three elementary forms. 

Composite form - unitary form. 

Weaving older [semesters]: cycloids, evolvents, spirals. 

Weaving younger [semesters]: superfluity-deficiency, 

a) and b) as before. 

c) immediate. 

d) mediate. 

Frontal surfaces, operations thereon. 

Single combination frontal-horizontal. 

Spring holidays begin. 

Semester begins. 
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\ 

Klee's studio after his death on 29 June 1940. 

On the easel in the background, what is probably his 

last oil painting, on black background, 1940, 

untitled. 

Cf. colour plate, Volume 1, p.495. 
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Basictheory before figuration There is but one reference to ‘basic theory before figuration' (8/20), from Portfolio 8/1-31, 

which bears thetitle ‘Introduction’. 

The reference is fragmentary, as are numerous titles in this portfolio. In many cases 

neither plan nor design was followed up. 

‘Chapter 1. Before figuration. 

‘Spatial order of ideal pictorial means at rest. 

‘The objective ends of pictorial means are effective, even when reduced to points. This is 

less true of the intermediate stages. They require more scope to become sensibly per¬ 

ceptible and measurable, or weighable and critically perceptible. (Or sensibly criticisable.)’ 

It is almost impossible to draw a sharp line between the ideal means at rest and the con¬ 

cept of the theory of form. The basic premise must be a principle, but the living figuration 

must be separated from the general principle. 

Sequence of stages 

Form the formal elementperse, elementary, as a static phenomenon 

Act of forming must be based on primary process 

Figuration example straightforward coincidence of forms, based on a process, e.g. a 

function 

Figuration process higher combination of formal elements and pictorial processes 

This demonstrates the borderline where statics end and event passes into motion, is in¬ 

deed inconceivable withoutthe mobile process. 

In a section on ‘Active craft-related movement', Klee characterises this relation: ‘The 

relation between form and the act of giving form, perceived and gained even on the micro¬ 

scale, retained its fundamental significance even in subsequent studies, precisely be¬ 

cause it is a matter of principle. I should like to capture this significance in one sen¬ 

tence: The approach to form, supposedly dictated by some internal or external necessity, 

is more important than the goal, the end of the path... The act of giving form determines 

form itself, and the process is more importantthan the form. 

‘Form must never and on no account be considered disposal, result, end product, but 

rather as genesis, essence, growth ... Good means form as movement, action, active form. 

Bad means form as rest, as end point.' 

What really interested Klee were the processes of thinking and forming, and their func¬ 

tions, the act of forming in terms of living examples. 

In essence it is the results that retrospectively set the foundation for basic theory. 
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Structure of the basictheory By contrast to the fragmentary and undated reference 8/20, three outlines bearing the 

general title ‘My share in the basic theory’ have been preserved. 

‘My preliminary theory, my shareinthe basic theory’, 45/66a. 

This hastily drafted outline follows the concluding lecture of 2 July 1924 in the manuscript 

‘Statics and dynamics' (pictorial mechanics), or was subsequently inserted at this place. 

A second signed outline (9/3) is more explicit. It is at the beginning of the ‘General system' 

and was thus probably done during the winterterm of 1923/24. 

The outline reproduced in facsimile opposite (8/6) and entitled ‘Klee's share in the basic 

theory’ is dated ‘Dessau, September 1925'. It is apparently a final version from the two 

earlier drafts (45/66a and 9/3). 

The essential content of the three versions scarcely differs. In the final version, in Section 

b, theory of articulation, following ‘primitive rhythmics, gradation of values’, a reference, 

‘melodic or thematic, leadership and accompaniment, counterpoint’, has been omitted 

together with the drawing here reproduced. 

I Theoretical (Lectures) 

II Practical 

Klee's share in the basictheory. Dessau, September 1925. K. (8/6) 

(Comes underformaltheory II) 

A Before figuration. 

Survey and orientation in the area of ideal pictorial means (line, tonality and colour), their 

spatial order at rest. 

B Theory of figuration (combined with nature study), 

a General concepts of figuration. 

Tensions of means and ends, 

Essence and semblance, 

Nature and abstraction, 

Dynamic forces-limits, 

b Theory of articulation. 

Primitive rhythmics, gradation of values, melodic-thematic. 

Dividual and individual divisions or structures and proportions (and their links), 

c Pictorial mechanics (statics and dynamics) and the derivation of the concept of style. 

With all the sections above, simultaneous exercises (including drawing from life), al¬ 

though these are to be limited to the field of ideal pictorial means (Section A). 
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Discrimination in the Basic Theory. 

A Before figuration and 
B Theory of figuration combined with nature study, general concepts, tension from way to 

goal 

points in turn to the conceptual distinction which we have discussed in connection with 

the ‘Basic theory before figuration’, and which in the practical use of the lecture manu¬ 

scripts are closely linked to one another. 
The summary, done in 1925 after the conclusion of the dated written lectures, shows the 

overall conception, but scarcely the weight and volume occupied by the theories of tonal¬ 

ity and colour. 
The structure of the contents corresponds to The thinking eye and to the present second 

volume, except for the as yet unpublished text part, complete in itself, under the heading 

‘Pictorial mechanics, statics and dynamics, and the derivation of the concept of style'. 

The reverse side carries the title 

II Theory of form -theory and practical exercises (8/6a). 

There are sketchy remarks relating to the part on practical exercises. 

‘(Nature) 

‘II Theory of form. 
‘Theory and practical exercises. 

‘Analysis of formal elements (orientation, designation, terminology). 

‘Organic and heuristic contexts (rules, construction, structure). 

‘Directions for abstraction. Directions for abstract thought and form elements (sem¬ 

blance, essence, schema). 

‘Distinction among elementary, primary and secondary figuration. Elementary and mixed 

application of pictorial means. 

‘Exercises relating to the mutual effect of the elements. 

‘Figurative exercises: Drawing, painting, modelling, space. 

‘Draughtsmanship, painting and spatial exercises in form.’ 

The reference ‘comes under formal theory II’ under the main title on the obverse (cf. 

pp.44/45) cannot be clearly distinguished from the enumeration on the reverse. 

The concepts of basic theory, theory of form and theory of figuration occasionally overlap 

and essentially delimitthe same material. 

The first section of a passage on ‘The concept of artistic creation’ in Volume I1 does seek 

to clarify these distinctions: 
1 Cf. Volume 1, p.17. 
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Retrospects 

1 In Retrospect 8/10 cf. pp.117 and 119 and the 

Appendix to p.117. 

‘The study of figuration deals with the ways that lead to form. It is the study of form, but 

emphasises the paths to form ratherthan the form itself. The word Gestaltung suggests as 

much. “Theory of form” (Formlehre), as it is usually called, does not stress the principles 

and approaches. "Theory of formation” (Formungslehre) is too unfamiliar. Moreover, 

Gestaltung in its broader sense clearly contains the idea of an underlying mobility, and is 

therefore preferable. 

‘For anotherthing, Gestalt (over against form) means something more alive. Gestalt is in a 

manner of speaking a form with an undercurrent of living functions. A function made of 

functions, so to speak. The functions are purely intellectual. A need for expression under¬ 

lies them. Every expression of function must be cogently grounded. Then there will be a 

close bond between beginning, middle, end.’ 

Klee’s retrospect of the last Weimar preliminary course of the winter of 1924/25 again 

suggests that he kept changing the sequence of his preparatory texts. The logical se¬ 

quence remains the same in these changes, in which abstract thought and form models 

alternate with the immediacy of new points of departure that are close to nature. 

‘In the last Weimar preliminary course in the winter of 1924/25 (8/10), I adopted the follow¬ 

ing sequence.1 

‘Theory of pictorial means (order in a state of rest). 

‘Line 

‘Tonality 

‘Colour. 

‘A general example of figuration: From source a (seed corn) paths are foreshadowed, with 

concomitant effects I—IV (from within or without). 

‘The point begins to move, and an essential construct arises, stemming from figuration. 

‘The end is but part of the essence (the appearance). 

‘True essential form is a synthesis of figuration and appearance. 

‘The snail: Because of its need for shelter, it is joined to a growing shelter. 

‘The apple: From blossom to fruit (“Casing”!). The violin. The umbrella.’ 

A second retrospect (8/7), dated 12 November 1926, is reproduced in facsimile on p.56 of 

this introduction. The text is transcribed on p.149 of the main part. A third retrospect, ‘done 

March 1927’, (8/4 and 8/4a), numbered 1-9, is given on pp.120-122, as a summary of es¬ 

sential creative possibilities. 
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1933/Z9: Desert of stone. 

Coloured paste on Ingres paper. 48 X34-3. 
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1929/ oe 10: Scented Isle. 

Watercolour. 23 x31. 
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Overall summary 

Theory of form and figuration 

$ 

Two overall inventories of the theory of form and figuration are preserved (8/2 and 8/2a), 

as well as a slightly condensed final version (8/3), reproduced in facsimile opposite. 

The two are undated. They were probably composed in the years 1924-26 and document 

the growing development and expansion of Klee’s theoretical writings, especially on the 

geometrical-constructive side. 

There is athreefold division: 

I General part(concept of the theory of figuration). 

II Planimetric figuration. 

III Stereometric figuration. 

This threefold division as well as the general organisation apply by and large to all of 

Klee’s theoretical papers that have been preserved. 

Sections II and ill are voluminous and purely geometrical-constructive in nature. 

Pictorial theory of figuration (8/3) 

Table of contents 

I General part 

Chapter 

1 Concept of theory of figuration 

2 General system 

3 Special system 

II Planimetric figuration 

Chapter 

5 Approaches to form, tension processes 15 Free irregularity 

6 Elementary form 16 Conic sections 

7 Form in format 17 Wandering centres 

8 Form mediation 18 Pathology 

9 Form structures 19 Progressions 

10 Compositeform 20 Statics 

11 Departure from the norm 21 Dynamics, mechanics 

12 Change of position 22 Interpretations 

13 Irreguiarform structures 23 Collection of exercises 

14 Multi-unitary centres 

4 Articulation 

a Rhythmics 

b Execution, etc., etc. 

Ill Stereometric figuration 

Chapter 

24 Stereometric figuration. 
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1940/L6: Giant plants. 

Coloured paste on paper. 48x62-5. 
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1934/N 4: Of sere twigs. 

Sepia, brush and pen drawing. 27-5 x47 2. 
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Publication of the complete table of contents is planned, but transcends the scope of this 

introduction. 

The two tables that are preserved constitute the sole indications of the structure and logi¬ 

cal organisation of Klee’s literary estate. 

Following Klee’s flight from Dusseldorf in December 1933, his voluminous writings and 

drawings were broughtto Berne in a steamertrunk. 

This trunk, containing more than 4,000 sheets and the lecture manuscripts, remained in 

Klee’s last studio in the Kistlerweg, Berne, until his death in the summer of 1940. 

Frau Lily Klee's1 numbering of the portfolios and manuscript sheets was done in the order 

in which the material was found in the trunk after Klee's death, rather than by any system. 

In 1956, following publication of the first volume, The thinking eye [in the German edition], 

Paul Klee’s heirs gave the whole of his theoretical papers to the Paul Klee Stiftung in 

Berne; and the Foundation and the editor took over Frau Lily Klee’s numbering system 

without change. 

At Dusseldorf, following his departure from the Bauhaus,2 Klee was no longer obliged to 

deliver regular lectures requiring thorough preparation, as was the case during the pre¬ 

ceding decade. 

In Dusseldorf Klee was given a painting class, combined with a seminar of several hours. 

There was no prescribed subject matter for the painting class and Klee had a completely 

free hand. 

During the last two years at Dessau, 1929/30, Klee did some geometrical drawings of con¬ 

siderable complexity, which were probably meant to provide an additional basis for his 

own creative work ratherthan for use in the classroom: combinations of a higher order, as 

a logical demonstration and foundation for his own form-giving. They include ‘Shifting 

viewpoint' and ‘The subjective way’ (Volume 1, pp.173-175). One of these sheets is dated 

2 July 1929, others are sketchily signed with a ‘K’ or ‘ee’, apparently to underline the special 

importance Klee gave to them. 

Klee was seeking insight into the problems of multidimensional simultaneity,the loosen¬ 

ing of earthly statics, for which he sought evidence. These drawings form an important 

intellectual basis for his later work. 

When Klee’s Bauhaus period ended in Dessau in 1930, his notes and supplements for his 

teaching activities began to dry up. 

Outlines for themes and exercises were still being written down in Dusseldorf, like the 

one here cited, dated 27 August 1931.3 

1 Lily Klee-Stumpf (1867-1946). A pianist from 

Munich, Lily Stumpf became engaged to Klee in 1901 

in Tegernsee, Upper Bavaria. They were married in 

Berne in the autumn of 1906. 

2 On Klee's departure from the Bauhaus, cf. the 

quotation from V. Kandinsky, Volume 1, 

Introduction, p.40. 

3'Painting class atthe Dusseldorf academy (13/1-2). 

Cubefrom nature, and similarthings. 

a Superficial 

b Transparent 

c Analytically-plastically reunited. 

Cube joined to its environment. 

Surface images, cube 

a As they appear in the real and the ideal position, 

b In transparent polyphony. 

Cube bodies, cube-interior space, 

Cube-exterior space. 

The cube and its reflections.' 
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1926/U 6: Youthful park. 

Oil on gauze on cardboard. 34-3 x 50-2. 
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lSuch a scheme was outlined for the Stuttgart show 

of 1968, commemorating fifty years of the Bauhaus. 

Insurmountable difficulties kept it from being 

executed. 

Following his return to Berne in December 1933 and the complete reorganisation of his 

living and working situation in 1934, Klee made no further additions to his papers dealing 

with the theory of art. 

Frau Lily Klee states that during the years in Berne Klee did occasionally take out one of 

the portfolios and revise certain problems; but despite his expressed wish that his 

theoretical papers be published after his death, he did not himself prepare any inventory 

of them, nor did he leave any general outline of their context. 

The summary tables of contents that have been preserved therefore provide the only co¬ 

herent indications of the systematic structure of Klee's theoretical work, as he planned it 

in the course of his years at the Bauhaus. 

Nevertheless, many uncertainties remain, in the absence of such a general outline, even 

taking into account such numbers and titles as Klee did provide for certain sections and 

portfolios among his papers. 

The actual period during which these theoretical writings were done began in 1921, after 

Gropius called Klee to the Weimar Bauhaus (October-December 1920), and ended when 

he left Dessau in 1930. 

The negotiations that resulted in his appointment, on 1 April 1931, in Dusseldorf, had be¬ 

gun as early as 1929, and with them his interest waned. He emphasised that in the long run 

he was finding it hard to combine creative work and teaching at the Bauhaus. He seemed 

to be already inwardly adjusting himself to the impending change. 

Some additions to the papers were still made in 1929/30, but these included scarcely any 

major new areas. 

The main portions of the written as well as the geometric papers were thus done in the 

nine years from 1921 to 1929, side by side with Klee’s teaching and creative work. 

The main purpose of the present survey of Klee's whole conceptual approach to his work 

as a teacher is to integrate the scattered papers, making comparisons possible for the 

firsttime. 

Many among Klee's surviving Bauhaus students should be able to supplement these 

papers, eitherfrom memory orfrom notes. 

During Klee’s decade at the Bauhaus a sweeping correspondence developed between his 

theoretical and creative work. 

To compare these two areas would be a task of considerable interest as well as difficulty. 

Such a comparison might show the degree to which Klee’s theoretical thinking influenced 

his creative work, thus providing graphic evidence of just how much Klee the artist got 

from Klee the teacher.1 
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Scheme of Bauhaus set-up 

Clockwise: 

‘Preliminary theory 

Compositional theory 

Graphic theory 

Study of materials 

Study of materials and tools 

Construction theory 

Nature study 

Colourtheory 

Wood 

Metal 

Colour 

Woven fabrics 

Glass 

Clay 

Stone' 

Cf. a similar scheme on p.28 of the catalogue of the 

50 Jahre Bauhaus show, Wiirttembergischer 

Kunstverein, Stuttgart, 1968 (editions in several 

languages). 

Cf. also a scheme of Bauhaus organisation dating 

from 1929/30 reproduced on p.33 of the introduction 

to Volume 1. 
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Concerning the editing of Volume 2 

Typography 

1 Laszlo Moholy-Nagy was responsibleforthe 

typography of the Pedagogical Sketchbook. With 

Gropius, he was also editor of the Bauhaus books. 

Constructive and geometric drawings 

The editor's main task, in bringing out Volume 1, was to provide access to the foundations 

of Klee’s formal and pictorial world and to demonstrate the correspondence between his 

thinking and creative processes. 

The goal was to make the contemporary world aware of the sweep of Klee's ideas. 

His paintings were already widely known, but only a very few knew that Klee was a thinker 

with the gift of precise conceptualisation and formulation. Klee has been for too long 

assigned a place of intellectual and sociological insignificance. Cubism and the Bauhaus 

alone seemed to provide a basis from which the formal idiom of abstract art could be given 

the broad scope in creative history it deserves in the light of Klee’s concepts. 

Guidelines for the typography of Volume 1 were provided by the series of Bauhaus books, 

including the Pedagogical Sketchbook edited by Klee himself and published in the series in 

1925.1 

Klee actually prepared the final designs for the Pedagogical Sketchbook from his own 

rough sketches. 

Volume 2 seeks to get away from the model of the Bauhaus books and a certain geometric 

rigidity which they exemplify. All of Klee’s examples and drawings are reproduced in 

facsimile. The goal was to presentthe original intact, insofar as possible. 

Even the alternation of casual sketches and precisely executed drawings has been re¬ 

tained, and some of Klee's notes are also shown in his own hand. 

Unlike the manuscripts for the first volume, The thinking eye, the texts for The nature of 

nature are on loosely assembled sheets, which are in a rather parlous state, owing to the 

poor quality of paper during the postwar period and the period of inflation in Germany. 

Done for the most part in pen-and-ink, the texts and sketches show through the crumb¬ 

ling brownish woodpulp pages. It was often necessary to touch up the sheets to obscure 

the traces showing from the other side. 

The constructive drawings shown in facsimile are Klee originals, reproduced unchanged. 

They are done in very fine pencil lines, often in two colours, black and red. 

The passages and the form and figuration examples relating to nature study have been 

extracted from the entirety of Klee’s papers. This is true also of the constructive- 

geometric drawings and formal approaches belonging to this sphere or calculated to 

throw light on it. 
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Volume 2 is thus not limited to the lecture notes proper of the years 1923/24. Related areas, 

problems and notes have been included, giving the book more of a workshop character 

and presenting parts of the voluminous posthumous theoretical papers for the first time. 

The road from nature study to constructive-geometric figuration (from naturalistic or 

objective representation to geometric interpretation) opens up the range and polarity of 

the kind of creative thinking that leads to abstraction and its synthesis. 

This polarity characterises the duality of seeing and knowing, which Klee, in 1923 in Wege 

des Naturstudiums (Ways of nature study), captured in this passage: ‘An object expands 

beyond its semblance, by virtue of our knowledge of its interior constitution - by our know- 

ledgethat any thing is more than its exterior reveals.’ 

All portfolio and page numbers for the texts and drawings in the present volume relate to 

the Klee papers. The first figure gives the folder or chapter, the second the page - for 

example, 17/118a (p.9). The numbering system is the one which Frau Lily Klee applied to 

the papers after her husband’s death. The running text and drawings in The nature of 

nature are not designated separately. Unlike the supplements scattered throughout the 

papers, they are readily looked up in the original manuscript 9/1-71. 

A few illustrative examples have been repeated from the 1200 in Volume 1, where this was 

necessary to make the context clear. They serve to show that some of Klee’s forms have 

more than onefunction and validity at more than one level. 

To cite a few aspects: 

In planar permeation 

or spatialtransparency. 

In structural articulation, 

as a mobile process (function). 

Certain notes relate to the textual and pictorial context of Volume 1. 

Sources 
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Parallel layout Verbal statements, basic algebraic-mathematical examples from the basic theory, 

geometric-constructive approaches, demonstrations of form, form-giving and figuration 

and actual creative work are all shown side by side with the pictorial work proper. This 

kind of confrontation often shows the striking correspondences and multiple levels of the 

various media. The arrangement also brings out the equivalence of thought and creative 

processes, relating Klee’sformal ideas directlyto his artistic output. 

In the ‘Study of the creative stages of the work', analysis and synthesis often appear as 

ranges of tension, which supplement ratherthan mutually exclude each other. 

Structure and dates of the General 

system 

The chronological sequence of lectures and problems does not always conform to the 

organisation of the subject matter. 

The reason is that Klee, in his lectures, included material from the ‘Theory of form pro¬ 

Cf. the Dessau Bauhausscheduleof1928/29,pp.38-41 

of this introduction. 

duction’ (Volume 1), using it alternately with parts of the ‘General system’. 

According to whether he was teaching the preliminary course or advanced students, Klee 

altered his syllabus and redistributed the emphasis given to nature study or formal theory.1 

Nine text portions and four problems from the ‘General system’ lectures are dated. Six 

general subjects are undated, as are the supplementary notes on nature study and con¬ 

structive approaches to composition, assembled from the papers found in Klee’s literary 

estate. 

A few subjects and two exercises do not fit into the general structure which follows in the 

main the following basicscheme: 

1 linear -(single dimension) 

2 planar -(two dimensions) 

3 spatial-three-dimensional or the spatial-objective case-(three dimensions) 

Second to observance of this basic scheme, the material is structured by organic order 

and ranking of the subjects. 
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Chronological sequence 
P- 

Tuesday 23 October 1923 3 

Monday 29 October 5 

Tuesday 30 October 23 Exercise 

Monday 5 November 25 

Tuesday 6 November 39 Exercise 

Saturday 10 November 223 

Tuesday 20 November 289 Exercise 

Tuesday 27 November 43 

Tuesday 4 December 69 

11 December 153 

8 January 1924 327 Exercise 

Tuesday 9 January 253 also 327 

Tuesday 15 January 335 

Contents by main themes 

Forces of form-creating and form-articulating nature 

Elements of structure and articulation 

From the structural elementto higher proportions 

The orbit. Composite media 

Individual proportions, related to one another and the whole 

Vivid creation of individual proportion 

Dividual and individual structural elements 

Dividual-individual synthesis 

Structural symbols and articulation elements, linearand planar 

The simplest synthetic order-the chessboard 

Governing proportions as final form 

Form determination and form realisation 

Linear, planar and spatial structures 

Structure and individual as contrasts 

Tripartition of pictorial means 

Theory of tonality 

The lecture of 10 November 1923, ‘Structural symbols and articulation elements, linear 

and planar, the chessboard’ (p.223), has been substantially expanded; and since (with 

weight and measure) it concerns area, it has been put at the end of ‘Elements of structure 

and articulation’. 

Two exercises were removed from the dated context and placed more logically at the end 

of appropriate general subjects. 

The dates of the lectures have been left unchanged. 
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Evolution of a theme: 

Trees as rendered by Klee 

from his youth to his maturity 
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Paul Klee was born on 18 December 1879 in 

Miinchenbuchsee near Berne. The earliest drawing 

reproduced here dates from 1896, when Klee was a 

17-year-old student attbe Gymnasium (high school) 

in Berne, from which he graduated in 1898. The 

Munich studies fall into the years 1898-1901, when he 

was working with Knirr and Franz von Stuck. He was 

appointed to the Bauhaus in Weimar in 1920. In 1931 

he became a professor atthe Dusseldorf State 

Academy. In 1933 he returned to Berne. 

Klee died on 29 June 1940 in Muralto-Locarno. 

1896/Estate: From the Elfenau. 

Pencil drawing from a sketchbook. 
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1897/Estate: Winter landscape on the River Aare near 

Berne. 

Pencil. 10x13. 

1899/ Estate: A group of trees. 

Oil on cardboard. 35 x49. 

1900/Estate: Untitled (Landscape on the River Aare). 

In five parts. Oil on canvas. The middle part. 

Each part 144x48. 
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1906/Estate: Scene in the Elfenau near Berne. 

Oil on chalk-grounded paper.33-5x24-5. 

1910/Estate: Country lane with young trees, first 

version. 

Etching. 15-2 x21 -7. 

1912/166: Landscape, yellow horse and purple signpost. 

Pastel on engraving paper. 15x18-5. 
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1929/y 4: Young palm tree. 

Pencil. 32-9 X20-9. 

1933/L18: Tree of wire and small rods. 

(24 each) 

Pen-and-ink. 43 X32-3. 
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1938/M 4: Trees. 

Charcoal. 44 x30. 

1940/T 6: Fir tree. 

Zulu crayon. 29-5 x21. 

1940/V 17: Tree U. 

Zulu crayon.29-5 x21. 
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1929/x 10: Fig tree. 

Watercolour. 28x21-3. 

1932/113: Young tree (Chloranthemum). 

Watercolour with plaster on chalk-grounded paper. 

48-4x36-7. 
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1932/k 8: Lone fir tree. 

Oil on cardboard on plywood 53 x51. 

Detail from 1939/KK13: Cemetery. 

Coloured paste on paper. 37 X49-6. 
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1939/CC 17: Hunting tree. 

Oil on canvas. 100x80. 
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1938/J 9: Park neariu[cerne]. 

Oil on newspaperon jute. 100x70. 
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1931/N 7: Trees in October. 

Oil on paper. 35-7 X46-8. 



1938/R 6: Overgrowth. 

Black watercolour. 27 x21 -5. 
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1931 /M 4: Aged trees. 

Oil and mixed media on paper. 31 X45-4. 



1938/qu 2: New growth 

Black paste. 27 x21. 
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1934/k 3: Landscape near Pilamb. 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink on Ingres paper. 

64x48-3. 
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1939/k 20: Botanical garden (.exotic trees section). 

Coloured paste and watercolour on paper. 14x20, 
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General system and methodology of pictorial means 

Constructive approaches to composition 



1934/T13: Sparse foliage. 

Mixed media and watercolour. 32 x 48. 
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Movement in the terrestrial realm requires force 

Line and plane and their organising forces 

Tuesday, 23 October 1923 

Draw leaves from nature, taking into account the organising forces of the veins. Combine 
with an attemptto classify the differing compartmentalisations of the various species. 
Growth means the progression of matter by new accretions to the static substance. 
Movement in the terrestrial realm requires force. 
Analogy with stroke, line and our other pictorial elements like plane or tone and colour, 
etc. 

[1] Veins of a leaf. 
[2] Same interiorform with outline 9/12b. 
9/12b. See Volume 1, p.64. 
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Growth and ramification [1] 

(natural growth). 

17/118a. 



1 Crossed out: .. still a certain main type 

may be established, stem shorter, central 

vein longer.' 

Base and dividing lines (horizontal zones of 

spread and progression) from the figuration 

example 'Growth and ramification’ [1], 

represented separately [2]. 

17/119. 

Primary forces of form production, 

form-creating and form-articulating nature 

Linearforces and planarform 

Part and whole 

Monday, 29 October 1923 

A leaf is part of the whole. If the tree is an organism, the leaf is an organ. These small parts 

of the whole are again articulated in themselves. In this articulation, articulate ideas and 

relations prevail that reflect on a small scale the articulation of the whole. 

The articulation of the whole is defined by roots, trunk and crown. The articulation of the 

crown is defined by branches, twigs, leaves, flowers, fruit. The articulation of a leaf is 

defined by stem, veins and leaf tissue. 

Leaf, stem, and veins belong together, especially stem and central vein, indeed, the central 

vein may be described as a continuation of the stem. This whole line is thus divided into 

stem and stem continuation. 

a 

The subdivisions of this line are ever different in the different leaves,1 but even division 

is certainly rarer than uneven. This division of the main line of leaf stem to central vein, 

however, is not the only one [a]. In the simplest type, new divisions ensue by the branching 

of new veins to the left and right, which additionally articulate the central vein or leaf spine. 

Note that the line is charged with force especially at the point where it must produce as 

many branchings as possible, namely at the beginning, close to the stem [b]. 

1 Crossed out:'... still a certain main type 

may be established, stem shorter, central 

vein longer.' 

Base and dividing lines (horizontal zones of 

spread and progression) from the figuration 

example 'Growth and ramification’ [1], 

represented separately [2]. 

17/119. 
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1928/N 9: Row of trees in a park. 

Watercolour on plaster-grounded gauze. 19x49. 
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Diagonal motion 

within a parabola 

at a rate of 1:3 

(parabola tree). 

16/228. 

In this way reciprocal relations arise between the articulating intervals and the strength 

orforce of the lines (proportionate measure and proportionate weight). 

The lateral veins, moreover, undergo their own articulation by measure and weight. The 

same applies to their further branchings on both sides. The intervals and the dynamic 

forces dwindle to the point of no return. The tracing eye can no longer distinguish the 

last ramifications as lines and abandons the pursuit. The particles become confusingly 

small and are sensed as planar elements ratherthan linearforces. 
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1935/N 12: End of the forest. 

Oil on chalk-grounded gauze. 46 x46. 
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Reverting to the main line, we note that the branchings may arise, not atthe same points, 

but alternately on either side, a form of articulation that emphasises the element of halving 

the area, though even without it the basic two-dimensional organisation is one of halving. 

For the left side, points 2 and 4, forthe right side, points 1 and 3 are of subsidiary import¬ 

ance. Things are even more complex with leaves that combine the alternating and oppos¬ 

ing forms of articulation. Yetthis is still a rather primitive basictype. 

Another major type departs from the pattern in that initially two of the side veins seek to 

appropriate the power of the central spine. 

In still other types two further veins usually follow suit. 

These side veins embark on their mission at an early stage, asserting their autonomy at 

the very point where leaf joins stem. 
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1930/263: Fruit on red background. 

(The fiddler's kerchief.) 

Watercolour on silk on 

cardboard. 61 -2x46-2. 
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Progressive motion, 

the same motion from bottom to top 

(from square to oblong, 

each on blue base1). 17/116. 

From Progressions 17/106-120. 

1 In the original the horizontal base lines are drawn in 

blue. 
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1934/k 14: Last leaves. 

Pastel, red chalk and charcoal on cotton. 33-5 x38. 
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The leaf organ’s stem connection with branch and tree as a whole never permits complete 

co-ordination. Even though the side veins may equal the central vein in size, symmetry 

is always preserved. In other words, the supremacy of the centre is preserved. 

Our concept of the veins as constructive, articulating forces entails thinking of the evolu- 

1 Crossed out:‘struggle’. tion of a leaf (in the pictorial sense) as an argument1 between linear force or peculiarity 

and two-dimensional massiveness or multiplicity. 

The planar massiveness is the elementthatto the eye no longer appears linear, but is dis¬ 

tinguished as a separate element by its tangle of lines. As against linear definition, this 

element may create an impression of softness. 

1932/Estate: Vegetational. 

Oil on canvas. 67-5 x 90-5. 

This line system reaches into the other element, finely forked or sievelike, and enough of it 

sticks. 

The planar form that arises is then independent of the inreaching linear radiation. 

And where linear power ends, there arises contour, the limit of planar form. 
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1932/k 8: Lone fir tree. 

Oil on cardboard on plywood. 53x51 



Growth and ramification. 17/120. 
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Saw-toothed 
Serrate 
Scalloped 
Dentate 
Sinuate 
Fringed 
Fretted 
9/12 b+c 
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Once traced, this limit figures also as a line, but it takes on a new character with the 

radiant energy of the interior line formations as its element. It is not active, it does nothing. 

It is passive, it is tolerated. 

As a tolerated form, however, it provides reflexes from the aggressive linearforms. As the 

spokes poke out more sharply, in the maple or plane tree, the angles of the limiting line 

grow more acute. When this display of energy takes place in more rounded fashion, the 

contours tend to be quieter [1]. 

2 

One may envisage this borderline as counteractive (elastic), for when it is everted par¬ 

ticularly sharply, it reverts with the same sharpness. In the special case of the reversions 

going backto the very point of divergence, we getthe composite leaf [2], 

Thus we may distinguish an archetype (oval), a transitional form and a composite form [3]. 
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Progression within a quadripartite circle. from 24to 2 

17/92. from 1 to 4 

from 2to 6 

from 3to 8 

from 4to10 

from 5 to 12 

from 6to14 

from 7to16 

from 8to18 

from 9to 20 

from 10 to 22 

(from 11 to 24) 

Progression of the radii. 17/93 Connection 24-2 

1- 4 

2- 6 

3- 8 

4- 10 

5- 12 

6- 14 

7- 16 

8- 18 

9-20 

10-12 
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Angle progression and angle regression. 17/94. 

This sequence of constructive examples 17/92-95 is 

from the section ‘Progressions within a circle 

(spirals)' 17/83-99. 

3 

The truth about palm-leaf fans. 17/95. 

..Jtf.Jj&'&U-JtX... Hu*. ■mt. 
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13 

Angle 

progression 

and 

angle 

regression. 

17/94. 
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All three radii push the given area measurements beyond the normal limits, and in con¬ 

sequence the material between the radii is no longer sufficient and the borderline becomes 

deeply scalloped. With particularly strong radiant energy, tears may reach all the way 

backtothe base ofthe radii. 

Teartothe base ofthe radii 
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Figuration example 51/7 for the exercise set on 

Tuesday, 30 October 1923: ‘Imaginary leaves on the 

basis of the foregoing insight into basic rules.' 

A free geometric-aesthetic effort. 

In place of a single basis for the radii, there are 

several. 
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T uesday, 30 October 1923 

Exercise: 

Imaginary leaves on the basis of the foregoing basic rules. 
1939/Estate: Birds in a water park. 

Watercolour on muslin on wood. 16 5x65. 
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1938/v 1: Awakening things. 

Oil and watercolour on plaster-grounded jute. 

37-5x26-1. 

(Published by Neilo Ponente/Skira without 

corresponding oeuvre catalogue number under the 

title 'Spring’s awakening'.) 
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The energy centre 

The irritated point as latent energy 

Motivation forform-creation and articulation 

Inner necessity as the basis forform-creation 

Structural and articulation elements 

Monday, 5 November 1923 

1938/M 6: Locks. 

Zulu crayon. 9-1 X38-7. 

So far we have dealt only with the primitive energies of form creation. These are forma- 

tional and at once articulating. 

Atthe primary level, they were highly economical actions, initial movements communicat¬ 

ing themselves to the hand. Their primitive character also arises from their close propin¬ 

quity to the original formal idea. In this connection, I should like to cite the example of a 

seed. Despite its primitive smallness, a seed is an energy centre charged to the highest 

degree. It comprises ineluctable impulses that will give rise to entirely different and high¬ 

ly characteristic forms. One seed will grow into a violet, another into a sunflower- not in 

the least fortuitously, but by its very nature - the one always a violet, the other always a 

sunflower. (So reliable is this that seeds may be sorted, packed, labelled and marketed.) 

Each seed is the spin-off of a certain species and a talisman for the regeneration of that 

species. 
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1938/78: Growth stirs. 

Coloured paste on newspaper. 33 X48-5. 



1939/CC 14: Deep in the woods. 

Watercolour and egg emulsion on oil-grounded 

canvas. 50 x43. 
Free leaf and fruit motifs, dynamically accented in 

keeping with the style of Klee's late work. 
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1939/v 1: Dramatic germination. 

Coloured paste on paper. 25-4 x 4-84. 
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A certain impetus from without, the relation to earth and atmosphere, begets the capacity 

to grow. The slumbering tendency towards form and articulation awakens in predeter¬ 

mined precision, determined with reference to the underlying idea, to the logos, or, as the 

translation runs: the word, which was in the beginning. The word as a premise, as the idea 

required for the genesis of a work. In abstract terms, what we have here is the irritated 

pointas latent energy. 

At the slightest impetus, the point is about to emerge from a state in which its mobility was 

concealed, to move onwards, to take on one or more directions. It is about to become 

linear. 

1 Dicotyledons: plants with two seed lobes, a major 

division of the angiosperms. In the germination 

phase these plants have two or more seed leaves. 

In concrete pictorial terms: The seed strikes root, initially the line is directed earthwards, 

though not to dwell there, only to draw energy thence for reaching up into the air. 

The next effect of contact with the soil is that the seed rises, and this is often followed by 

a kind of split (dicotyledons1). This division becomes the beginning of further upward 

motion. The spirit of this form-creation is linear. 
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1930/d 6: Winter scene. Gouache on cardboard. 
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To [2]: Earth, water, air. 

From ‘Towards atheory of form production'. 

Cf. Volume 1, p.315. 

E: Earth 

W: Water 

L: Air 

In order to spread and gain power over large areas of space, the linear unit branches. 

In order to irrigate, the stream divides. The dynamic force is space hunger - space hunger 

as juice hunger underneath the ground, space hunger as air and light hunger in the at¬ 

mosphere [1]. 

Extensions in the air space and within the soil are interdependent, just as in developed 

organismsthe functions of nutrition and respiration are interdependent. A broader nutri¬ 

tional base may give rise to large respiratory organs, while greater breathing-space 

may enlarge the nutritional organs (mutuality, reciprocity) [2]. 

3 Competition with other creatures, or the struggle for existence, to use a more dramatic 

term, provides the impulse for the enhancement of energy production. As far as light re¬ 

quirements are concerned, altitude plays a certain role [3]. 

The point of origin between soil and atmosphere stretches out, and the generalised plant 

image becomes tree, root, trunk, crown. 

The trunk is the medium for the rising of the sap from the soil to the lofty crown. 
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1930/x 6: Hill and air, synthesis. 

Watercolour. 25-5 x31. 
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Earth, 

water, 

air 

seen in cross-section. 

Earth, 

water, 

atmosphere 

seen in elevation. 

Cf. Volume 1, pp.313-315 

C Centre of the earth 

W Water 

E Level ground 

B Hills 

A Atmosphere 

K Gravitational forces 
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1932/113: Young tree 

(Chloranthemum). 

Watercolour on chalk-grounded 

paper. 48-4x36-7. 
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The linear forces gather within it to form a powerful stream, and they radiate outwards, in 

orderto pervadethe air space at free height. Henceforward articulation naturally becomes 

more and more ramified and open, to make the best of air and light. Leaves become flat 

lobes, the whole thing begins to resemble a lung or gills, porous, subdivided, for a single 

purpose. 

Let this entire organism now become an example to us - a structure functioning from with¬ 

in to without or vice versa. 

Let usl earn:Thewholeformresu Its f ro masinglebase, thebase of inner necessity. Need 

is atthe bottom. 

There is no random toying with results. The active path towards form and inner structure 

is ineluctable. Considering the articulation on its own and recalling the leaf, we can ob¬ 

serve successive changes in the character of articulation, as we move from the main limb 

to the side limbs. Beginning with the element of singularity we arrive at the character of 

plurality. 

In terms of form production, the line between linear and two-dimensional elements must 

lie somewhere. In terms of form articulation the line between singular articulation and 

mass articulation must lie somewhere. 

a The irritated point 

b The ramification 

c The structure 
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1924/186: ARA. 

Cool breezes in a garden in the torrid zone. 

Pen-and-ink drawing with watercolour. 29 x21. 
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It is less important to localise this precisely than to regard the two elements as being in 

contrast, e.g. the singular as moving forwards, the masslike as moving backwards. 

Si\ 

The disparity between the two then leaps to the eye. The mass element I should like to call 

structural character. The articulated aspect of mass should be envisaged as the massive 

repetition of values that are of a similar order of smallness. 

In linear aspect thus ■l/]\J*0 i—M—i—f li-r-J— 

orthus 
ctO 

or in two directions at 

right angles 

in other words, planar 

UdovL' Jo 

both dimensions combined 

and expressed in figures 

(oj Abs 

'I 11^1 
'I 1 'T'7‘7'77 
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11 1 1^1 
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1934/U 15: Prize-winning apple. 

Oil on muslin on plywood. 55x55. 

‘Along the whole line of developmentthat leads to 

the fruit, longitudinal cuts constitute typically static 

images and cross cuts typically dynamic; but once J 

we get to the fruit itself, the static aspect vanishes. 

All cuts become dynamic.' 
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[1 ] Fruit, cut into. 49/10. 

[2] Cross-sectional, inside and out at the same time. 

49/5. 

[3] Pupated. 49/12. 

Drawings from Frei Geometrisch-Asthetisches. 

49/1-17. 

[4] Spatial-three-dimensional drawing. 

Excerpted in line from the painting 1932/y 4: Fruit. 

Cf. Volume 1, p.6. 

Tuesday, 6 November 1923 

Drawing apples, 

a longitudinal section 

b cross-section 

c spatial-three-dimensional drawing. 

The apple [from blossom to fruit (‘capsule’!)]. 

Along the whole line of development that leads to the fruit, longitudinal cuts constitute 

typically static images and cross cuts typically dynamic; but once we get to the fruit itself, 

the static aspect vanishes. All cuts become dynamic. 45/66. 



1934/k 7: Suffering fruit. 

Watercolour, oil and pencil. 30 x 46-5. 

Lines for the cut fruit. 

17/77a. 
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Cross-section and longitudinal section 
of a fruit 

Union of norm and of movement away from the norm 

Progressively waxing and waning side movement (with the centre shifted) 

Progressive increase: 1 1-5 2 3 4 5 decrease-+4 3 

Former centre (between 2 and 3) now here (between 3 and 4). 17/114. 

TVVvi-v- 

;V’iVU, 
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1925/8: Vast(Rosenhafen). 

Oil drawing and watercolour on plaster-grounded 

gauze on board. 36x58-8. 
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Structural rhythmics and higher articulation, 

linear, planar and three-dimensional 

Form-determining activities 

Suitability of matterfor given purposes and its movement potential 
The question of the causal 

The act of forming ratherthan form itself 

Ideational originality 

Tuesday, 27 November 1923 

What I saw by way of your theoretical exercises in the field of structures was not very 

rewarding, in terms of spontaneity. A certain trend towards rigidity predominated, often 

resulting in chillingly symmetrical ornamentation. I think that is a slippery area, and for 

the time being, should still like to discourage you from entering it; for initially it is hard to 

retain life in such abstractions. One tends to ignore altogether the bridge that leads from 

natural and inherently coherent rhythm to its precise representation. 

The ultimate flowering of ornament is precisely such an end, arising on the basis of what 

is supposed to have happened, which one should not tackle directly, in my searching view 

of form-production. Instead, it is an end one should allowto grow, like the natural process, 

as the result of form-determining activities. Here too it is the act of forming rather than 

form itself, form in the process of growth, as genesis, ratherthan as the ultimate appear¬ 

ance. 
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Many of you will know the pretty experiment with sound figures. First spread a layer of fine 

sand on a thin plate of wood or metal. Then draw a violin bow across an edge, making the 

plate vibrate. This vibratory impulse is the heart ofthe matter. It causes the sand to arrange 

itself in a corresponding rhythmical order. First, in other words, the vibratory impulse, the 

will or need for living action, then the transformation into a material event, and lastly its 

visible expression in the form of newly rearranged material. 

/ 

Sand figures do not represent sound figures in the 

ordinary sense. Rather, the grains of sand are in 

flowing motion. The excitation is by means of 

oscillating crystals. (A steel plate 0-5 mm thick, 

25 x33 cm, was used, at an oscillation frequency of 

10,700 Hz.) 

From Hans Jenny: Cymatics. The structure and 

dynamics of wa^es and vibrations, p.31. 

Cf. note in the appendix. 
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We are the bow, we represent the expressive impulse, mediated by the substance, with the 

sand figures as the final formal result. The main context embraces the bow (vibrations) 

and the physical material. It is as though matter were being fertilised and became invested 

underthis dictate with a kind of life of its own. The sand is the annexe, the outer layer, the 

secondary stratum. 

To revert once more to structures and avoid the lifeless in advance, I should like to choose 

asthesymbol of structure 

in place of fr— » > I > 1 < > | | > i | i -r 

ratherthis wavy line. 

1937/LI 3: Coastal formation. 

Mixed media on paper. 12 x22-5. 
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1935/3: Random movementof water. 

Pencil 17-8X26-9. 

Wave motion arises by the emphasis on small scope 

versus larger scope (contrast of normal and 

departure from the normal). The sum total of the 

lines turns into a surface effect. 

Cf. another example: 1929/UE 9: Movement in locks, 

p.49, as well as the form-creative example on p.75, 

60/24: Widest contrast span. 
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To revert once more to structures and even here avoid the lifeless 

I should therefore like to establish this wave structure as the symbol of minutely divided 

animation. If matter is to be swept up into it, however, it must be suitable, in which event 

it will swing into action at full force. 

The suitability of matter for a given purpose consists in its particles being amenable to 

movement. Function resides in movement itself. For us, who build neither clocks nor 

robots, the material emphasis falls on mobility; but to build tiny shelters for movement, we 

must in turn proceed from movement itself, from the need for such shelter. 

Rigid guidelinethrough matter 

Mobile guideline through matter 

Movement potential 

predicates a certain scope 

forthe guideline 

No such scope 

Scopefor movement 
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Well, now, how is matter to be swept up into this first expression of life? The question of 

the causal arises. 

In the case of a highly porous and loose material like sea sand, one can observe with 

great clarity how this process takes place. The wafting air communicates itself and forms 

waves of smaller and larger size. The water flowing out with the tide leaves its signature 

with striking subtlety and decision, in its whole context of ‘streaming’. One observes both 

linear and plastic formations that are the very essence of streaming. 

1938/2: The wave. 

Coloured paste on paper. 
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In such a case, one can envisage guidelines forthe attack on matter. Yet it need not be as 

sharp as all that, it may be matter in growth, burgeoning, adapting itself, little on little, to a 

living idea, taking shape after it while still soft and impressionable. 

This disposition, the fitness of matter, consists in a propensity for motion of its particles. 

These particles adapt themselves to the guidelines of the living attack and form them¬ 

selves into small structures that may be described as channels, pipelets. 

In this wise: first life, then the shelter for it - that is the way it happens even on the minu¬ 

scule scale. Early adaptive union of idea and matter yields matter animate. At this momen¬ 

tum, the originally straight line of attack changes into a lightly oscillating, vibrating wave 

line. The attendantfriction is overcome by a first flickering rhythmisation. 

1929/UE 9: Movement in locks. 

Pen-and-ink. 11 x30. 

The normal and the departure from the normal 

('rigid guideline and mobile guideline') are opposed 

as structural elements. Increase and decrease of 

flow are emphasised by structural alternation in the 

higher articulation (the six vertical locks). 

Cf. 1925/3: Random movement of water, p.46, and 

the form-creation example 60/24, p.75. 

A line needs scope in whichto move, 

because it has been swept up into 

movement. 
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1929/UE 7: Floods. 

Pen-and-ink. 12 x30. 



Each form of matter permits itself to be permeated in the sense of such leeway for 

movement, though not always in a way we can perceive. 

Let us assume that wave motion is minute and even smaller. It will still be there, but only 

imperceptibly so. 

A musical tone is in itself already a wave motion, but one that cannot be perceived. Only 

an added vibrato renders it perceptible. Every form of matter permits of this leeway, but not 

every form allows usto perceive it. 

The remedy is to transmit the movement to somewhat larger, perceptible dimensions. 

Perhaps you have noted how the tone of a singer or string player quakes or vibrates or 

turns on a tremolo. It is the same thing. Every sound is already a vibration of the material 

air, so subtle that on its own it can be perceived only as a higher or lower tone. 

Such melodic music-making would be sensed as inanimate. It is precisely the vibrato that 

alters this chilly impression. 

highest 

intermediate 

lower 

tone 

animate tone 

perceptible 

7 ^__ 

s j(n^ 

J 

o~h 
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IftM-j/Akh 'Vf y»T. afr/ <{r>v~ f\ef<r.v Jf. 

1921 /166: P/anfs in the field II. 

Seven growths in a row side by side. 

Pen-and-ink. 26-6 X14-6. 

Diary entry, 1906/772: 

‘I am lovingly caring for the pear saplings brought 

from Italy and have actually transplanted one 

vigorous branch. This form of growing also 

constitutes a pretty experiment in capillary action.' 
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A particle, in otherwords, must be shaped in such away as to lend itselfto movement and 

conduction. For particles have no separate existence, merely serving in support of larger 

functions. They mediate-they are the middle links that receive and transmit. 

A particle subserves some higher process that is capable of further development. It is a 

building-brick in a higher order which it transmits in several directions, over into three 

dimensions. 

In the matter of plants: On one occasion, for example, I managed to root a slip in the 

following manner: 

The original plant A had two branches, a and b. When it had reached stage B, I bent 

branch b down into the soil, where I secured it in the middle. After a lapse of time sufficient 

for rooting, I cut branch b close to branch a (Stage C), thus gaining a separate new 

plant with the branches bl and b2. At Stage D, these two branches are shown having 

grown further, b2 in the original direction, bl in the one opposite. I conclude that the 

appropriate structures must adaptthemselves to these two directions, so thatthe sap may 

flow both up and down. 
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1916/35: Milkwort and pansy. 

Pen-and-ink. 15-5 X23-7. 
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Sap rises and falls in a plant. 

Such structural elements (tubelets) are capable of being used for movement both up and 

down. They receive and transmit in either direction. Water flows uphill only in certain 

circumstances. Among these is the state of being divided into tiny particles - the 

capillary system. 
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1925/x 7: A beetle. 

Pen-and-ink with wash. 36 x21. 
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What would be the shape of a tubelet capable of receiving and transmitting in only one 

direction? 

Function is here conceivable in only one direction, for if it were reversed there would be 

scattering and no usefultransmission would take place. 
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Shells for this type of function are shaped 

rather like fish traps or lobster pots.1 

1 Fish trap: a kind of cylindrical net stiffened with 

rings of wood or metal and equipped with one or 

more funnel-shaped openings that admit fish in such 

a way that they cannot get out again. Lobster pots 

contain similar devices. 

Demonstration: in fishtraps orlobster 

pots 

'/cJl/ H-' 

We can see how movement in such 

devices is channelled in the natural 

direction, fish passing through 

successive openings from compartment 

to compartment. 

Fishes moving in the opposite direction 

will invariably miss the opening and get 

stuck, while others will move in. 

The likelihood of making progress is 

smallerthan that of getting stuck. 
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1 2 3 

A page of sketches from the Theory of form 

production, 45/84a: Simple and composite structural 

movements. 

[1] and [3]: Interrupted flow. 

[2] : Growth. 
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By repeating or combining channels that transmit in one direction or the other, or in both, 

we leave the area of the linear for the planar, whence we ultimately reach three-dimension¬ 

al space. 

a Repetition 

b Combination: up, down, up, down 

Shifttowards densertwo- or 

three-dimensionality 

And nowallmannerof structural rhythms mayonceagain worktogether,greatly enhancing 

variability-though managed only in this sense: No dead little cells must be strung to¬ 

gether. The minor living functions must first be given room and shape, the tiny shelters 

being built around them only subsequently. 

As in an apple or a snail shell. 

This much as an attempt at stimulation for more vivid figuration. 
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1932/v 9: Vegetational-analytical. 

Gouache on canvas. 53-5x19. 

For commentary, cf, p.65. 
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Creative power is ineffable. It remains ultimately mysterious. And every mystery affects us 

deeply. 

We are ourselves charged with this power, down to our subtlest parts. We may not be 

able to utter its essence, but we can move towards its source, insofar as at all possible. In 

any event, it is up to us to manifest this power in its functions, just as it becomes manifest 

within ourselves. 

In all likelihood, it is itself a form of matter, although it cannot be perceived with the same 

senses as the more familiar kinds of matter. Yet it is in these familiar kinds that it must 

reveal itself. It must function in union with matter. Permeated with matter, it must take on 

living, actual form. It is thence that matter derives its life, acquiring orderfrom its minutest 

particles and most subordinate rhythms all the way to its higher articulations. 

1934/u 8: Supervegetational. 

Waxed watercolour on plaster-grounded jute. 

60-5X80-5. 

From one of Klee’s notes on nature study: 

‘Dynamic forces are inward (esoteric), limits are 

outward (exoteric). Core, interior space, material 

rind, exterior space. Concepts: dynamic form - 

limitational form. Additionally, the abstract: active - 

linear, linear- medial.' 

1934/u 8: Supervegetational: 

Synthesis of firm and relaxed rhythms. The 

individual form of the core layers is firm. The 

structural elements are looser and more flowing 

than the surrounding layer. 
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In ‘Contributions to a theory of pictorial form’, 

Volume 1, pp.343-351, the ‘appropriate choice, 

formation and accentuation of organs is treated. 

The nature of real forms of movement and the 

organic connection between them1. 

Klee demanded ‘thatthe organic context must be 

plain to perceive, first through the very form of the 

organs, and again by the emphasis given these 

forms in their representation'. This is 

demonstrated by the example of plant form: 

‘I Let the active force be the soil in which the seed 

opens: The complex: soil, seed, nourishment, 

growth, roots, which produce the form [I], 

‘II Rising into the light and open air the breathing 

organs form: one or two tiny leaves, and then 

more leaves and more leaves. 

‘Ill Result, the flower. The plant is full grown.’ 
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Comments to 1932/v 9: 

Vegetational-analytical, p.62. 

The growth process from seed to flower, 

synthetically represented, conversely suggests an 

analytical approach, from the flowering of the plant 

to the inorganic and mineral realms. 

In 1932/ Vegetational-analytical, the analytical 

representation uses diagonals to create four zones. 

(Cf. ‘Pictorial schemata of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

laws of statics and the possibilities of compensation 

in upright construction', Volume 1, p.414; also 

‘Mutual interdependence of extension in the airspace 

and on the ground', pp.29 f.) The 'product' has been 

dissected into the stages of its current phenotypes. 

The phases of growth, delimited in space and time, 

are represented individually, in sequence 

(analytically). Cf. the paradigms for synthetic form 

representation: 1920/166: Plants in the field, Volume 

2, p.42, and the example of form creation on the 

opposite page. 

1920/205: Sketch for realm of the plants, earth and air. 

Pen-and-ink. Volume 1, p.314. 

'The object grows beyond its appearance through 

our knowledge of its inner being, through the 

knowledge that the thing is more than its outward 

aspect suggests.. . The sum of such experience 

enables the “I” to draw inferences aboutthe inner 

object from the optical exterior and, what is more, 

intuitive inferences. The optical-physical 

phenomenon produces feelings which can transform 

outward impression into functional penetration more 

or less elaborately, according to their direction. But 

there are other ways of looking into the object which 

go still farther, which lead to a humanisation of the 

object and create, between the "I” and the object, a 

resonance surpassing all optical foundations.’ 

For the full text, cf. ‘Ways of Nature Study’, Volume 

1,p.63. 
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There is resonance inside the particles, immanent within them. Their oscillations range 1931 /x5:Foliage. 

from the very simplest to composite modes. Inexorable law must express itself throughout. India ink. 24-2x30-7. 

The bow can have no pity. Every expression of function must be cogently justified. 

Only then will that which is in the beginning, that which mediates and that which is at the 

end, belong together intimately. And nowhere will the dubious be able to obtrude, for 

every part fits ineluctably into the next. 

Only in this way can it be done. One must not leap in at random, least of all atthe tail end. 

One must get in at the ground floor. That alone will avoid rigidity, and the entire growth 

process will then function without interruption. 
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1935/18: Wooded continuity. Wherever there are gaps or crude tears, however, nonsense always emerges as such, in 
Pencil 17*9 x27*8 

various guises. Dead forms, creaking noise, moans, breaks, monstrosities. 

Or, when not quite so bad: Infertility, barrenness, pseudo existence, casual false-fronts, 

belonging to nothing. Things without growth. Eyes without function. Unnaturalness, sur¬ 

passingly fair. Aestheticism. Formalism. 

Whatever rests on the foundations of life, on the other hand, is good, when newformation 

and preservation each find themselves in the other. 

Let us, therefore, think not of form but of the act of forming. Let us stick to the path, to the 

unbroken connection with ideational autochthony. Let us thence cogently lead the shap¬ 

ing tendency further, until it permeates parts and particles. Let us step by step translate 

this tendency from the small to the larger, advance towards the realisation of the whole, 

retain creative leadership, neverallowthe creative reinsto dropfrom our hands. 
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1925/m 9: Southern coast. 

Watercolour. 27 x37. 

Alternation of firm articulation and broken 

structures, 'newly adapted to the general character 

in the various parts, accented more or less, 

interrupted when the context demands it, only to be 

resumed once again'. 
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From structural characterto higher proportions 

Higher proportions of changeable structural character 

Comparative movement 

Forming a higher articulation, linear and planar 

Circulation as a finite temporal process 

Relativity of articulate elements 

The circulation of the blood as an example of figuration 

Composite events with composite means 

4 December 1923 

[1] Course of movement in simple, composite 

structure. 7/52. 

[2] Composite course of movement as an example of 

the next higherformation. 

From Klee's calendar, 1928/29. 

Having on recent occasions come to grips with the nature of structure, let us take the next 

step, to higher proportion. This does not mean that we have abandoned the realm of 

structure, for we shall never skip this stage of the initial organisation of matter. Structure 

is not a bridge that is no longer needed, once one has gained thefarther shore. It is an act 

1 Crossed out: 'guidance, basis’, replaced by of material forming1 that proves its effectiveness up to the highest regions of construc- 

Formung. tion.lt is a kind of rhythm of the small parts, existing as such besidethe larger articulations 

and adapting its character anew in the various parts, accented more or less, interrupted 

when the context demands it, only to be resumed once again. 
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man 

1937/p 7: Water route. 

Charcoal and coloured paste. 25 9 X48-5. 
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River course: Let us first take a very simple example from nature of a higher proportion 

with changeable structural elements. Water from the hills gathers in rivulets that join and 

flow on gently. The valley has itself taken on gentle form (stemming from the history of its 

development, which must be considered in all treatment of form). Its gradient in turn 

forms a slightly wavy water course moving at moderate speed. 

These parameters of moderate form and movement change abruptly and unexpectedly. 

At the deep end of the upper and more moderate valley comes a sudden ravine, through 

which the water hurtles in a steeply descending course. 

1929/3 H 20: Fleeting appearances on the water. 

Watercolour. 26 x31. 
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A small intermediate section forms a connecting link between the earlier calm phase and 

the new one with its agitated movement to and fro in all directions. The waters now eat 

more and more deeply into the rugged riverbed, undermining the banks, until whole sec¬ 

tions collapse, increasing the difficulties and whipping up an aggressive fury. 

The earlier gliding pressure that parted merely into ripples, now gives way to angry sweep 

and momentum. 

This continues for quite a while, until the section gradually calms down along its course. 

This second intermediate section leads into a third part, a second one of calmness, 

which continues for a while into the horizontal extension of a broad lake, where it more and 

more evades perception. 

1938/13: Flowing. 

Impasto coloured paste on newspaper. 33 x48-5. 
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1934/N 9: Sinking flood. 

Pencil. 48-5 X62-2. 
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1934/N 7: Measured heights. 

Pencil. 48x63-5. 



Widest contrast span. 

1-3a in major extent. 

4 as minor intensity. 60/24. 

2- 3 £ 

The water course 

1 aggregation 

2 quietcourse 

3 unquiet course 

4 mouth 

Examples of formation [1]: 

'Curve of a development related to the concepts 

1 major contrast, direct, or 

2 indirect 

3,3a minor contrast, i.e. the concepts 

1-3a in major extent, 

4 as minor intensity.'60/24. 

Water course [2]. By expanding the conceptual field, I create a higher whole that may be 

perceived. I set new and farther limits to representation, or I diminish what is represented 

within the old limits. 

‘Major contrasts juxtaposed provide vigorous 

expression. Indirect major contrasts spread out and 

soften the vigour of expression. Big leaps result from 

higher energy than half-leaps. Minor contrasts, even 

when represented direct, also soften the vigour of 

expression. When indirectly represented, they soften 

by enrichment and relaxation of tension.' 
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1929/236: Moving rapids. 

Watercolour. 34 X36-7. 
Seen as a whole, what we have before us is a proportion of higher order, resulting from the 

mutual relation of three parts. 

In the middle is that fiercely agitated main part, the Schollenen [gorge]. 

C._Wfidl/cirfyj 

Atthe outset, the gentle part, up in the Urseren valley. 

jtxM 

They have a brief stretch in common, the short transition for the leap from I to II. 

Atthe end comes the second calm stretch, the lower Reuss valley, while the shared region 

of gradual calming mediates between II and III. 

The initial part I is preceded and introduced by a process of aggregation, 

and atthe end, as a coda, comes the lake part, where movement ebbs away.1 
i Variant of the passage, partially crossed out: 

'...and atthe end, as a concluding coda, the lake 

part, where the end of movement takes place’. 
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1934/x 16: Rushing water. 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink. 29-5 X49-5. 



Well, how does such an articulation work? The parts and intermediate parts interlock 

mutually and with the whole. They differ in the character of their structure and, according 

to the way the emphasis is placed, in their extent. 

1 has a definite relation to II, II to III, and III in turn to I,each in characteristicfashion. As 

for character of structure, I and III are more open, by virtue of more limited movement, 

while II should be held at a rather denser level, because in it movement coincides with 

countermovement. 

Further comparisons that may be made: 

I with the whole 

I with I and II and III 

II with I and II and III 

I with II and III 

II with I and III 

III with I and II 

or 

III with I and II and III 

Such comparison of movement constitutes the essence of proportional action. It is the 

way such proportions function. At the same time, we should not allow ourselves to be 

confused by the fact that an element of extension is not precisely commensurable with an 

element of concentration. We are not face to face with mathematics here. Nor is it a matter 

of fathoming measurabilities or weighabilities. We are concerned with comparing the im¬ 

pressions made by the various parts, and it is precisely the difference between at least two 

parts on which a higher proportion hinges. You will often find, for example, that parallels 

are no longer parallels, when some third element intervenes and interferes (optical illusion 

as reality). 
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1939/J J 8: Reefs in the channel.1 

Coloured paste on jute. 48 X44-4. 

1 In Klee’s late work, the elemental contrast between 

'rigid guideline and capacity for movement’ (the 

normal and the departure from the normal) is 

emphasised beyond the structural level to such a 

degree that line itself becomes individualised. The 

contrast of ‘structure versus the individual’ is largely 

eliminated, duality is treated as unity. 
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Cf. Example of formation 60/24, p.75, and the contrast 

between rigid guideline and capacity for movement, 

p.47; also 1929/UE 9: Movement in locks, p.49. 



Act of forming (composition). 

The given schema is by no 

means obligatory. 

A living representation 

may be realised 

in mo re than one way. 

Let me give but a few hints 

in this connection. 

Linear 

or planar 



1932/v 14: Helix. 

Black-and-white watercolour. 

Progression Central movement: 24-2+2+2+2, etc. 

Radial movement: 3+4+5+6+7+8, etc. 

From: Progressions within the normal internal 

tension relation of the elementary forms (general 

progressions), 17/52-120. 

‘The spiral as the purestform of movement 

conceivable.' The helix in spatial-transparent 

representation and free progression. Polyphony as 

multivoiced interpretation of tonal values. 

‘Linear circle-centre movement at regular (even) 

intervals’, combined with progressive radial 

movement(analogousto shifting or rolling curves, 

combined with radial movement). 17/65. 
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1 Crossed out: 'Making it receptively possible.’ 

The challenge is to project something of rather long linear extension on to a modest area 

limited on all sides. A temporal art like music or poetry could meetthis challenge without 

any difficulty in the most natural way - precisely the way of temporal sequence. 

Yet there is an analogy in both these arts, notation on the printed page or music sheet. On 

both such pages the eye brushes past line after line. 

No one can keep us from insisting1 that this temporal reading of a kind of pictorial writing 

be applied to our plane as well. Even if we wish to avoid the leap of the eye from the end of 

one line to the beginning of the next, that may be managed quite well. 

A spatial approach might make the 

natural mode of representation take on 

theform of a spiral movementfrom top 

to bottom. 
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Archimedean spiral. 16/338. r 

nuts-h) /Sft— 

To p.85: ‘The point of contact of each circle 

with the next smaller one varies in three 

directions.' 17/75. 

From: Progressions (Progressive movement). 

17/49-120. 

Constructive formation example 17/75, 

progression with directional shifts, may be 

viewed as a two-dimensional schemeforthe 

watercolour 1932/v 14: Helix, p.82. This 

watercolour represents a three-dimensional 

rendering. The 'objective-spatial case' with 

free progression relations. 
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1939/MM 14: Stream ravine near Y. 

Watercolour. 27x21-5. 
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‘Changing length of zigzagpaths, direct and 

indirect.' 40/1-3. 

Projected to a plane, loops may be avoided by resort to a zigzag line, purest projection of 

a spiral, taking above and below into account. In this way the movement of the reading eye 

remains uninterrupted by leaps and unencumbered by cusps. 

Articulation too may then be expressed more freely in the course of the line. The living 

evolution from one structural section to the next should be appropriately expressed at 

the turning points, allowing the limbs to remain distinct, one from the other, by their 

varying slope on the one hand, and by the alternation in structural treatment on the other. 

Higher articulation is expressed by the degree of directional change (steeper or less 

steep), while lowerarticulation is expressed through structural alternation. 
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Progression of a zigzag line. 17/71. 

From: Progressions 17/57-120. 
a+(a+1)+(a+2) + (a+3) + (a+4) + (a+5) + (a+6) 

e.g. 1+2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 

1 4 (<n <) 4 (an)i(a-i sj 4(aUj4 fan) f [n h / 

/ ■ l 4 1 -»• 4- r + i ^ / 

-+-.+- 
—4- 

Zigzag progression of the sides of a 

series of right-angled triangles (darker 

lines) 

Zigzag progression of the hypotenuses 

(lighter lines) 

17/72. 

x2=12+22 =i + 4=5 

x =V5 =largerthan2 

x2=22+42 =4+16=20 

x =\/20 =between 4 and 5 

x2=42+82 =16+64=80 

x — \/80 =almost9 

x2=82+162=64+256=320 

x=\/320 =almost18 
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1938/T 8: Command for outflow {outflow of water). 

Pastel on ungrounded jute. 34-5 x51. 
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There is still another mode of representing water flow. In nature, after all, the water does 
not necessarily end in a lake. Neither in a lake nor in the sea, and the springs in the 
mountains too must be fed from somewhere. Our epic, in other words, has neither 
beginning norend. 

This can be remedied by inserting a connective. But to connect beginning and end of a 
finite temporal process is to create a cycle. 

Cf. Volume 1, p.402. 

The^water comes from the sky in the form of rain and rises up to the sky in the form of 
vapour. Thus I guide my curve upwards and complete the circle in the clouds.1 

Thistempts me into the 
following two representations: 

a Oblong as a sign of rotation, 
turn of the 
horizontal-vertical symbol: 
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1929/0 E 3: Atmospheric group. 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink. 30 x 22-5. 
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b Circle as sign of distinction between 

‘above the horizon' and ‘belowthe 

horizon' and as an expression of 

gravitation, the plumbline 

dimension [2]. 

1. Thissymbol: 2. Liquid down from the sky 

gaseous up to the sky. 

3. The water cycle. IV/188. 

‘Waterdescendsfromthe sky as rain 

and rises to the sky as vapour, hence 

I guidethe curve upwards and close 

the circle in the clouds.’ 

4. Ordinary circulation. I V/188. 

Gaseous and solid 

[in continuous representation] 
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1929/0 E 6: Atmospheric group in motion, 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink. 23x31. 



Gaseous 

Liquid 

1 Pictorial mechanics or theory of style You will later on often enough encounter these things in the field of style.1 
unpublished. 

When one ultimately chooses a rather lofty, remote vantage point, saying to oneself that 

this is the way water moves, year in, year out, betwixt earth and atmosphere, one degrades 

the higher articulation once again to the structural level. And when one moves to such a 

distance that it appears microscopic, one then speaks of chemistry, of the magnetic or 

spiritual, which are not properly known still to be matter. 

Lastly, a word about the relativity of articulate elements. The greater the rise of the van¬ 

tage point chosen, the higher and farther away is the viewing eye, and the smaller must the 

units ultimately appear, even though closer up they still looked quite important, investing 

the articulations in point with a wholly individual aspect. 

Not to be overlooked in all this is that in return new individual divisions would emerge in 

orderlyfashion. 
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1930/C 4: Dead cataract. 

Watercolour on enamel-grounded canvas. 54x44, 



Let us say that we should ultimately view the earth as a round disc, divided into land and 

water as on a map. At a still greater distance, it would look like a spherical disc with a 

satellite. In temporal terms, too, one would seethe sphere rapidly rotating each day, while 

the moonlet would circle it at a monthly rate. This would be a macroscopic effect: Local¬ 

ised temporal structures, structural degradation, but also the creation of new individuals, 

as in the structural crop of the stars, the special aspects of the Milky Way and of the 

constellations. 

Conversely, microscopy leads us into areas where elements hitherto perceived as struc¬ 

tures would gain athoroughly individual aspect, and an atomic-structural rhythm might be 

discovered from the ultimate moleculartraces that were still perceptible. 

‘Rhythmic sequence of the seasons 

spring, summer, autumn and winter.' IV/22a. 
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1934/p 8: The two shores. 

Pencil. 30-9x48-6. 



1 Addition at the bottom of the page: ‘Perhaps the 

proportions of the human body and then a scheme 

for dividual-individual.' Thefollowing is crossed out: 

‘Human articulation.' Cf. pp.169-175. 

Creation is thus in both directions an infinite, complex, intricate construction. In the 

course of time, wide areas have opened up on both sides to man’s grasp and perception; 

but man has been unable to transcend certain limits and will never be able to do so. It is a 

good thing that in the course of time it has been possible to achieve at least a certain 

elasticity of these limits. 

The relativity of things characterised by articulation has thus been acknowledged, and 

this protects us against the danger of lifelessness in our approach. In the creative pro¬ 

cess, however, this relativity should be eliminated by setting firm limits to the scope for 

movement.1 

1 Addition at the bottom of the page: ‘Perhaps the 

proportions of the human body and then a scheme 

for dividual-individual.' Thefollowing is crossed out: 

‘Human articulation.' Cf. pp.169-175. 

Full moon phase, twelve times a year, 

monthly rhythm. I V/22a. 

Rhythm based on the premise of a very 

long period oftime, possibly 

eternity. IV/40. 
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1920/91: Genie serving a small breakfast. 

(Angel fulfilling a wish.) 

Lithograph with watercolour. 19-8X14-6. 



We carry a circulatory system of similar nature within us, without being aware of it. This 

is the circulation of the blood. Here we are able to view directly a circulation model from 

nature within its local limits. 

The movement of this substance (liquid) does not depend on differences in altitude and 

phase, but on a central motor, the myocardium, built into us. This motor dictates the 

movement of the fluid channelled in tubes and tubelets (veins). It does so by means of a 

rhythmically repeated movement of contraction and relaxation, of tension and relief, 

which it controls in its alternating repulsive and attractive cycles. 

‘Physiological analysis of the circulation of the 

blood. Purely fluid.’ IV/41. 

ClMv. 
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Manuscript page from : ‘Towards a theory of form 

production.’ Appropriately related choice, form 

and emphasis of organs. A circulatory system. 

Cf. Volume 1, pp.354-355. 
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This motor, in other words, is an action centre, the epitome of moving activity. It moves, 

while the blood, by contrast, is moved, remaining passive in terms of movement. This 

contrast gives rise to relations of articulation that are novel in kind. 

Blood is propelled in such a way as to pervade the entire organism, to flow through the 

whole body. 

To this end, more and more side streams branch off, until we can perceive a complete 

network of such branchings, providing thorough perfusion. In the very finest branchings, 

movement proceeds of its own accord, as always in capillary tubes. 

A state is attained in which movement is mediated. In addition, blood deteriorates by 

surrendering its useful components. 

In other words, blood of good quality is propelled and after losing that quality is collected 

and returned to the heart. 
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1921/30: Queen of hearts. 

Lithograph. 25-5 x 17-5. 
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This is always done on command of this motorcentre. 

Good 

Bad1 

No partofthe volume has been lost, only the good quality. 

In place of one simple cycle, this requires a further circulatory system. 

And now the bad blood is propelled into a new direction, to reach another place and 

activity. It reaches the lungs, where it is purified and where another intermediate stage is 

attained, in the sense of differential movement. 

Mn mirror writing. 

Ultimately it is collected for a second time, so that the heart is able to bring it back effec¬ 

tively. 
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Mediating forms on a purely elemental- 

schematic basis. 

Precisely mediating results between 

primary forms. 44/1-66. 

Example of forming 44/33: 

Ray control is eccentrically located. 

Mediating forms with eccentric activity. 

Ray centre displaced into a corner. 

In the square A B C D: 

The heartform as mediating form 

between circle and rectangle 

(irradiated from the opposing corner 

point A). 

Norm: Central irradiation. 

Hence, in the above case, radiation from a 

corner point follows the composite mode. 

Or radiation could take place from 

all corners. 
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The form described in this way is a figure eight, a dual circulatory system or a double¬ 

circle connected by a cross. 

Do 0Q 

At the point of the crossover, the central organ of movement finds its appropriate place, 

whence it may control both parts of the circulation. On the opposite sides, processes of a 

special nature take place, on the right the surrender of positive qualities, the blood volume 

being subdivided into smaller and smaller parts, for proper exploitation. 

Following such exploitation, it is collected once again for the purpose of the swiftest pos¬ 

sible subjugation by the central organ. 

On the left is the scene of reception of positive quality, to which end the blood must once 

again be spread out widely. 

Thus does nature act and shape, on the basis of her need of movement, both in terms of 

locale and content. 

I have kept my discourse quite elementary, limiting myself to the merest hints. This after¬ 

noon, when you will be asked to represent such a circulatory system, you will have to go 

rather beyond the schema shown here on the blackboard. 

A composite event may be brought alive more easily by composite media. In a pinch, one 

might representthe 

good blood by a cross like this 
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Circulation of the blood. IV/23b. Top: 

Bottom: 

R. 

D= Degeneration, R=Regeneration. 

R=Regeneration, D= Degeneration, 

(in continuous representation). 
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By using two colours, e.g. by colour representation, the thing could be done much more 

graphically. And what happens on the two wings, to the left and right, almost certainly 

appertains to the realm of colour. 

A playful game of spreading out and foregathering again, without deeper meaning. 

But when it is resolved in colour, the triviality is at once remedied. 

Well, we know the purpose of the spreading out. To subject it to alterations, to utilise the 

red phase. 

When the colour is continued into the centre, the cross gains meaning. 
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1937/qu 1: Hibernation. 

Mixed media and watercolour. 31 x49. 
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These qualitative or coloured representations would be opposed by the motor centre, 

demanding other means. The activity of a muscle consists of the alternation of contrac¬ 

tion and relaxation, expansion and concentration. 

Exercise forthe afternoon: Simple 

higherarticulation combined with 

structure. 

Degeneration Regeneration 

This belongs in the realm of weight, these are movements from light to dark. One colour 

does not yet suggest a colour problem, but a trend like red, redder, very red suggests that 

this is an analogue of black-and-white tonality. 

1 Measure, weight, quality=line, tonality, colour. (I shall discuss proportion, measure, weight, quality on another occasion.)1 

Cf. p.299. 
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1926/qu 9: Water park. 

Watercolour. 25-5x37. 
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Ways of nature study; constructive approaches to composition 

Energies of form-creating nature 

Objects in nature investigated in regard to their inner being 

Natural growth and progressive layer sequence 
Stratification applied genetically 

Temporally growing 

Centrally irradiated growth 

One- and two-dimensional square movement 

Synthesis of cross-sectional and longitudinal plant growth 
Dimension and weight and their movement 

Approach, essence, semblance 

Synthesis of figuration and appearance 

Approach 

Essence 

Semblance. 

Representation according to essence 

and semblance1 

1 Check-list of items bearing on ‘nature study’ and 

constructive approaches to composition, compiled 

from the body of the theoretical and instructional 

papers. See also the sections: ‘Objects in nature 

investigated in regard to their inner being’, Volume 1, 

p.59, ‘Ways of Nature Study', Volume 1, p.63 

(excerpts, p.135 of this volume), 'Exact experiments 

in the realm of art’, Volume 1, p.69. 

From a single source (seed) paths spread out, with a display of influences (from within or 

without). 8/10. 

Essential flower data (the process of blooming). Approach to an open cross-section of a 

flower. 45/76. 

The means as such, arranged in a state of rest. Even here an interior. 

Objects in nature investigated in regard to their inner being (the concept of ab ovo). 8/4. 

Natural growth. 17/118. 

Natural growth and progressive layer sequence. 17/117. 

Stratification applied genetically. Temporal sequence. 16/148. 

Temporally growing. (Leads) 21/23. 

Centrally irradiated growth. 39/1. 

Emergent growth, productive line growth, one- and two-dimensional. 

Multidimensional movement on a square base or differential movement as ‘distance and 

angular' movement. 

Longitudinal or male movement, cross-sectional or female movement. 39/116. 

Synthesis of cross-sectional and longitudinal plant growth. 39/50a, 39/51. 
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One- and two-dimensional square movement on a pictorial base. 39/115. 

Movement: two-dimensional and double-directed progressions. Extension and contrac¬ 

tion. 17/104a. 

Measure and weight and their movement: 

Expansion-imponsion, rarefaction-condensation. 42/2. 

Movement of the square from normal to abnormal. 17/48. 

Motion sequence (genetic) from within to without. Series of squares represented 

spatially. 17/69. 

Augmentation modes: shift, rotation, reflection. An example of complementary reversal. 

60/71. 

Approach, essence, semblance. 

Essence contrasted with semblance. 

Dynamic forces. Concepts: dynamic form-limiting form. 

Interior-exterior. 8/7. 

Representation by essence and by appearance. 

114 

Drawing from the Theory of form and 

figuration. 9/61a. 



1926/B 8: Forest clearing. 

Watercolour. 36-7 x51 -2. 
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1934/T 15: Landscape with accents. 

Watercolour and coloured paste on paper. 31 X48-1. 
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By way of extension, cf. 
I. Active organ: stamens and pollen. 

II. Middle organ: the insects as intermediaries. 

III. Passive organ: the fertilised seeds. 

Volume 1, p.352. 

The figuration example 8/10 is taken from a draft for 

the Weimar preliminary course (winter 1924/25). 

Cf. note in appendix. 

Seed. From a single source (a seed) paths spread out, with a display of influences (from 

within and without) I—IV. 

The point stirs into motion and an essential structure grows, resting on figuration. 

The end is but part of the essence (the semblance). The true essential figure is a synthe¬ 

sis of figuration and semblance. 8/10. 

Preliminary course, Weimar, winter 1924/25. 
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1929/H 19: Before the snow. 

Watercolour. 33-5x39. 



Transparency-opaqueness. 

Transparent media, 

e.g. green and blue. 

Tothefore, bright intensive red. 

Formation example 60/13. 

Essential flower data (the process of blooming). 

Approach to an open cross-section of aflower. 

Itself a living cross-section, a blossom opens up natural insight into the cross-sectional 

plane. The special solemnity of the generative process (release of positive-negative 

tension, synthesis of dual components) finds special expression in colour specificity. 

45/76. 

1929/H 19-.Beforethe snow. 

Watercolour: 

‘Howto achieve representation, e.g. emphasis on the 

processes leading to form. Representation by 

essence, e.g. permeation (contrast: by appearance). 

Or representation of the objective-spatial aspect.- 

True essential figure is a synthesis of figuration and 

semblance.’ 

An organism is examined with regard to its inner 

being, its dynamic character being emphasised. 

Interior and exterior interpenetrate and are seen in 

cross-section (core layers, interior-exterior). 

Destructive forces push from the outside in. The 

inner being is transparent and accented in colour 

(‘progressive in reference to life, regressive in 

reference to death'). 
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-1 UP 

1 The means as such, arranged in a state of rest. Even here an interior. 

2 Objects in nature investigated in regard to their inner being (the concept of ab ovo). 

3 The basic concept of growth, tension or charge. 

3a How form comes into being, ways to form, even to basic forms. Then to combinations 

of the basic forms (together) against one another. Special case: The basic forms in a 

state of rest, arranged by their inner being (together or within one another). 

4 Relation of form to space (ground area). Core, interior space, objective shell, exterior 
space. 

1927/Oe 5: Flower and fruit. 

Pen-and-ink. 35-6X30-3. 

Cf. cross-sectional and longitudinal plant growth, 

p.135. 
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Natural growth 

17/118. 
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5 Organisation of the whole picture (pictorial whole), elements of articulation and their 

evaluation. 

Planes: 

Rhythmic-suprarhythmic 

Dividual - individual. 

C How to achieve representation: 

E.g. emphasis on the processes leading to form. Representation by essence, e.g. per¬ 

meation (contrast: by semblance). 

Or representation of the objective-spatial aspect. 

7 Construction in detail and as a whole as composition, i.e. the relations of the pictorial 

components to oneanotherand to thewhole (ground plane). 

8 Questions of style, whetherthe representation is by essence or semblance. In turn, im¬ 

pressive nuances within the preferential and essential. 

9 Compositional innerand inmost being: 

a) Static compulsion 

b) Liberation therefrom 

c) Dynamic-cosmic compulsion. 

Offered as a retrospect in March 1927.8/4 and 8/4a. 

1927/UE 1: Temperaments (.blossoms and fruit). 

India ink. 30-3 x45 3. 
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Natural growth and progressive 

layer sequence. 

(Appendixto Progressions.) 17/117. 

The first figuration example (left) rather indicates 

longitudinal growth, the second (right) cross- 

sectional layer sequence. Cf. Volume 1, pp.23 and 

354. 

41^^^ rP 
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1929/ 3 H 17: Vegetational-curious. 

Watercolour. 33x25-6. 
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Stratification applied genetically1 

Circles grow more and more in breadth 

around points 1 234, in thetemporal 

sequence 

la 2a 3a 4a 

1b 2b 3b 4b 

1c 2c etc. 

Where one is already in the way, 

the other must respect it. 

Two relations are crucial: 

a The sequence of points 

b Their nearness or distance. 

16/148. 

Stratification applied genetically: 

Circles la, 2a, 3a, 4a, etc., grow temporally separate 

in interlocking arrangement. 

Thetemporal course indicates the sequence of the 

growth process. 

The temporally separate processes are 

comprehended in a simultaneous multidimensional 

figuration example (multidimensional contacts). 

Cf. p.127 ‘Temporally growing (leads).’ In this 

further example the temporal sequence is graphically 

emphasised more strongly, in contrast to the end 

result in genetic stratification. 

1 l.e. arranged by origin and growth. 
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1927/omega 6: Times of the plants (time and plants). 

Oil on wood. 39 X53-5. 

Plant growth in cross and longitudinal section 

combined. Cf. ‘Synthesis of cross-sectional and 

longitudinal plant growth', p.135, also 

'Movement combining space and time', Volume 1, 

P.83, with a sextipartite circle and pendulum in the 

upper part of the picture. 
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‘Temporally growing (leads).’ 

Parts lying to the fore or rear (leads and retarding 

elements) are comprehended within a spatial unit as 

temporally separate processes (spatio-temporal 

process, multidimensional simultaneity). 

The circular stratifications are arranged by growth, 

i.e. genetically. 

Cf. 'Stratification applied genetically', p.125, 

‘Centrally irradiated growth’, p.129. Translated into 

measure and weight movement, combined with 

colour: 1925/B 9: Abstract in relation to a flowering 

tree, colour plate, p.145. 

Temporally growing (leads). 21/23. 

Rank 8 

11 

4 

5 

10 

1 

7 

2 

13 
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Paired and upright connection 

of regular 

and parabolic horizontals. 16/227. 

Regular horizontal 

and parabolic point ‘zero' 

Parabolic horizontal ‘one’ 

Parabolic horizontal ‘two’ 

Regular horizontal ‘one’ 

Regular horizontal ‘two’ 
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Coincident regular 

and parabolic horizontal X, ‘ten’ 

X987654321 01 23. 



Centrally irradiated growth 

Growth takes place, as though it were a matter of dimension, on ail sides, evenly. Growth 

takes place in relation to the earlier whole. Note: self-explanatory. 

Ever again square (stratified form), only larger or smaller. 

Measure productively uncharacteristic. 

Ever again circle, only larger or smaller. 

Ever again triangle, only larger or smaller, etc. 

(And!) ever again the same interior construction. 

Non-characteristic form movement (primary movements). 39/1-3. 

From the section: Secondary elements on the basis of the square. 39/1-146. 

/ 
I\$N^Yl-UrCvh *)t 

[1] Productive swelling of the lines. 

Emergent growth. 60/13. 

[2] Progressive growth (two- 

dimensional). 

Cf. pp.137 and 140. 
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f ! Ij Parabolictriangular movement 

(parabola based on an oblong 1:3). 

16/229. 

Parabola: the intersection of a cone with 

a plane parallel to its side. 

Mechanically definable as atensile 

(executive) process between a moving 

point on the one hand and a fixed 

pointand afixed line (straight line) 

on the other. 16/216-240. 
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Multidimensional movements on a square 

base or differential movements as 

‘extension’ and angle movements. 

39/116. 

In longitudinal section or moving in the 

male mode (over-extended) 

In longitudinal section or moving in the 

male mode (under-extended) 

Cross-sectional or moving in thefemale 

mode (over-extended) 

Cross-sectional or moving in the female 

mode (under-extended) 

Intermediate case 

Recognition of the direction of movement 

is based on the basic measure of the 

square 

The effects of these movement modes are 

characteristic as effects or phenomena 

only as over-extended or under-extended 

movement. 

if * 

The ‘multidimensional’ element f-<— 

consists of this combination of 

movements 

These movements may also be called 

tensions related to thetriangle 



1937/ unnumbered Signs of growth. 

Tempera. 47x33. 
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Extension upwards and foreshortening 

upwards (the parts ‘above-below’ are 

uniformly enlarged,andthe parts 

‘left-right’ diminish upwards more 

and more). 17/40 

From: Formal movement. 

Abnormal changes in basicform 

(pathology). 17/36-42. 
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1927/Oe 10: Underwater. 

Pen and India ink. 30x45. 

Sections in longitude and cross-sections are 

represented combined. 
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Synthesis 

of cross-sectional and longitudinal 

plant growth. 39/50a and 39/51. 

Area crosses in the characteristic 

diagonal growth of a small square. 

‘The object grows beyond its appearance through 

our knowledge of its inner being, through the 

knowledge that the thing is more than its outward 

aspect suggests. Man dissects the thing and 

visualises its inside with the help of plane sections; 

the character of the object is built up according 

to the number and kind of sections that are needed. 

This is visible penetration, to some extent that of a 

simple knife, to some extent helped by finer 

instruments which make the material structure of 

material function clearto us.' From ‘Ways of Nature 

Study’ (1923). For the complete text cf. Volume 1, 

p.63-67. 

Longitudinal plant growth: 

Longitudinal growth is partial 

(quotient) and centripetally 

directed, moreover. 

Possibly to be called ‘female’. 

Cross-sectional growth is complete 

and directed centrifugally, 

moreover. 

Possibly to be called ‘male’. 

Synthesis of cross-sectional and 

longitudinal plantgrowth. 

Text: 39/64. 
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Unidimensional square movement 

on a pictorial basis. 39/115 

) 

/lA^oXXi\- 

\zh-it lis b'-Ji. ’V^ytlAsTT' 

Over-extended, male positive 

Under-extended, male negative 

The same, two-dimension ally 
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Square 

Movements: 

Two-dimensional and double-directed 

progressions. 17/104a. 

25 units above-below 

25 units left-right 

Essential process: 

Extension dilutes energy. 

Conversely, contraction enhances 

energy. 

~v 
3 
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Movement of the square from normal to 

abnormal. 17/48. 

*7 

1 1 

Outwardly pseudo abnormal 

Outwardly pseudo abnormal 

Progressive movement normal 

I 

M v 

Inwardly abnormal 



From square to oblong in even movement. 17/48. 

Arrested t 

Moves evenly <-> (in mirror writing). 

Motion processes proceeding from normal in even or 

progressive movement. 

Shifts in centre and centre of gravity. 

Cf. Dimension and weight and their movements, 

pp.140-143, Colour movement, p.146, and synthesis 

in a formed example: 1925/B 9: Abstract in relation to 

a flowering tree, p.145, also 1930/199: Multicoloured 

blossoming, p.148. 

From the section: 

Strain. 

Formal movement. 

Unidimensional movement, 

two-dimensional movement 

(uneven movement, e.g. over-extension and foreshortening. 

Abnormal interior construction). 17/43-48. 
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Dimension and weight and their 

movements. 42/1. 

As dimensional change 

Expansion Imponsion 

Broadening Narrowing 

As weight change 

Rarefaction Condensation 

Extension Contraction 

Equal dimension 1 white 

2 lightest grey 

3 light grey 

4 grey 

5 dark grey 

6 darkest grey 

7 black 

Unequal dimension 

d d l dl < 
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Equal weight at equal dimension 

Unequal weight at equal dimension 
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Unequal weight at unequal dimension. 
42/1 a. 

Assuming a square as the starting point, 
the conclusion is that a progressive 
wrench has taken place, pushing out more 
and more the oblongsthat were originally 
of the same size. 

When the whole, field by field, consisted 
of the same amount of pigment, the 
pigment wanes when the dimensions 
increase. When they decrease, the 
pigment waxes. 

For example 
black pigment 
has the most marked effect 
against a contrasting base of white. 
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Large fields, then, are pigment-poor, small ones pigment-rich. The analogous process in 

terms of the mutuality of measure (or ‘dimension’) and density (or ‘weight’) may be ex¬ 

pressed in the principle: small fields become denser, large fields more rarified. Inter¬ 

action of dimension and weight in parallel or in the samedirection underlines, emphasises 
and reinforces any dimensional change. Oppositely directed interaction of dimension and 

weight impedes, cancels or reverses dimensional change by a counter-trend of density, 

according to the degree of energy applied. 

Theorem: 
Weight is the degree of density of medium contrast. 
On a white base the enhancement marches in the direction of black. 

On a black base the enhancement marches in the direction of white. 

On a colourless base the enhancement marches in the direction of colour. 

from the 

J‘ small 

heavy 

middle 

large 

light 

Ur-tW*- /PiC^V, 
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Example of figuration. 42/2. 



The rule is: extension or contraction of tonality combined with dimensional change, 
results in enlargement or reduction of area content. 

There is no absolute commitmentto one direction along the tonality range. 

White base: extension is towards blackand controls brightening. 

Contraction is towards blackand controls darkening, i.e. on a white polar base. 

Conversely: extension towards white controls darkening. 

Black base: contraction towards white controls brightening, i.e. on a black polar base. 

Divergence means tonality change in the sense of extension or contraction without 

corresponding dimensional change (dimensions fixed). 

Now concentration towards a corner is a partial matter, a ‘quotient’ applying to only one 

quarter. Completion towards 4/4 harmony is readily accomplished; obviously in this 

process the narrowest strip is doubled without again becoming extended. 

The congruence of measure and weight should be thought bf in such a way as to allow 

greatest density within smallest area. Large areas thin out density, lighten weight relating 

to the same area, for which they compensate by changed qrea dimensions. Equilibrium 
prevails. 

This equilibrium comes about because lighter weights correspond to higher area figures; 

but by way of compensation, there is more light-weight material than heavy. 

In contraction and extension changes 

from a given magnitude, bilateral 

movement ensues (striping with 

progression in two directions). 17/64. 
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Caption for facing page: 

1925/B 9: Abstract in relation to a flowering tree. 

Oil on cardboard. 38-5x39. 

‘Movement course (genetic) from the inside to the 

outside.' 

Example of figuration 9/63a shows free three- 

dimensional square movement ana its structural 

analysis. Or seen synthetically: 

1 Norm or motionless base picture. 

2 Linear and area structure. 

3 Structure moving in two dimensions. 

4 In the higher example of figuration measure and 

weight movement are added (colour and tonality). 

Three-dimensionally. 

Cf. preceding pages: 

Dimension and weight and their movements. 

Expansion - lmponsion. 

Contraction - Extension. 
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Augmentation modes: 

Shift, 

Rotation, 

Reflection. 

60/71. 

Possibilities: 

1 colour designations 

a red 

b green 

c yellow 

d purple 

e blue 

f orange 

g black 

h grey 

1 white 

2 arrangement 

3 reflection 

4 done in colour. 

An example of complementary reversal 

1 colour designations 

2 process of complementary reversal 
3 done in colour 
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1930/Qu 1: Colour plate Qu 1. 

Pastel with coloured paste. 37-3 x46 8. 
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Approach, essence, semblance. 

Essence opposed to semblance. 

Representation by essence and semblance. 

Permeation as representation of the objective, 

spatial aspect. 

1930/199: Colourfully blooming. 

Pastel with coloured paste on paper. 

41-5x51-5. 

Representation by essence. 

Open cross-section of blossoming. 

1925/10: Flowers in glasses. 

Oil on paper on cardboard. 

52-5x41-5. 

Representation more by semblance. 
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Approach, essence, semblance 

Dynamic forces (active lines) 

1933/A 9: Like flowers in a glass. 

Waxed watercolour on plaster-grounded cardboard. 

54x46. 

‘Synthesis of essence and semblance. 

Combination of pure visual function with 

abstraction.’ 

Interior-exterior 

Essence contrasted with semblance. 

Practice on fruits. 

Essence of the apple, the snail shell, 

the human habitation. 8/7. 

Concepts: Dynamicforms-limiting forms 

Added abstract element: active-linear 

Linear-medial 

Dynamic forces are within (esoteric) 

Limits are without (exoteric) 

The interior is infinite, all the way to the mystery of the inmost, the charged point, a kind of 

sum total of the infinite (the causal). Comparison from nature: the seed. The exterior is 

finite, i.e. it is the end of the dynamic forces,the limit of their effects, dictated by the causal. 

One may also call it the virtual, the objective. One could also say: erotic-logical - eros- 

logos. 
( Retrospect 1926,12 November 1926.) 
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1934/R18: Flower vase. 

Watercolour. 31 -3 X21 -8. 
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( 1932/x 17: Garden after a storm. 

Oil on canvas. 75x106,. 
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1934/R 6: Dis-appointed. 

Oil on canvas. 54 x24. 



Individual proportions related to one another and to the whole 
Their cause and effect 

Proportion expressed as active, medial, passive 

Will and means to movement 

Function of a movement proportion 

The forming of an organism from out its essence: 

The human body 

Life-filling figuration of an individual proportion 

11 December1923 

Building upwards from below, from matter animate, we have entered upon a higher 

region, that of individual proportions. Its theme is the relation, in appropriate number, of 

parts to one another and to the whole. These are relations of many different types - of like 

kind such as size contrast, heaviness, quality, degree of activity or passivity, relation of 

cause and effect, or of mixed kind such as the simultaneous figuration of several such re¬ 

lations, e.g. blending colour with tonality and line. 

Drawing 

from the Theory of form and figuration. 60/118. 
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1939/ Estate 016: Untitled. 

Coloured paste. 52-9 x37. 
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Expression of proportion 

active, 

medial, 

1 Cf. Active, passive, medial: passive1 
Volume 1, pp.103,115-116, 435. 

Drawing 

from the Theory of form and figuration. 7/60. 

I shall endeavour to bring home to you as closely as possible the proportions that play a 

part in your own body. Imagine that you wish to draw close to you an object that offers 

resistance to such a movement. 
You first fix your eye on it and envisage the path the object must take. Then you seize it 

and force it close to you. So long as the object offers no considerable resistance, this 

seems to take place quite simply, with respect to our awareness. Our willpower accom¬ 

plishes it all, as we clearly sense. Yet soon, e.g. if the object is very heavy, we note that our 

will is not all that autocratic. Atthis point we become aware of our arm, which must make 

a rather considerable effort, ultimately even painful. 
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[1] Form structure (two equal elementary forms). 

Two formal elements of like kind, with mutual cession of territory. 7/45. 

[2] Form structure from unequal elementary forms. 

Three circles with equalised parts relinquished. 7/122. 

[3] Mutual effect of two forms of like kind. 

Peaceful adjustment or unequal surrender of elementary territory. 7/54. 
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1932/x 2: A scrap of community. 

Watercolour on plaster-grounded burlap. 18x36. 



Possibilities: 

‘Several unequal forms, interpenetrating. Representation constructive or impressive. One 

above the other or side by side. Organism organically interlinked from main forms or 
bodily-spatially permeated.’ 

1933/H 9: ChildPh. 

Pastel on white-grounded paper. 21 x33. 
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1933/G 20: Hot place. 

Pastel. 23 x31 -5. 



1 

Active—passive: Cause, effect and mediation. 

Possibility of simultaneous figuration of several 

mutual relations and their equilibrium. 

[3] ‘In the common territory, the two contracting 

parties enjoy equal rights.’ 7/54. 

[1] Medial fleetingly attracts active, is saved by passive. 

[2] Medial continually attracts active. 45/87a. 
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1940/Estate 020: Untitled. 

Coloured paste. 65-1 X49-9. 
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What is active, therefore, is not merely the will but the means for movement. Two main 

parts in the necessary action thus enter into a relation to one another, the means for move¬ 

ment not being a thing of primitive uniformity, but in turn a composite concept, organised 

on its own. Namely muscle and bone, things of different structure and function: muscles - 

elastictissue; bones-firm hard structure. 

Human body and 
dimensions. Drawings from the 
Theory of form and figuration. 

20/28. 
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1939/ZZ 12: Brotherhood. 

Pencil. 21 x 29-5. 



Means as such 

Will, 

means, 

muscle, 

bone 

Thefunctioning ofthetwo 

differs asfollows: 

A muscle 

connecting two bones 

contracts, 

altering the angle of the 

two bones. 
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1939/690: Omphalocentricpresentation. 

Coloured paste on silk on jute. 70x50 5. 
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Bones have no inherent movement potential, but muscles do carry such a force, or at 

least they exert it. Actually, they receive this energy from elsewhere, as a command, so 

to speak. Our movement proportion is thus organised into three different parts: 

Will, active, 

Muscle, medial, 

Bone, passive. 

They partake of the active, medial or passive character. 

A proportion with the contrasts: 

superior-inferior 

lying over-lying under 

Will, object. 

The object must take this way, 4^ 1— i.e. a longer distance must become a shorter 

one. In other words, measure. This is the proper category for the passive action of bone 

as well. 

Greater, smaller distance. 

The object, therefore, is no new link in respect of its character, but is identical with bone. 

Muscle is initially extended, thin, lighter, then, when contracted, denser and heavier. In 

other words, weight. 
The brain, as an activity, alters in a different way, immeasurable and imponderable. It is a 

refinement of action, which I should like to call quality. Expressed by our ideational means 

of figuration: colour, tonality, line. 

Colour, line, tonality. 
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1923/91: Man in love. 

Lithograph with red tone plate, second state, 

27-4x19. 
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We may, as innocently as possible, conceive a scheme converging towards a centre, 
carrying out a progression of this meaning, the centre comprising precisely special 
forces. 

Progression of meaning. 
Bone, 
Muscle, 
Brain. 

Bone, 
Tendon, 
Ligament, 
Muscle, 
Nerve, 
Brain. 

Obviously there are still intermediate links, even here. Nerves run from brain to muscle, 
muscle and bone are linked by tendons, bones among themselves are linked by ligaments. 

Cf. ‘The concept of structure in nature’, Volume 1, 

p.333, and ‘The natural motor organism; the striving 

for movement, and its execution’, Volume 1, 

p p.336-340. 

This action just depicted serves man’s outward form by way of partial action. It is a 
structural idea from within, in this case the pathway from headquarters (the skull) to the 

extremities. 
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1940/OG 5: Everything runs after! 

Coloured paste on paper. 32 X42-5. 
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Head, body, limbs 

Let us initially ignorethe limbs and considerthe body in its outward state of rest. 

Since at apinchone can live without arm and leg, a series of animated internal processes, 

capable of organising head and body, takes place. 

The head, of course, is always essential. 

Pages 9/25a, 9/27 and 9/27a are crossed out in the It is the chief organ, headquarters and main guardroom, with a lofty view for the waking 

manuscript and repeated elsewhere in new versions, function, installed as high aspossibleandmobile for better outlook. 

Cf. the cut text part in the appendix. The figuration we |qeacj) body, with the connecting link of the neck, 
examples are consolidated whenever they display 

only minor differences. Cf. note in the appendix. 
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1920/99: Man-fish-man-eater 

Drawing. 
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Further: 

Food intake 

(and outgo) 

provides body articulation 

by the dividing point of the 

stomach, yielding a 

division into upperand 

lower body. 

Abdomen 

Further: 

Utilisation of food intake; 

blood channels. 

The lesser circulation 

leads to the concept of 

chest. 
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1930/Ae 8: What ails him ? II. 

Stamp drawing. 55-7 X34-1. 
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The wakeful and vigilantfunction of the 

head leads to the body's upright stature. 

Concept: body musculature in concert 

with body bones, first of all the spine, 

1 Crossed out: ‘and buttocks’. 

then basket and basin-shaped 

structures, reinforced chest, 

strengthened seat.1 
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1932/x 18: Lethappen! 

Oil. 59x61. 



Increased alertness above leads to the 

standing position. 

Complexity of structure. 

The spinal column rests on a bridge. 

Increased reach in the seated position: 

Arms and arm movements. 

Shoulder, 

bones and musculature. 

Ultimate bodily reach: 

walking and running. 

Hip joints, 

moving legs. 

Ultimate enrichments 

(complications) 

of articulation are the result 

of the division 

of arms/hands 

and legs/feet. 
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1939/ww18: Daimonia. 

Tempera and watercolour on paper. 

21 X32-8. 
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Free form-giving example from the 

Theory of articulation. IV/103a. 

1Cf. 1931/m 7: Figure. Volume 1, p.383. 

You like that? I have no objections. I do ask that you take serious account of the path that 

has been followed, of theforming of this organism from its essence.1 

Then this brief endeavour will find its meaning. Figuration as the way from demand to 

finished form. 
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1939/GH 8: Voice from the ether: 'And thou shalt have 

thy fill I' 

Oil and tempera on paper. 50-5x38. 
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1939/Hi 19: The body too has a countenance 

Coloured paste and oil on paper. 31 X23-5 
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1934/U 13: The creator. 

Oil on canvas. 43 x54. 



1924/252: Actor’s mask. 

Oil. 36-8x31 -8. 

Figuration examples forthe required exercise: 

‘Lively figuration of an individual proportion and both 

elements of articulation, the dividual or structural 

and the higher element, the two in some form of 

combination.' 

1924/252: Actor’s mask, oil. 

1934/U 13: The creator, oil. 

Linear analysis from 1929/n 9: Coloured woman, p.220. 

1929/s 9: Old man reckoning. Etching. Volume 1, p.236. 

This afternoon I should like you to continue the exercise we began last time. And this 

time I want to see not only lively figuration of an individual proportion but treatment of both 

elements of articulation, the dividual or structural and the higher element, the two in some 

form of combination. The remarks I am about to make are intended to give you courage, 

for they will show how simple the matter really is. I ask, however, that you do not slavishly 

follow the schemes that are shown but merely take them as models for your own vivid 

creation. They are to serve merely to give you ideas. 
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1931 / R 20: Colourful life outside. 

Watercolour on egg-grounded paper. 31 3 X48-8. 

* 
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1 Crossed out in the manuscript: ‘Now what about 

the solution of such problems?’ 

Dividual and individual structural elements 

Representation of dimension and weight 

Physical and imaginary integration of the limbs of an individual 
Structure and lack of structure 

Dividual-individual synthesis 

‘Self-experienced’ structure 

Dividual and individual structural elements1 

I shall show you some cases, in which the problem is posed both concisely and cogently. 

p 

1. A structural area of such small dimensions that any reduction or abstraction is only 

barely possible. Each structural particle has the same value [1]. 

2. In the centre of 2 an aggregation of particles establishes a-new context. It is a pattern 

based on the structural grid of 5x5 units [2]. 

J 

They are assembled in order to be able to hold their own against the structural grid and 

somewhat enhance its formal triviality [3]. 
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1921/125: Chorale and landscape. 

Oil on paperon wood.35x31. 
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The individual pattern, called a cross, 

now agrees quite well with the structural 

aspect. 

The two mesh. 

Is this indeed an individual pattern? 

Yes, an individual pattern of the 

character of a regular cross. 

Structure has been shifted into a cross. 

For I must add nothing or it becomes a 

different kind of cross. 

And I musttake away nothing, or it 

ceases to be a cross altogether. 

As an example of form, its articulation is: 

(nA 

simplex, duplex, 
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1923/159: Group linked by stars. 

Oil and watercolour on paper. 32-5 X48 5. 
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As a formal effect, 

considering 

the special significance 

of the centre, 

it becomes quinquepartite. 

This scheme, however, 

still constitutes no living figuration. 

It would come rather more alive, for 

example, by the logical inclusion 

of pictorial means. 

The structural part in scale 

representation: 

The individual part 

in weight representation: 

i.e. 4 parts: 

b c d e half-weight 

a full-weight 

Or: Givetonetothe 

structural part, 

e.g. light, medium or bright 

and dark, perhaps in 

chequer-board alternation, 

the individual part, however, in colour. 

Perhaps: 

b c d e light red 

a dark red 
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1926/124: Round about the fish. 

Oil and tempera on muslin on cardboard. 47 x64, 



Another solution to the problem: 

The structural and individual elements 

might also be located by a process in 

whichthe individual experiences a 

structural articulation in his own body. 

Vitally represented, say, by the weights 

of univalentto quadrivalenttonalities, 

with greater contrast at the centre 

and less disparity elsewhere. 

.! 

In the manner in which a fish has scales 

on his own body. Colour IV/192a and 

9/24c. 
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1923/234: Chinese porcelain. 

Watercolour on plaster, varnished 



In another individual pattern, the quinquepartition is so obvious that one is reminded of 
the five on a die. 

( 

The parts are here only loosely connected, indeed, not at all, in the case of the five on a 
die. Yet they belong together inexorably, and nothing may be taken away or added with¬ 
out destroying their individuality. Thus their integration, while imaginary, is no less com¬ 
pelling than the physical integration of the five parts of our cross. 
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1923/238: Harmony from rectangles 

in red, yellow, blue, white and black. 

Oil on cardboard.70x51. 



The last time I was critical, in a few cases, of the casual way in which the members were 

loosely scattered, so that one could almost blow them away, but that does not mean that 

members must always be physically connnected. Thus we may, in good conscience, 

acceptthe distinction between physical and imaginary context, differentiating the physical 

connection of the elements of a pattern from the imaginary. 

1 Examples occurring on pp.9/24a,9/25aand9/25b Articulation with connected trend [2, 6, 7, 8, I]1 
have been consolidated. 

We may also distinguish, as we have already seen, the working together of structural and 

individual articulation in the physical sphere of the individual himself or beyond him into a 

widersphere. 
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1926/U 8: Young forest panel. 

Oil on plaster-grounded muslin on cardboard on 

wood. 36 X25-5. 
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1938/N 5: Caterpillar fish. 

Watercolour on jute. 13 X44. 

Here are some basic possibilities for 

this afternoon. 

Let us briefly summarise again: 

Thetwo elements of articulation 

combined 

; ) / /-t-V-f i -f i { 

Formation of a higher intermediate 

articulation by the interlocking 

of certain main elements 

3=intermediate elements 

individual element I 

individual element II 

individual element III 

r* 

-u*. 

fittr 

Change in structural character 

coinciding 

with higher articulation 
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1927/2: Flag-decked city. 

Watercolour. 21 -8 x 29-6. 

196 

Formation of intermediate 

elements by structural overlaps 

orinterpenetrations. 



1938/R 13: ‘Above and below’. 

Zulu crayon. 27 x21 -5. 

Formation of intermediate 

elements by sidling overlaps 

from one main area into another. 
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1925/d 7: Woods near M. 

Pen-and-ink. 

Woods near M. A purely linear example. The two 

lowest line limits constitute an applied example of an 

intermittent structure. 

When the visibility of the structural rhythm is very different, one may speak of an inter 

mittent structure. 

Figuration examples for linear and 

planar structural rhythms. 

1 f j__ _r 

T wmm Tnn| 
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1928/F 10: Old town and bridge. 

Tempera on sacking.11-5x42-5. 

1928/F10: Old town and bridge. Two-dimensionally 

formed structural rhythms with tonality emphasis 

(and colour). Lines as limiting forms. 

Cf. Dividual-individual synthesis, pp.200-205, as well 

as the central opposition of dividual-individual. 

Volume 1, pp.237-246. 

Construct with alternating structure 

and lack of structure 

from left to right 

ftu't -s. 

fawM WZT 

A 
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1929/v 1: Castle of a chivalric order. 

Pen-and-ink. 28-6x24-4. 

Dividual-individual synthesis in linear and 

rhythmical arrangement, combined with an 

alternation of density and rarefaction. 
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Scheme 9/23, ‘dividual-individual’, and its synthesis 

are repeated in words and exemplified in formal 

example 8/29 (p.203). 

9/23 suggests the graphic and algebraic possibilities 

while 8/29 designates the scope of representation 

with pictorial means. 

The simplest linear or two-dimensional approach 

(bottom of p.203) applies analogously to 9/23. 

Forthe two-dimensional approach, cf. 1929/v 1: 

Castle of a chivalric order. 

eitherline 

ortonality 

dividual both individual 

jbA-i) t 
o 

licit dwkfat 
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± 
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a, t 4 + c 
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t 
f 

means 

tonality 

colour 
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1929/n 4: Young trees on cleared ground. 

India ink and pen-and-ink. 23-8 x 31 -4. 

Figuration examples: 

1 Unaccented lines-accented lines: 

Formal examples 20/59a, p.211. 

Formal example IV/192, p.209. 

1925/n 6: Settlement in the woods, p.218. 

1925/44: Rocky lookout, p.210 

1929/n 4: Young trees on cleared ground, p.202. 

2 Lines-tonality: 

Theoretically only approximate in black-and-white 

reproduction. 

1924/126: StructuralII, p.236. 

1926/U 8: Young forest panel, p.194. 

1927/2: Flag-decked city, p.196. 

1927/x 3: Cote de Provence 5, p.208. 

1927/F 10: Old town and bridge, p.199. 

1929/2: Architecture in the east, p.308. 

3 Lines-tonaiity-colour: 

1915/245: Overgrown houses, p.212. 

1923/159: Group linked by stars, p.186. 

1929/m 10: Monument at the edge of the fruit land, 

p.294. 

1937/q 16: Incipient cold, p.204. 
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Dividual-individual synthesis Exercises. 8/29. 

Basic scales, tonality—or colour complementarity 

A rhythmic-linear example 

A dividual example 

An individual example 
combination of both 

Wi/l- 2, 

Means of representation 
dividual individual Simplest synthesis 

Either: unaccented line accented line [1] one-dimensional 

or: line tonality [2] ortwo-dimensional approach 

line colour [3] 

or: tonality colour[3] 

1 The lower part of 8/29 has no direct connection with 

the required exercises concerned with dividual and 

individual synthesis. It relates to the main sections 

of the Theory of form and figuration. 

Elementary forms and their inner being (norms) threads, nodes1 

Elementary forms in format (normal) 

Combined forms in format 

composite form (the species), 

one element shifted overanother 
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1937/q 16: Incipient cold. 

Oil. 73x53. 

Dividual-individual synthesis in a figuration example, 

with line and tonality, line and colour, tonality and 

colour as the means of representation. There is at 

the same time a synthesis of intraspatial and 

extraspatial representation. 
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Linear excerpt of horizontals and verticals 

(omitting the diagonals) from 1937 q16: Incipient cold. 

Cf. scheme 9/23, p.201. 
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1927/231: Cote de Provence 3. 

Watercolour. 31 x23. 

Cf. 1927/x 5: Cote de Provence 7. p.207, also 

1927/x 3: Cote de Provence 5, p.208. 

In the summer of 1927 Klee was on the lie de 

Porquerolles and in Corsica. 
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1927/x 5: Cote de Provence 7. 

Watercolour. 13 X30-5. 
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1927/x 3: Cote de Provence 5. 

Watercolour. 
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An unaccented rhythmical base as the structural 

norm, higher articulation in free choice 

individually accented and rhythmicised. 

Dividual-individual 

linked by rhythmical 

articulation. IV/192. 

purely planar 
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1925/44: Rocky lookout. 

Watercolour and air brush on paper. 

37-5 x 23-5. 
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Form-giving examples with structures on dividual- 

rhythmical base and with individual accents 

(dividual-individual synthesis). 

From 20/59a. 
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1915/245: Overgrown houses. 

Watercolour and tempera on chalk ground. 

18-3x17-5. 

Alternation of structurally accented and 

unstructured areas in a landscape-architecture 

setting. 
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Take the case of the dual circulation 

Without structure, with structure 

[1] Fish with scales. Integration of structural and 

individual articulation in the individual's physical 

sphere. 20/59a. 

[2] Structural character alternation in higher 

articulation. Alternating structures | - + as 

divisible, dividual articulations. The middle without 

articulation. 20/59a. 
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Broadening aforce means thinning it: 
Extremes: 

Small and dense 

Large and rarefied. 

fyTlOVW; I Ou yi/Crtf <M& 

CAt'.' ](j2^Vv 
^ Jf di/h 

Sharpest deviation from this law of nature is its reversal. 

Extremes: 

Small and rarefied 

Large and dense. 21/61. 
1928/29: Height! 

Etching on copper. 22-5X22-5. 



1925/R 3 zero: >1ss. 

Lithograph.24x14-5, 
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1925/m 8: Houses along the park. 

Watercolour. 23-5X15-5. 

"Scattered” as against "compact” structures 

always create strong contrast.' This is true also of 

alternatingly distinct and blurred structures. 

Structure and absence of structure. Cf. page 215 for 

the extremes of small and dense, large and rarefied, 

small and rarefied, large and dense. 
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1925/n 6: Settlement in the woods. 

Pen-and-ink. 



Scattered (structure) as against ‘compact’ always creates strong contrast, especially 

when the consolidation is very dense. It is then easy to take the step from an alternation of 

distinct and blurred structures to an alternation of structure and absence of structure. 
This is in explanation of the concept of absence of structure. 

‘Scattered’ compared with ‘compact’. 

Apparentabsence of structure. 



Linear scheme from the watercolour: 1929/n 9: 

Coloured Woman. 

Pen-and-ink and watercolour. 

‘Self-experienced structure.’ Dividual base with 

individual accent. 



Lastly: 

a ‘Self-experienced’structure 

b Structural overlapping 

forthe figuration 

of a wider context, 

of thefringes 
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1927/k 10: Pastoral (rhythms). 

Oil on canvas on cardboard. 69-2x52-4. 

222 

1924/136: Princess of Araby. 

Watercolour and oil on paper. 25-5 x 19-2. 



Symbols of structure and elements of articulation, 
linear and planar 

The simplest synthetic order: the chequer-board 

Controlling proportions as ultimate form 

Form-determination and form-realisation 

Saturday, 10 November 1923 

The last time we dealt theoretically with structures, and I chose a few examples for these 

elements of articulation, which are of great importance in the material sense, but quite 

subordinate in an intellectual sense. 

Simplest symbol of linear structure 

Realised in nature as the waveform 

Structural alternation of the elements of 

articulation. Rhythmical in the arrangement of the 

articulations. ‘The main characteristic of rhythm is 

the repetition of small groups that are either not 

divided at all or subject to only a simple division 

scheme.’ Cf. chapter, The central opposition 

dividual-individual, Vol. 1, pp.237-266. 

ItT dlA Wzlk- 
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1937/U 4: Complex number. 

Black paste. 21 X29-5. 
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Here the component strokes are 

realised as a composite structure 

symbol 

Scale representation nu>JU> 

Weight representation 

Weight 

1- f—/ A "7 

$ <L-Irt/S 

Measure 

When I enter 

the planar sphere, 

I get two examples 
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1926/T 1: Garden city idyll. 

Scratched on plaster, tinted with tempera. 

42-5X39-5. 
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Vertical and horizontal articulation of 

an area combined. 

The representation ranges between line and plane. The hand drew lines, but at the same 

time the impression is planar. Linear organisation of a plane is indeed worthy of attention. 

It enriches articulation without necessarily detracting from the basic planar elements. 

In these cases there is an 

alternation of light and dark stripes. 

The sum of thetwo directions yields 

light, medium and dark. 9/6d. 

Itt* l 
W 

£Tt til 
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1933/C 15: Quadripartite palace. 

Wax pigment on plaster-grounded canvas. 90 x67. 

Heavy-light in rhythmically accented alternation and 

organised into higher units. 
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Light considered on its own. fcuvi* 
| 1 £r EJ __ Heavy considered on its own. 
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Chequer-board structure. 

Alternation: still-shifted 

or: shifted—still. 

Alternation 

Medium mediates between thetwo otherfactors, heavy and light. 
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1922/19: Red-green architecture (yellow-purple 

gradation). 

Oil on canvas on cardboard. 38x43. 



The chequer-board 

IV/31—31 a. 

Medium 

mediates between the two factors 

heavy and light: 

chequer-board structure. 

Two values of different weight 

added into a bar 

and continued repeatedly as the image 

of lineartwo-time. 

The same image in two dimensions 

expanded into simplest synthetic 

order 

yields the chequer-board pattern. 
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1931/s 1: Portal of a mosque. 

Watercolour. 38-1 X28-9. 



With an extension of n partial planes of the above-below dimension and n + 1 particles of 

the left-right dimension we obtain a characteristic difference in the two dimensions. In 

left-right, for example, three double and three single particles are always present. In 

above-below, however, we find, first, three doubles and two singles, and then three singles 

and two doubles. 

Expanded observation: 

Column sums give alternately pairs of even and odd weight, in other words, a marked two- 

time rhythm. 

A shift l by one field gives a different result, a shift j by two fields the same result, 

hence a bar \ from above to below (or from below to above) is two-phased. 

The results are found in the left-right direction. 

Even with 8 fields added up ±1 1 i t <1 t| 11, 7 
(Cuiui'ihZt'* 

11 * 
f7 l 1 

4 
11 1L J 

Odd with 7 fields l / i 1 A l AA •) 

i Z i l A U A 'ter 

Even with 6 fields i % A b A t 
<y(*--'A L * 

v_ _ l A l A h A 
1 i 

l A & A l 8 ' ^ r U UU W 1 L 1 1 sJ 1 It/iUo 
■A 1 A b A 7- 

1 l 1 l 
Even with 4 fields 

V [1 b 

% A 'L 
Odd with 3 fields 

A 
Li 
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Even with 2 fields A | 3 r l 

Odd with 1 field 
A 
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Fromthe union ofthetwo dimensions 2 1 12 . 
„ „ °r „ . equals six. 

springsthe composite area unit 12 2 1 A ch- Sc-cis 

i i 

The same area unit of a two-dimensionally composite six repeats, and the repetition of 

a unit is the criterion of bar rhythm. 
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1940/estate: Frame story. 

Tempera on jute. 13x86. 'Afo fctAU'h ,9i~ dAfiu* 
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Conceived as a grid, 

this rhythm 

is also structural in character. 
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1924/126: Structural II. 

Gouache. 26-7x21 -6. 

Synthesis of articulation by floor plan and elevation, 

with planar structures projected in differential 

perspective. 

Cf. examples in Volume 1, pp.250,263,307-308. 
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The repeating unit of the 

chequer-board structure is a 

quadripartite area element 

Conceived linearly (without weight) 

This leads to a linear variant like: 

or 

or 

1 / 
/ l 

hence or 

l 

I / 

One can vary further at will 

Or an example of Engfuhrung1 

1‘Engfuhrung.’ 

Pictorially, the inner organisation of a part. In music, 

temporally close contrapuntal coincidence of 

themes, as nearly as possible simultaneous. 

tf/tM yy<La : 

&J(/i 
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1919/205: Town ft. 

Watercolour and tempera on structured plaster 

ground. 16-5x22. 



Or double Engfuhrung 

Masonry pattern 

Alternate shifting of every other 

course by half a unit in this 

simple grid results in a structure 

reminiscent of a brick wall. 
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1930/Y 10: Knot patterns. 

Pen-and-ink. 17-5 X27-5. 



A chequer-board structure may also be 
envisaged as braided crosswise. 

Weaving 

■=> 
=!> 

'5T4- 
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i 

^_L_ 

l 4 .’t ► 

And the idea of braiding 
could in turn be varied in many ways. 

Pigtails, etc. 
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Construction of a two-sided 

honeycomb (circle within a hexagon). 

‘Rotated rhombi.’20/6. 



Stone atop two stones. 

A wall 

is ahorizontally stratified structure 

displaying an alternate shift 

by half a unit. 

The cells of a honeycomb, 

a most ingenious invention 

of nature, 

also belong here. 

A variation 

The individual form approximates 

to the circle as the natural limit 

for a living creature 

that is egg (elliptically) or worm¬ 

shaped. 
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1930/C 9: Singers' hall. 

Pen-and-ink and tempera. 27 x48. 

‘The controlling proportions characterise final form, 

structures make possible its realisation.' 

Alternating structures as rhythmically repeating 

units, subordinate to individual articulation. 
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Scale structure is also 

somewhere near this area. 

I might continue this game for quite a while. Chain structures (chain mail, scale armour). 

The sown, 

the scattered, 

many points of force, 

example: 

Stars, 

constellations. 

1 2 3 

[1] Shifted masonry articulation. 3 1 2 

[2] ‘Hexagonal articulation, capable of being 

completed in three ways.’ From 'Ultimate economy 

in number of means 60/27 and 60/28’. ‘An attempt to 

employ the least resources (lines conceived as 

passive limits).’ 

urnuri 
U2Ifn$L 
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Further subdivision or expanded form 

(after Pattern 1) 

(after Pattern la) 
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Further elaboration: 

The house is but shell, space. 

The essential element is the life inside. 

The lines are limiting lines. 

Within a ‘cell’ stand three living lines. 

Cf. Productive line growth, p.257, and harmonised 

progression of a movement dimension, p.265. 

Incarnation to 

ends with the 

triangle surface 
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Variation of incarnation to 

•r: ! 'Jj' 1 ' '' 'f ^ * 
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Progressive variants of incarnation 

towards bone 

and away from bone. 

Analyses 1: A-B, 2: C-D, 3: E-F 

Analysis: A-B 

Normal variant towards bone 

Rotation variation 
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Rotation stages 

Stages: 

2 
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1928/0 5: Image of the initial V. 

Watercolour. 28x22. 
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Linear, two-dimensional and three-dimensional structures 
Preliminary creative stirrings 

Creative involvement in the actual work 

Relation of form and the act of forming 

Approach more important than goal 

Form as genesis, growth, essence 

Elementary doctrine of creativeness 

Identity of approach and work 

Doctrine of proportions 

The analytical approach at several levels 

Tuesday, 9 January 1924 

Detail from 1930/e 10 and 1935/36: Ad marginem 

(written in the margin). 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink, varnished, on 

cardboard. 43-5X32-5. 

The lower part of the picture is reproduced. 

Cf. Volume 1, p.74, also 1924-34/U 19: 

Botanical theatre, Volume 1, p.94. 

After the Christmas holidays, this may be an appropriate time to take a brief glance back 

over the path we have followed hitherto. Fortunately we can see the distance we have 

traversed in perspective and have no need to dwell on detail. We can take a broad view of 

the main elements of whatwe have done. 

What have we actually done during the months just past? What was the nature of our 

activities? What designations can we find forthem? 
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Schematic representation of the seed shown atthe 

centre of the Landscape with crows, with leaf, 

panicle and roots. 

1925/V 2: Landscape with crows. 

Oil and watercolour on muslin. 43-5 x44. 

When we began - one must make a start somewhere, even though there is no real starting- 

point- we proceeded from a stage that may be compared with a germinating seed. Initially 

we dealt with linear structures that branched and did so within a given plane. Leaf stems 

and veins on the one hand, leaf surfaces on the other. We compared the growth and 

branching of our line with the growth of plant organisms, and in the case of the apple we 

passed on from linear structure to the sphere of space. A more intimate consideration of 

these processes led us to trace the mystery of creativity, the influence of which we felt 

even in the development of a line. We sought to approach this mystery by enquiring 

whence it originated and tracing it back to its sources. We were not bold enough to think 

that we could actually uncover the secret mainsprings of creativity, but we did wish to get 

as close to them as possible. 

We wound up with the irritated point in nature, which we invoked in the course of our con¬ 

sideration -the seed itself. With this seeming start, we reached the limits of our action. 

The irritated point, our stylus poised to embark on a line - here is minimal action. With 

anything less than that we can scarcely speak of action at all. 

But emotionally and intellectually, this point did not as yet constitute the end of our search 

for sources. The term ‘irritated’ already sets the scene for an ‘active’ start. It provides the 

background for the initial act, ties it to what has gone before, defines its links to the past. 

The instinctive realisation that we can continue beyond the start finds confirmation in the 

concept of infinity, which reaches from the beginning to the end, and is not limited to the 

beginning alone, and which leads to the concept of circulation. In a circulatory process, 

movement is of the very essence, and the question of a startthus becomes irrelevant. 

Swept up into such normal movement, we find it easy to develop a creative disposition. 

We are ourselves moved, hence find it easierto impart movement. 
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[1] Dynamic forces of varying density with 

alternating structure. 

[2] Dynamic forces in one direction. Line as limiting 

form. 

[3] Productive line growth. Widening, progressive 

enrichment. 

[4] Influence phenomena of a line. Trend towards 

spatial spreading. Diminishing density away from 

the limiting line or augmentation towards the 

border zone. 

[5] Changing border contrast, with accents in inner 

and outer space. Fluctuating limits. 

On the question: ‘How to achieve representation, 

e.g. emphasis on the processes leading to form. 

Representation by essence, e.g. permeation (as 

contrast: by semblance). Or representation of the 

objective-spatial aspect.' 

The examples of figuration [1-5] analytically suggest 

the basic scope. According to the ‘physical-spatial 

tension processes’ the limits and the application of 

graduated emphasis are relative and merge, one 

into the other. 

Cf. Graduated accentuation of the line, Volume 1, 

p.27. 

Corporeo-spatial tension, Volume 1, pp.29-31. 

Boundaries of different value for inside and outside, 

Volume 1, pp.36-37. 

Endotopic-exotopic, Volume 1, p.51. 

Energies of form-creating nature. Natural growth. 

Volume 1, Note, p.94. 

A theme treated in different ways, Volume 1, 

pp.129-131. 

Basic relations in positive-negative plane formation 

(and treatment of relief), Volume 1, pp.438-439. 

1929/z 8: Growth on stone. 

Watercolour on a plaster plate. 32x30-5. 
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1929/3 HI 6: Odd theatre. 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink. 31 -8 x 26-6. 
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The preliminary stirrings within us, our craftsman’s propensity directed towards the ac¬ 

tual work and ourtransmission of this involvementto others, its beholders-these are the 

main components of the creative totality- pre-creation, creation and post-creation. 

The inner impulse is the urge that leads to production. As in nature, so with us. Nature is 

creative, and we are creative. Nature is creative down to the minutest scale and since the 

briefest scrutiny suffices to discern that, we too have begun on a small scale, emulating 

nature, it has been easy, under nature's guidance, to recognise our own creativity. 

1935/qu 11: Projecting rock. 

Pen and watercolour pigment on paper. 18 x28. A iff 

Allowing a primitive and concise outputto unfold in this fashion, we tookthe opportunity 

to have a closer look at two things:ontheonehandthe phenomenon of form-giving, in its 

context with the basic urge, in the sense of a way of life developing from a mysterious 

motivation towards purposive action. 
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1926/P 2: Knight with elephant. 

Pen-and-ink and watercolour, sprayed. 21 x31. 
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1931/M 12: Winged. 

Pen-and-ink. 19-5 X29-3. 
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1924/114: Carnival in the mountains. 

Watercolour. 26-3 x33. 



This phenomenon was discernible even in our initial practical work, when form (structure) 

began to take care of itself on the smallest scale. 

The relation of form and form-giving, recognised and learned on that scale, retained its 

fundamental importance even during the later stages, precisely because it is a basic 

principle. 

I should like to lay down this significance in a single sentence: The way to form, to be 

„ _ . . ,, .. dictated by some inner or outer necessity, is more importantthan the goal itself, the end of 
1927/Oe6: Context ana fruit. J 

Pen and India ink. 30-3 X45-4. the road. 
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1928/B 5: Second-degree prickly current. 

Pen and India ink. 45-4x60. 



Harmonised progression 

of a movement dimension 

(horizontal line marching in the 

above-below direction). 

Harmonised progression 

of two dimensions 

(horizontal and vertical lines 

marching in the above-below and 

left-right directions). 17/61a. 
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1925/K 5: Ship IIC in port. 

Oil and watercolour on chalk-grounded cardboard 

23x34. 



1929/unnumbered: Composition. 

Etching. 15 x21 -8 (full plate size). 
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1926/Y 7: March flora. 

Oil on canvas.26-5X21-5, 



1925/U four: Daimonia. 

Pen-and-ink. 25 x25. 

The approach is what counts, determining the character of the work. That character can be 

determined only once. Form is set by the process of giving form, which is more important 

than form itself. 

Form must on no account ever be considered as something to be got over with, as a result, 

as an end, but rather as genesis, growth, essence. Form as semblance is an evil and 

dangerous spectre. What is good is form as movement, as action, as active form. What is 

bad is form as immobility, as an end, as something that has been tolerated and got rid of. 

What is good is form-giving. What is bad is form. Form is the end, death. Form-giving is 

movement, action. Form-giving is life. 

These sentences constitute the gist of the elementary theory of creativity. We have now 

got to the heart of it. Its significance is absolutely basic; and I don’t think I can repeat the 

sentences above often enough. 
This was one element that obtruded when we allowed a primitive, concise work to unfold 

gradually. But then, in the course of it, something else grew manifest to us. In extending 

the intermediate creative process to a wider and longer path, we realised the need for not 

keeping this road too monotonous. The approach, as the work’s essential dimension, 

must not tire us. It must be refined, develop interesting offshoots, rise, fall, dodge, be¬ 

come more or less clearly marked, grow wider or narrower, easier or harder. 
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1922/113: Destiny at the turn of the year. 

Gouache and watercolour. 



1934/U 11: De-animation. 

Varnished watercolour on cardboard. 31 x50. 

The various sections of this road had to undergo a certain measure of organisation; and 

although extensive, this organisation had to be held to manageable proportions. The re¬ 

lation of the various parts had to be obvious. 

This identification of the work with the approach to it organised itself en route, so to 

speak, moving from a single pace at the outset to several farther along. The various sec¬ 

tions traversed had to fall into place properly. 

This integration and interrelation of the whole with natural articulation of its parts con¬ 

stitutes the very heart of the elementary theory of proportion. 
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Differences in the character of the work result in different types of integration. Our 

plodding way has led us through two of these areas, the elementary theory of creativity 

and the elementary theory of proportion. 

Next, of course, we shall put you to the practical test. You will be expected to demonstrate, 

in modest tasks, what you have learned and how far you have come. Since we cannot 

really tell whether you have been listening, we shall ask you to progress to autonomous 

work. Not that we want to turn you primarily into draughtsmen and painters! But we shall 

have to do a bit of drawing and painting together, since these activities necessarily put us 

in touch with essential ways in which things hang together. 

1929/P 9: Little ensign at the foot of the mountain. 

Pencil. 21 x33. 

1926/f 3: The balloon. 

Oil on cardboard. 32-5 x33„ 

That is the reason that I shall have to introduce you to the various pictorial means on the 

next few occasions; and naturally I shall be giving preference to the means of line, tonality 

and colour, since I feel more at home with them than with the more immediate three- 

dimensionality of sculpture. 
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1924/164: Fairground music. 

Pen-and-ink, crayon, pencil and watercolour. 

26-5 X30-5. 
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Example of free figuration 

from the Theory of form and figuration. 7/136. 
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1930/213: The devil, juggling. 

Oil and watercolour on canvas on paper, 

69x50. 



1939/BC 8: To work! 

Pencil. 29-5x21. 
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1924/112: Still life with props. 

Oil on muslin on cardboard.38-5x46 9. 
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1927/T 6: Porquerolles (looking south). 

Black chalk on yellowish notepaper. 21 x33. 
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1925/Y zero: Village in red and blue. 

Watercolour on chalk-grounded paper. 41 -8 X38-4, 



In all the distinctions I am making, e.g. line, tonality and colour, and in all the sequences 

and juxtapositions of ‘the whole’, please bear in mind that these are no more than make¬ 

shifts, albeit necessary ones. The theory of creativity, the theory of proportion, the theory 

of pictorial means and later on the theory of style - all these really have no independent 

existence. They become integrated into a single whole. 

You have only to envisage something that is spatial to grasp the problems that neces¬ 

sarily stand in the way of an analytical approach. But how else is one to achieve orienta¬ 

tion in space? I do not know! 

All these distinctions, even the most banal ones, make sense if we bear in mind that they 

describe only partial values and if we do not lose sight of the whole. You can hear people 

say that they divide mankind into the good and the bad, the large and the small, the thin 

and thefat, Catholics and Protestants. When such distinctions are taken to be exhaustive, 

they are merely stupid. If on the other hand we rememberthat any such pair of statements 

is only part of the truth, in an analytical sense, they do make some sense. Each such pair- 

good-bad, thin-fat, etc. - then applies only to its own premise, and taken together these 

various planes add up to a spatial whole. 

In such a contextwe beginto seethata person may be individually described as possess¬ 

ing a certain measure of height, girth, virtue, etc., but that only their sum total will make 

up the whole man. If a man be thin, this does not necessarily exclude his also being moral. 

People have too many dimensions not to be able to be different things at the same time. 

So far as our own sphere is concerned, I may, without being misunderstood, make expert 

distinctions between tall and short on their own, light and heavy on their own, blue and 

red ontheirown, staticand dynamic ontheirown, etc. 

The real reason is that I am debarred from doing what I would rather do, discuss the 

whole at one stroke -this whole that embraces a very large number of these things, each 

in its place. Hence I have to settle for the analytical approach. 

What I have said applies even to the simple distinction of the three pictorial means, line, 

tonality and colour, forany patch of colour will have these qualities: 

1. A certain hue. 

2. A certain degree of brightness. 

3. A certain linear contour. 

All three of these qualities are apparent at a glance, so to speak. Any colour patch, in 

otherwords, is already essentially threefold. 

1 The final paragraph, in parentheses, is crossed 

out in the manuscript. 

(Imagine the confusion attending any work that has grown far beyond multiple figuration 

[content!]. Hence orientation! Hence analysis!)1 
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1934/L 7: Something turbid. 

Oil on canvas. 17 x42. 
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1940/un n u m bered: Head-in-the-air. 

Tempera on jute. 13 x86. 



Sowing 

Scattering 

Spraying 

Bricklaying 

Fitting 

Chain 

Cause to oscillate 

Bring forth musical sound 

Things that are sown, scattered, sprayed, dusted, star-spangled, etc. 

Later on you will be expected to try your hand at practical work in this field. Yet while we 

should be sensitive to the infinite scope of variation, we must not forget that for the time 

being we are confronted with a relatively undeveloped sense of proportion and that even 

as we exercise our ingenuity, we should vary but one element at a time. In doing so, we 

identify with our material, impart a rhythm to it, make it rise to the first stage above its 

imperceptiblestructure(consistency)-and notvery much more. 

In this process always keep your eye on the higher proportions of individual structure, 

by way of contrast, for it is from them that form-determination issues. 

They govern, while structure itself merely lends support, as a pliable material aspect. The 

governing proportions characterise the ultimate form, the structures make possible their 

realisation. Only form-determination and form-realisation together yield the higher 

configuration. 
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1935/3: Grid dance. 

Watercolour. 22x31. 
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Formal analysis of 1935/3: Grid dance. 

[1] Layers as dividual articulation (basic static 

pattern, norm). 

[2] ‘Add the proportion of man as the controlling 

proportion.' This individual articulation is purely 

linear. 

[3,4] Movement and countermovement combined 

(twofold main movement). Dividual articulation. 

[5] Individual proportion and rhythmic structural 

elements combined. The twofold main movement of 

the rhythmic articulation [3, 4] underlines the 

character of the movement of the individual 

proportion. 'In other cases movement becomes 

unequivocal in the presence of a basic pattern that is 

sensually authoritative and fixed in place. Movement 

grows (or is measurable) in relation to the other 

fixed dimension.’ The sensual scale and standard 

forthe movement process consists of the ‘layers’ 

the basic static pattern [1], 

As forthe nature of the governing proportions, I cannot really force such living, breathing 

things into you. I can only tell you what they are like. I can tell you that the human propor¬ 

tion constitutes such a governing proportion, as we established in the evening life class. 

As human beings, we have it within ourselves and about ourselves. That we have it within 

us fits us particularly for creative work. 

Let those of you who insist on precise characterisation envisage the two contrasts ex¬ 

pressed in numbers, approximately as follows: 

The structure of one is to one as one is to one. 
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Construction of the golden section. IV/117. 

ta 

Division of the line AB 

by golden section 

Draw a line at right angles to 

line ACthrough Point A 

AC = iAB 

CB 

CA = CK 

BK = BF 
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1 The example relates to the proportion of the 

‘golden section'. Division of a line into two parts in 

such a way thatthe smaller part has the same 

relation to the large part as the larger part has to the 

whole line. 

Cf. Construction of the golden section: Basic 

progression and golden section. 

Golden section: Absolute symmetry and relative 

symmetry. 

Golden section: The circles, pp.295-297. 

lit ^ r? 
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Individuality in a standard example.1 

The smaller part is to the larger as the larger is to the whole. 

3: 5= 5: 8 

8:13= 13:21 
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1924/153: Snail. 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink on cardboard 

19-7 X28-6. 

1924/153: Snail. 

Simultaneously by essence and semblance in three- 

dimensional interpenetration. 

C// Ways of nature study’ (1923), Volume 1, p.63. 

‘The object grows beyond its appearance through 

our knowledge of its inner being, through the 

knowledge that the thing is more than its outward 

aspect suggests. Man dissects the thing and 

visualises its inside with the help of plane sections; 

the character of the object is built up according to 

the number and kind of sections that are needed. 

This is visible penetration, to some extent that of a 

simple knife, to some extent helped by finer 

instruments which make the material structure or 

material function clear to us.’ 

*r 
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On the subject of the snail, Klee made this note: 

‘From the need for shelter, combined with growth, 

to the house. Analogous to the apple; from flower to 

fruit shell. Essence of apple, of snail shell, of man’s 

habitation.' 8/11. 

Structure and individual contrasted 

Resonance-relation to the original force 

Snail, goal. 

Klee's natural history collection included sea and 

snail shells, some of which he had brought back from 

his trips to the Baltic and the Mediterranean. In the 

twenties he filled a portfolio with pictures and 

photographs of curious forms and shapes of the 

kind often published as ‘wonders of nature'. A major 

part of this collection consisted of pictures, cross 

sections and x rays of molluscs. 

The picture at the right, for example, shows a cross- 

section through the shell of a chambered nautilus, 

the only living representative of an archaic genus of 

squids. 

Cf. p.24 of the introduction to Volume 1. 

^uts: Here meant to describe interior sections, or 

places where the outer shell layers had been ground 

away to show the structure. Applied especially to 

precious and semi-precious stones, polished to 

reveal the interior structure. 

Tuesday, 20 November1923 

Structural inventions by students, as theoretical exercises. 

Afternoon: Snail shells after nature, with the use of cuts1 as guides to the interior. 

The snail: From the need for shelter, combined with growth, to the house. 
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1933/Y: King of the sea snails. 

Watercolour and oil on muslin on wood. 28x43. 
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Radial movement (progression), 

per rotation 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 
17/87a. 

Irregular spiral, composed of 

normal circumferential segments of 

abruptly changing radius. 17/85 

Irregular spiral, composed of 

normal circumferential segments of 

abruptly changing radius. 

The radius changes as follows:1 

1 Note in appendix. 

Radius 6 measures 6 units 

Radius 5 measures 5/6 of radius 6, i.e. 5 units 

Radius 4 measures 4/a of radius 5 = 

Radius 3 measures 3/6 = V2 of radius 4 = 

5x4 

6 

5x2 

3x2 

5x2 

3 
— = 3-333 
3 

10 

6 
= 1-666 

Radius 2 measures 2/e = Vs of radius 3 = 
5x2 

3x2x3 

10 

18 
- = 0-555 
9 

Radius 1 measures 1/e of radius 2 
5x2 

3x2x3x6 

5^ 

54 
= 0-092 
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1937/L19: Snail post. 

Oil and zinc-white on paper. 17-9 X27-9. 
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Study from the Theory of form and figuration. 9/61. 

Detail from a pencil drawing from the year 1938. 

1 Final paragraph crossed out in the manuscript. 

We have noted the contrast of structure and individual in the theory of proportion. In the 

structural sphere we have gone through an exercise from which nothing has emerged that 

is false, true enough, but neither has it given rise to anything particularly lively. Rather 

what has come out has been on the rigid ornamental side. 

Clear-cut articulation and distinction between opposites are of considerable importance, 

since learning and ordering have the same meaning, so to speak. 

It is the energy-charged creative force that forms the basic life content, and this we must 

not stint. So the meaning of rigidity remains in doubt. This force stands revealed in its 

functions, it derives its living form by permeating matter. It invests matter with life, sets it 

in motion by a definite order, by definite rhythms (sound figures). 

The particles are placed in resonant relation with the primal force. Thus they have no 

choice but to arrange themselves in the same way as sand forms into sound figures, when 

its supporting platform is oscillated. The fiddler’s bow causing such oscillations has been 

lacking in much of your work. Something did come out of it, but there was no real reason 

why it should have. No genesis. This is the real nature of rigidity -the non-functioning of 

growth: The result is detached from its premises. Form as such. 

You might call it dead form - form that no longer functions, that no amount of fertilisation 

can make function again.1 
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1929/m 10. 

Monument at the edge of the fruit land. 

Watercolour. 45-8X30-7. 
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Construction of the golden section 

Basic progression and golden section 

Golden section : absolute symmetry and relative symmetry 
Golden section: Circles 

Basic progression and 

golden section. IV/119 

Basic progression 

Approximate coincidence of 

both at the point of the 

second progressive division. 
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A Absolute symmetry or basic harmony or direct even division in psychological repre- Golden section. IV/116 

sentation related to lines and loci. 

B Relative symmetry or special harmony in psychological representation as ‘golden 

section measuring movements related to the centre’. 

As regards the golden section: 

Approximation 

to the basic progression. 

Numerical example: 

7-5:12-5= 12-5:20 

12-5x12-5= 7-5x20 

156-25 = 150 approximately 

Another example along the above lines 

would be: 

3-75 :6-25=6-25 :10 
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Theory of proportion. IV/118 

Golden section: ‘circles’ 

1 Small circle 

2 Large circles 

3 Whole circle 

4 Semicircle (lying sideways) 

Note in appendix. 

(j ) i* K a a 
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1934/N 10: Groups, old and young. 

Pencil. 48-5 X62-3. 



The pictorial means 

1 Cf. the chapter ‘From pointto line, the line as 

element,linearand planar character', Volume 1, 

pp.103-116; and 'The order and nature of pure 

colours. Topology of colour relations', Volume 1, 

pp.465-511. 

Line 

The pictorial means: line, tonality, colour 

Line as pure abstraction 

The rangefrom lightto dark 

Black and white as opposing active principles 

Aggressive and defensive energy 

Grey as balancing ground 

Tonal scales 

Movement between black and white poles 

Line 

Tonality 

Colour1 

Let us take a relatively simple unit - say, a grey patch. It has only two parameters. Its 

density can be estimated and its circumference can be measured. A hair-line, on the other 

hand, can only be measured. The question of its density scarcely arises. 

We already know some things about lines, because we have used them more than any¬ 

thing else. Hence I shall be brief, even though I am personally tempted to say quite a bit 

about this pure abstraction. What intrigues me is precisely the open question of its 

reality. Realists are quite likely to ask: Is there actually such a thing as a line? 
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1932/W 2: Fortifications. 

Black-and-white watercolour. 23-8 x 27-1 
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Fig.1:8/5. Fig.2:34/2. 

One dimension 

Two dimensions 

Primal element1 

Line one dimension 

Plane two dimensions 

Solid three dimensions 

1 ‘The point is not dimensionless but an infinitely 

tiny elemental plane, an agentthat carries out no 

motion; in other words, it is at rest.’ 

Cf. Causality: the pointthat sets itself in motion, 

Volume 1, p.19. 

Crossed out in the manuscript: 'Limit, halt’. 

Line is but the upshot of two planes! Or a plane at eye level! And line proper, the active 

moving point, line par excellence, is no longer visible! It does not exist! 

But this makes the idealist smile from the bottom of his heart. Even if I cannot see it, he 

says, I can sense it, and what I sense I can also perceive, make visible. Thus there is in¬ 

deed such a thing as a line! It certainly has at least relative existence, i.e. in comparison to 

otherkinds, e.g. in contrastto the plane. 

It’s like this: If we shoot off a long thin arrow or a tiny bullet at a black spot from a distance, 

what we do is to bring a line in relation to the spot. 

And when we tether a great balloon with a long rope, is it any different? Or when we con- 

nectan exchange with substations by means of wires? 

There certainly are lines, as contrasted with planes and solids. And line is many, many 

other things! Conducted current. Thought.2 Pathway. Assault. Sword, stab, arrow, ray. 

A knife’s edge. Scaffolding. And that joiner of all form, the plumbline. 
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1933/1 2: Negro glance. 

Coloured paste on newspaper. 49-5x37. 
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1933/1 4: Deep in the woods. 

Coloured paste on paper. 32 x42-6. 

Tonal range used to lighten or darken within a 

limited colour range. Avoidance of sharp contrast 

‘within the neutrality of the twilit middle region’. 

Tonality 

The range from light to dark moves up and down between the poles of white and black. In 

nature white can probably claim the advantage in spontaneous activity. All things are en¬ 

livened by absorbing appropriate volumes of this luminosity, more or less of it, differen¬ 

tiated in keeping with their light requirements. 

The force of light is extremely aggressive in nature. It spares nothing and may here and 

there be so strong as to cause trouble. 

There are, however, certain measures to ward off light, measures armed with defensive 

energy. The superior activity issuing from the white pole, while valid in nature, must not 

mislead us into a one-sided view. Here too struggle is inevitable, for of itself white is 

nothing. It becomes a force only in its effects stemming from contrast. Actually, we do not 

merely meet the given dark with bright energy, but the given light with dark energy as well. 
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It depends on the substrate, and since this is quite often white-a sheet of white paper ora 

white wall - it is blackthat we work with on a white substrate. Something happens that in¬ 

volves black. We work with black. 

If, on the other hand, the substrate is black-as in the case of a blackboard or a slate - our 

‘natural’ medium becomes white. 

If, lastly, the ground is a neutral grey, black and white could both be used successfully as 

media;forthe neutral ground is equidistantfrom both poles and inimical to both. 

1909/62: Well-cared-for forest path, Waldegg near 

Berne. 

India ink. 17-5 x25-9. 

The given white constitutes light per se. Initially, nothing disputes its sway, and the 

whole is devoid of movement, without a trace of life. It now becomes a matter of bring¬ 

ing black upon the scene and throwing down the gage of battle. The inchoate preponder¬ 

ance of light must be challenged. 

We are struck equally by the non-descript impotence of a black surface. It is un¬ 

marred by light of any intensity, strong or weak, in such a case, we naturally ally our¬ 

selves with white and avail ourselves of its brand of energy. 
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1931/y 5: Classic coast. 

Oil on canvas. 81 x69. 

Medium grey describes the situation of an outright stalemate in a black-and-white contest. 

It is as deadly to figuration as are pure black and pure white. Hence what must be mar¬ 

shalled in such a case is a dynamic exercise that heaves to and fro, and in the process we 

must help ourselves vigorously from both poles. 

Aggressive and defensive forces therefore come into play for us, in turn or side by side. 

We cannot escape the challenge of a vital issue somewhere between the two poles. 

To this end we must have at our disposal the whole scale of gradations, from top to 

bottom. 
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Unintermittent central 

figuration 60/46a 

White basis 

Normal basis 

Normal basis 

Black peak 

White peak 

Normal basis 

Normal basis 

Black basis 

White peak 

Normal basis 

Interpose normal distance 

Grey basis 

Interpose normal distance 

Black peak 1 

Black peak 2 
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The first thing to concern us is the great wealth of tonal values between the two poles. 

Ascending from the abyss to the source of light, we are assailed by a sense of the un¬ 

matched grandeur and breadth of enhancement from pole to pole. A darksome subter¬ 

ranean rumbling below,a shadowy blurring in the middle, as though we were underwater, 

and the hissing edge of superlight above. The impact of such a progression is memorable; 

and when indeed we speed the upward and downward movement in time, the resulting 

impressions can be compared only with the swell and ebb of a raging storm. In such a 

rise and fall, who could be mindful of individual tones, except for the glaringly discrepant 

poles? 

Tonal scales 

1929/2: Architecture in the east. 

Watercolour. 24-3 x31 -3. 



Figuration example with normal basis: white, grey, 

black. 

Movement and counter-movement. 60/47. 

With continuous repetition of this contrasting to and fro movement, we may slow down 

the pace and become more aware, en route, of the twilight middle. To gain a bettertaste of 

this neutral zone, we may in time cease to extend our vertical rambles all the way to the 

awesome poles. As our swings approach the normal, they are likely to focus on the un¬ 

certainly lit middle region; and in time we shall come to a first tentative halt, here, about 

the middle. 

N = normal White basis 

Grey basis 

Black basis 

o 

\S| 

© 

dr] l Jr\ 

rrr 
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1930/ A E 2: Prospect. 

Airbrush, pen-and-inkand coloured crayon. 

42-1 X52-1. 
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Pricking our ears upwards, we hear the white hiss in the distance, which we estimate at 

five miles. Hearkening down below, we perceive a muffled thundering in the depths, the 

distance of which we also put at five miles. [1] 

Next other points pique our curiosity. We move up a bit, to assess the new effect. At this 

new point above the middle the sound of white has grown much louder, while black has 

slipped back to half-strength, a very low sound indeed. This is the point at which the effect 

of white is doubled while that of black is halved. [2] 

White 

5 miles 

above the middle 

Middle 

5 miles 

Black 

i 

4 

0 

The distances are in inverse proportion to the effect. When the distances from white and 

black are as 1:2, the effects of white and black are as 2:1. There are a great many points 

along the entire length, and it would be infinitely laborious to examine each of them as to the 

degree to which they are influenced by white and black. Even if thatwere possible, our sole 

gain would be a contradiction. We should be calculating something that works only in 

swift movement; and calculations would thus be impracticable. 
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Examples of form-creation: 

[1] Movement between black and white along a 

twelve-point scale. A classroom exercise which 

Klee added to his own work in Portfolio 46/1-30. 

[2] Black-and-white scale with mixture proportions. 

9/53 a. 

White 

10W 

9 W 1 B 

8 W 2 B 

7 W 3 B 

6 W 4 B 

5 W 5 B 

grey 

4 W 6 B 

3 W 7 B 

2 W 8 B 

1 W 9 B 

0 W 10 B 

Black 
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The natural unarticulated crescendo or diminuendo must be exchanged for an articula¬ 

tion of the up and down, for a ladder or scale. We thus obtain distinguishable points of 

special appearance. In so doing, we should keep the points far enough apart, while the 

tonal intervals should be the samethroughout. 

Then, at mark a) 

At mark d) there would be this 

numerical picture: 

the distance to white = 0 

the distance to black =10 

the influence of white =10 

the influence of black = 0 

hence the mixing proportion forthe 

tonal value =10 

parts white, no parts black. 

distance to white =3 

influence of white =7 

distance to black =7 

influence of black =3 

hence mix 7 parts white 

and 3 parts black. 

In this way the mixing proportions may be calculated for each gradation, the mixtures pre¬ 

pared in eleven pots and each result painted against its mark, which would result in a very 

precise picture of atonal scale (p.317). 
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1922/69: Harbinger of autumn, 

Watercolour. 26-4 X33-2. 
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1932/68: Emacht. 

Oil on cotton. 50-5x64. 
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[1] Representation with figures. 

[2] Emphasised direction. 

[3] Example done in tonal gradations. 

{lily*"" 

} *!wU? 

{ 
JoW*^ 

1 white 

2 lightest grey 

3 light grey 

4 grey above middle 

5 grey (middle) 

6 grey below middle 
7 dark grey 

8 darkest grey 

9 black 
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Tonal scale 

Blend 

Proportions of white 

Proportions of black 

Difference 

always 

2 

always 

equal 

in size 

Another practical method for creating a scale of tonal nuances is the following, which 

utilises only black, on a given background of white, which it fights with growing intensity, 

step by step. This requires the application of translucent pigments (glaze), unlike the 

preceding method, which naturally used opaque pigments. 

White, in other words, is ever-present and must be crowded out step by step. 
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Jvfd' 

White peak 

Normal grey base 

Centre 

Black peak 

White peak 

Centre 

Black base 

Normal white base 

Centre 

Black peak 
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Figuration example, p.318: Normal and abnormal on 

the basis of normal grey and progressively refined 

gradation. 60/45a. 

Our pigment is a translucent black in a dilution ofltolO. Wecovertheentire surface with 

this solution, except the single blackless white stage. When this application has tho¬ 

roughly dried, we continue the manoeuvre, each time skipping one further stage. 

In this fashion we obtain a rising blackout scale. At every stage in this scheme we are able 

to determine the proportion of black, beginning with zero and proceeding by tenths to 

ten. 

Black content 

The intensity of black 

increases from top to bottom 

until the deepest black has been 

reached. 
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1923/242: North Sea picture. 

Watercolour. 24-7 x31 -5. 
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Simple articulated range from black to white in 

10 steps (11 dividing lines). 

Cf. exercise of 8 January, p.327. 

Linear representation of a tonal scale with 9 dividing lines 

and step-by-step indication of the content of black 

and white. 

An example from one of Klee's lessons. 
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J Miilc/yiAw 

Wtfpfou* hjbfcyi*^ 

ysw~~~ 

f)<OwSUvfe 

Scale representation, p.323: 

Articulated movement on a black base with 

differential movement in the tonal area. 

An example from one of Klee’s lessons. 

Cf. Standing, gliding, striding, leaping in tonal 

representation, p.349, and Transition from leaping 

to striding and gliding 60/13, p.351. 

Form-giving example 42/44. 

Strips 

Base 

White 

To and fro of dimensions 

with progression: 

i V? Vs V* Vs v$ 
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1932/v 13: 

What odd things 

grow. 

Black-and-white 

watercolour. 

48x31-5. 
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1924/25: Contrasts at night. 

Watercolour and gouache. 23 X36-5, 



Strips 

Concentration towards black 

Reversal 

Concentration towards white1 

White base 

Black base 

Towards the white 

As movement and countermovement 

42/36 

1 In mirror-writing. 
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1923/25: Magic theatre. 

India inkand watercolour. 33-7 X22-6. 



Orientation 

Repetition 

1 Cf. examples on pp.312,321,356 and 358. 

White 

Grey 

Black 

Unarticulated 

Articulated 

Collection of exercises for the Theory of tonality, 

for the preliminary course of the second term. 

Exercise of 8 January 1924 

The exercise for this afternoon is to set up ranges from black to white, which may be either 

unarticulated or articulated, floating up or down, or moving forwards step by step.1 

These ranges may be set up freehand or by formula, with either wefpaint or dry pigment. 

9 January 19242 

1 Correct student exercises 

2 Measure and weight 

3 Chaos and cosmos 

4 The medium of tonality in the armamentarium of pictorial means 

5 What happens afterwards (figuration) 

Before figuration 

Spatial order of ideational pictorial means at rest. 

The opposite extremes of pictorial means are effective even in pointform. 

The intermediate stages less so. They require more scope to become sensible, weighable 

or critically perceptible. (Or sensibly criticisable.) 8/20. 

1 Cf. examples on pp.312,321,356 and 358. 

White 

Grey 

Black 

Unarticulated 

Articulated 

Collection of exercises for the Theory of tonality, 

for the preliminary course of the second term. 
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1930/q 2: The castle mountain of S. 

Gouache. 37 x47. 
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1932/N5: Technical exercises. The grey point in relation to black-white contrast. 8/21. 
Oil on ungrounded cotton. 7 x30-5. 

White above 

Grey middle 

Black below 

White line 

Grey line 

Black line 

Why white above? 

Why black below? 

The problem of top and bottom, considered at the centre of the earth. 

Infinite number and infinite subdivision of nuances from black to white. 

Nuances not effective in point form. 
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1932/9: Lowland plain. 

Gouache and watercolour. 



Triad (odd number) inherent in the balance of contrast. 8/21 a. 

up to 11 

1 

U t ^ 

This balance in nature. 

8/22. 

This balance synthetic, impoverished, 

but clarified in perceptibility. 
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1921 /83: Cool dry garden. 

Watercolour edged in tinfoil 

24x30-5. 

m
m

 



Amiable character 

of the balance 

(extremes keep at 

a respectful distance). 

Practical exercise: 

Tonal scale (in 11 steps) 

by two methods, 

blending and glazing. 8/22a. 

1 Forthe glazing approach to black layer 

cumulation, see the following pages. 

Blending 

1 White contrast 

2 Black contrast 

3 Balance (medium grey) 

Proceeding from 3, grey 

a Grey upwards 

b Grey downwards 

Moving in jerks. 

8/23. 

cs'w^s 
/K 

Appearance of the work, 

first exercise 

Essence of the work, 

first exercise 

Glazing 

(white given).1 

8/23a. 

Enhancement required 

(why?) 
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1929/w 6: Landscape with poplars. 

Watercolour on plaster-grounded cardboard. 

27x21 5. 

Rhythmic alternation and interlacing of tonal values. 
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Black-and-white methods and tonal scales 

1 The blending method. 2 Black layer cumulation (black progression) 

Absolute and relative difference. Subtraction and division methods 

Relative black increment and relative white increment 

Chaos (disorder). Natural and synthetic order 

Apportionment of tension and naturalistic rangefrom black to white 
Scales as artfully ordered movement 

Structural order of tonal means 

Composite units and higher articulations 

Structural combined with individual articulation 

Scale structure- Unstructured movement 

Viable solutions in the realm of tonality 

Tonal action of wide and narrow range 

Tuesday, 15 January 1924 

We last took up the subject of tonal scales, graduated movement from black to white and 

return. 

First method: 

Blending white and black proportions 

Second method: 

Black layer cumulation 

Cumulative total 

White 

Black 



Density progression 

1 1/2 Vs V4 Vs V« V7 

Note: This progression 

(based on an internal series 

of integers) yields a regular 

scale from the base to the target 

degree of density (black). 42/33. 



I proposed two methodsfor plotting such scales, one of them rather complex but precise, 

the other simple but imprecise. With the second method there was trouble in attaining the 

deepest black. Enhancement or decrease of brightness grew attenuated step by step. 

The other, somewhat cumbersome, blending method would have avoided this difficulty. 

Well then, when we take a closer look at this second method, we perceive beyond any 

doubt a constant over-all increase in the proportion of black as we progress with the 

seriesl 2345678910. 

Close up, however - i.e. when we compare any one stage with the one immediately pre- 

ceding-we soon appreciate the special character of the enhancement. 

The first stage of black is univalent = 1 

The second is bivalent = 2 

The difference (from 1 to 2) is = 1. 

The difference from the second stage of black to the third, from 2 to 3, is once again = 1, 

in the overall perspective. 

This difference of one, however, shrinks to ? in proportion to the bivalent stage. The differ¬ 

ence from 2 to 3 (step 1) is relatively smaller than the difference from 1 to 2. 

Absolute difference. 

Relative difference, measured on the 

basis of the preceding stage. 
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Thus this absolute difference of one (subtraction method), when measured on the basis 

of the prior stage (division method), actually means less and less and keeps on declining 

from an initial value of oneto one-ninth. 

In other words, the proportion of black increases absolutely, but at a relatively declining 

rate. It takes a good deal of time to reach the deepest black, at which point not even the 

tiniest further perceptible increase is possible. 

1923/150: Just before the lightning Pash. 

Watercolour. 28 x31 -5. 
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1 Crossed out: step. 

Tonal progression without regard to intervals. 

(Progression by density at static measure.) 

46/11. 

In the practical application of this method, however, this deepest black could scarcely be 

attained and the enhancement grew less and less perceptible. In terms of precision - 

i.e. when regular intervals from white to black were wanted - this was a great disadvan¬ 

tage, in rather startling contrast to the first step, from 0 to 1. 

Here too the absolute difference seemed a harmless equivalent of one. The relative 

difference, however - one divided by the proportion of black in the preceding stage of 

zero -yields 1 divided by 0, or infinity. 

Thus our black progression begins with an infinite step, followed by a step of the differ¬ 

ence value of 1. This constitutes an immense contrast.1 

Although all this seems rather dubious, the method is quite serviceable over-all, for in the 

first place we do not always proceed by even intervals, in the second place we do not 

always want to go all the way to the deepest black and in the third place we may enhance 

the various stages at will as we go along. 
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But in terms of precision, ‘scientifically’ speaking, the blending method ([1], p.341) is 

more serviceable. It is not one-sidedly oriented towards the black direction, but at the 

same time also runs from bottom to top, and is based on a medium grey. 

Relatively declining rate of black increase 

Relatively declining rate of white increase 

Progressive ‘black’ error 

Balance 

Progressive ‘white’ error. 9/61 a. 

/fcl&UV CldlfyUnf 
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In this new table [2], I have entered the figures for the relative increase in black on the in¬ 

terval lines at the left. On the right are the corresponding figures for the relative increase 
in white, in the direction from bottom to top. 

The black increase (left) declines from top to bottom and is opposed (right) by the de¬ 
clining rate of white increase from bottom to top. 

When the relative difference in black at one of the interval lines is especially weak, e.g. be¬ 

tween i and k, the relative increase in white at the same interval is especially strong. Thus 
the respective errors cancel out. 

[1] Blending method 

White 

White proportions/ 

Black proportions 

Black 

[2] Relative] 

increase in black 

and white 

Black 

White 

Relative increase 

in black 

341 

Relative increase 

in white 



We note that there is complete balance; and if we now look back briefly at the black 

method,1 we will realise how one-sided it is. 1 P.335. Second method. Black layer cumulation. 

A decline in the difference between adjoining blacks 

is not balanced by any increase in the difference between whites, f 

There is always the same given amount of white. 

It is a moot point whetherthe scale proceeds at even intervals between white and black or 

whether there is a concurrent submovement within the progressive order. It is of no im¬ 

portance in the sphere of articulation, which I should now like to link to the black-and- 

white methods. 

At’the centre, however, 

around grey stage f, 

where the errors are of medium grade 

the equilibrium 

is also of intermediate character. 
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1932/v 19: Above and below. 

Black-and-white watercolour. 36 x48-5. 

Blend 

White 

Medium grey 

l 
Black 

Form-giving example 9/61 
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Layer enhancement 

for the purpose of 

achieving relatively 

even increase 
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i-i klA-M^r 

1 

1 

/ , 

1 

1 ** 

_ 1 Y 
1 

1 ~ *._j 
4 XJ 

c*»£**-~-*-- -- 

Y* TL v*v 2. 

'Ll, P ► 

/£ 

0^31 -v** It 

^Z**t 

it%>.Jfcjfej 
V^i W 

_«. £7Z 

Prior increase=Status. Absolute increase(=1) 

declines in relation 

to cumulative status. 

(Progression) 
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1931 /r 12: Castle garden. 

Oil on canvas. 67-5x55. 

‘Naturalistic movementfrom white towards black 

constitutes the finest order of movement.’ 

By way of contrast: 

Articulated subdivision, using a scale. 
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‘Artfully ordered movement, reminiscent of the 

structured division of tones we find in musical 

scales.’ 

Detail from: 1921/69: fugue in red. 

Watercolour. 24-5 x37. Cf. Volume 1, p.490. 

The natural state of a movement from white to black-to revert once more to this subject - 

is unarticulated rather than unordered. It is ordered in contrast to chaos, when light and 

dark are not yet sundered. It is ordered in the natural sense of a fine flow from one pole to 

the other. This (movement) range of tension is of infinite subtlety. The particles closestto 

one another are scarcely distinct. It is not possible to orient oneself definitely. A locale 

cannot be sharply fixed (confirmed), everything solid is gently but surely swept along by 

the flow, the fine current. 

The naturalistic movement from white to black constitutes the finest ordering of move¬ 

ment. The main loci may be approximately determined as near-white, near-black and 

neutral grey regions. More is not possible. 

A Chaos (disorder) 

B Order a) natural b) artificial 
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1921 /88: Crystal gradation. 

Watercolour. 24-5 x31 -5. 

Notes to p.349: 

[1] Standing, gliding, striding, leaping in linear 

representation. 

[2] Standing, gliding, striding, leaping in tonal 

representation. 

Articulated movement with movement differentials 

in the tonal region. 

Figuration example from Klee's lectures. 46/28. 

Cf. Transition from leaping into striding and gliding, 

p.351. 
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\ y. flU ■ SllA* tb 

/fyhA Hj l to 

l I (I- 

lu, K dn '*A^ 

11 ( (t» 

1m 
(jJV***-^*.M 

[1] Standing 

Gliding 

Striding, small strides 

large strides 

Leaping in small strides 

Leaping in jumps 

Gliding is soft (fluid, gaseous) 

Striding isfirm 1 

Leaping is hard J (s°licl) 

First step from general to special methodology on the basis of the concepts: 

a Limitation 

b Discontinuity 

c Regrouping, disproportion 

Limitation without regrouping follows the dimensions of the general order in discon¬ 

tinuous gliding. 

[2] Standing 

Gliding 

Striding 

Leaping 

in tonal representation 
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Transition from leaping 

to striding and gliding 60/13 

A with defined limits 

B with vague limits 

1 White 

2 Lightest grey 

3 Light grey 

4 Grey 

5 Dark grey 

6 Darkest grey 

7 Black 

Large leaps 

Mediated leaps 

Mediation enriched 

Close to striding 

Striding 

U 

2i 

3± 

4* 

5i 

6* 

Leaping 

Large leaps 

Leaping 

Mediated leaps 

Intermediate leaping 

and striding 

Striding 

Gliding 

Both cases are a gradation 

of gradations 

A) hard gradation 

B) soft gradation 

Defined limits 

Vague limits 

Vague limits 

Defined limits 

Vague limits 

A 

2l Ulil jUu 

Af/c 

k/ /[ f 
~T A 

T 
Jc^utoa'i'k 

o 

faff ty, iHfa'K/L W* ^ fV'C 
fc/vU-, 4v, 

^ < / 
Xv 

ha a ft ftm/n,; vfti rtjla si w 

^ /la w fftj &Mjl, 

A (fi/ ^<A fyAk/s- 
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Our need for orientation is expressed in a division and fixation into straight lines, precisely 

located; and this is done at the cost of reducing the wealth of possible nuances. Indeed, 

it was these many fine gradations that confused us, as all that is natural starts out by 

baffling our insight, until, at some point, we reach the reassurance of an orientation. 

A scale in itself is already something artful, a synthetically frozen movement. Its inherent 

crudeness clarifies. Every component line may be firmly related to the poles. We always 

know where we are and how we gotthere. 

But of course, movement based on natural law may have been perceived with the ear 

rather than the eye. It may have been like the natural rise and fall of sound, the swelling 

and ebbing roar of a hurricane. In such an eventuality, artfully ordered movement may be 

reminiscent of the stringing together of sounds, as in the unique case of musical scales.1 1 Manuscript note: 

‘Subjects: measurability, weighability, extension, 

density, expansion, elasticity (inelastic expansion). 
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1930/s 2: Tympanum-organ. 

Oil and watercolour on paper on cardboard. 

31 X40-5. 



Noticeable thresholds may tend to form at the point of incipient movement. Suitable 

methods for preventing this are progression in dimensions and progression in value 
sequence. 

Integers‘progressively’pushed back 11 points. 
Integers regularly pushed back 11 points. 

60/90 and 90a. 

a) ‘White base' 

b) ‘Black base’ 
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J!^ tM t/tr>v 

fa*vj- iPu $Ca£*t 

(-— 

iw- ^ ,„,. 
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1 Cf. scale representation [2], p.341. 

The repetitive element characteristic of structures is, in this process, the concept of en¬ 

hancement or dwindling, occurring again at every stage.1 

a, [) L Js * / f 1 1 * 

4 7A cyi 
lt>~r c 

abed 

b > a c > 

a > b b > 

e f g h i k 1 

b d>c etc., relating to content of black, 

c c>d etc., relating to content of white. 

i 

The concept of ‘larger’ is repeated: Wherever, within a major movement, there is a con¬ 

current minor movement, we are once again dealing with a repeating element. 

The value differential between aandb 

is largerthan between bandc 

The value differential between bandc 

is largerthan between candd 

Symmetry+ differential 

The word ‘larger’ is again repeated. The composite unit ‘repeating symmetry plus differen¬ 

tial' displays divided enhancement, a composite structural element. 
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Unambiguous movement 

and countermovement (in a plane). 

60/85. 

. /■*?■ 'v 

^<wiA/> 1rCi</1v'J 

\jJ 

/! U 
u pi. 

^ [jjl 
V 
f~ C/& M *tA~' l tct **-> 

(/vw 

\ M J-Vm* 

Q. 

9-W. 
-M /Aw-v^ 

Jv£i 1Z 

1 White 

2 Lightest grey 

31 
4> Two values of light grey 

5 Light medium grey 

6 Normal grey (centre) 

7 Dark medium grey 

81 
g> Two values of dark grey 

10 Darkest grey 

11 Black 
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We now pass to higher articulation in the tonal sphere; and this, as we know, lifts us above 

structure as such; but since a scale is a special case of structure, we also rise above 

scale as such; for in order to display an aspect of higher articulation, the arrangement of 

tonal values must undergo comprehensive change. To rise but a little bit at the outset, I 

propose that we take the simplest case. Let us cut the scale into two parts, in such a way 

thatthe dividing point will leaptothe eye. 

1. Simplest case of higher articulation. 
^ ^ -ft d- 6 / 3. jj, K c 

M/I/4%j 

Figuration example ofthe next higher stage of 

articulation. 

Balance between two progressions. 

60/117. 
j h oyitm 0W-V>. 

Analysis 

White 

Black 
/ —f-f i . ... 
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To and fro (on the basis of grey). Black-and-white shuttle progression. 60/107. 

Analysis: Execution. 

Note: 

This must overlie grey. 
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1932/V 12: Unravelling ball of wool. 

Black-and-white watercolour. 
In this case, the split between the two main parts must naturally fall at a) and I), where 

white and black clash sharply, whereas only small increases or decreases occur step by 

step within the two parts. 

In words: 

From grey towards white 

From black towards grey 

u. ir/ow* : 

fyfa, IVuv, j/ytfu fitutui, quivcs 

Beyond this simplest case, we are led to the broadest scope for combinations. 
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1939/vv 6: In position. 

Watercolour. 31 -5 x22. 
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Progression of the series of integers. 

46/14. 
On a black base. 

Sole active medium: White. 

(Note: Intervals must also increase 

progressively) 60/105. 

On a white base. 

Sole active medium: Black. 

60/106. 
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Psychological aspects: Major contrast juxtaposed lends vigorous expression; but when 

contrast is mediated, the elements tend to drift apart and expression becomes less vig¬ 

orous. Large leaps bespeak greater energy than half-leaps. Minor contrast lends less 

vigorous expression even in juxtaposition. Enrichment and relaxation soften minor 

contrast, when it is mediated. 60/24 and 24/1. 

Sense 

Representation 

White. Scale towards black. 

Sense 

Representation 

White. Scale by way of black 

back towards white. 

Sense 

Representation 

Black. Scaletowards white, 

grey, black. 

Scaletowards white. 



2. Higher articulation combined with structural and individual articulation.1 1 Cf. Structural formation. 

Individual and dividual characters. Volume 1, p.217. 

Also: The central opposition dividual-individual, 

Volume 1, p.237. 

Higher articulation means half/whole/half and the scale structure combined with it runs 

concurrently through the whole as subarticulation. 

\jtih Ija&U 

Individual: Halfscale 

Structural: Scale gradation 

Whole scale Half scale 

Scale gradation Scale gradation 

The old pictorial symbol: 

Realised, for example 

from grey 
towards white 

from black 
by way of grey 

towards white 

from black 
towards grey 

Higher articulation rooted in lower while at the same time rising above lower articulation: 

Jte -L-t | t r M / i (i t t i < t i f < u I f i « i i—* **/ ■ 

1 1 1 
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1929/c 10: Boat, landing. 

Tempera on canvas. 

Higher articulation combined with structural and 

individual articulation in a freely formed example. 
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3. Higher articulation combined with structural and individual articulation. 

cJhv1 

/ -. . » j t> P .P 

fedcba I a I a I a I a I a Ikihgf 

From grey towards white White-black alternation From blacktowards grey 

Superstructural in the whole 

Alternating structural elements in the parts like: 

Scale structure Structure of polar alternation Scale structure 

From grey towards white 

From black by way of 

grey towards white 

From blacktowards grey 
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1929/M 5: Place on the canal. 

Watercolour. 45x31. 



Figuration example with structural and individual 

articulation, in part with discontinuous and 

differential structural articulation. 

Cf. form-giving example 3, p.365: ‘Higher articulation 

combined with structural and individual articulation.’ 

Example 5, p.374: ‘With discontinuous and 

differential structural articulation.' 

Figuration example 46/28, p.349: ‘Standing, gliding, 

striding, leaping’ in tonal representation. 

This figuration example from Klee's lessons is the 

work of a Bauhaus student and was added by Klee to 

supplement his own work in portfolio 46/1-30. 
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1930/e 3: Rhythmics. 

Oil on jute. 69x50. 



Changes in tonal values, irrespective of 

dimensional movement. 42/20. 

Note! Value enhancementtowards 

the centre slowed by 

recalculation from the centre 

towards the outside. 

~~ ~~r 

jjfy ( W Ma/ A (lift,W- 

Je*u. 

64 

near-white 

32 16 

medium-grey dark grey 

8 

rather dark 

(somewhat darker) grey 

32 16 8 4 

medium grey dark grey rather dark very deep 

grey blackish grey i 

16 8 4 2 

dark grey rather dark very deep near-black 

grey blackish grey 

8 4 2 1 

rather dark very deep near-black full-black 

grey blackish grey 

etc. 

Cf. Use of measure and weight, Volume 1, p.220. 

Weight structure in two dimensions, Volume 1, 

p.223. 

Measure, weight and their movements, Volume 1, 

p.235. 

Succession, or the temporal function of a picture. 

Movement as action and form, Volume 1, p.369; also 

thefollowing pages: Volume 1, p.371, ‘Product Fig.1’, 

p.375, ‘Product Fig.1 ’, both with tonal data. 

ft . K 
7m.'ilM yiAs«s 
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/f ^ 
faf-lruy 

Jl 4 
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4 
ItllA-fUfu 

g 
i 4 u. 

1 2 
Auil bwjAi 

4 
(tfo 

l 4. 
4utn\OUl 
(tf*> n'tfu'^iuv 

ft 

tu44 4 
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1(4U 

l 1 4 A 
Sluriy^Li 
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^1,-h 
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1930/R3: Colour grid (on majorgrey). 

Pastel with paste on paper. 47-5 X34-8. 
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W = White 

S = black 

G =grey 

Sg =darkgrey 

Wg = lig ht g rey 

1 

X }§ r 
V ir Nf 

- j —»—- 

jX| 'S* Sv 

[w~ h w t J s 
■ 

[} 1 
V_ 

v/ Js V 
/ 

Designs for tonal patterns. 

[1] Planar black-white pattern wnn grey at the centre. 

60/101. 

[2] Tonal pattern at fixed dimensions (glaze finish). 

60/121/1. 

lighted darkest grey 

grey grey 

grey white block 

black dark light 

grey grey 
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1925/x 6: Ancient chord. 

Oil on cardboard. 38 x35. 

Unidirectional movement. 60/87. 

8x8=64. 

1 w = 

2 wgr = 

3 hgr = 

4 mgr = 

5 dgr = 

6 sgr = 

7 sch = 

white 

lightest grey 

light grey 

medium grey 

dark grey 

darkest grey 

black 

\a/ 

^ wy - - 

% T>*"' 

(le^Av^y'' ']( V 
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4. New case with discontinuous 

structural articulation. 

%hoU: j // (l 1 1 1' n 1 / 

IvcMMkokrtoJdivtfyVMiWfchtetjv^^tuul' [ (JU/o*a 7 

tifaduJts JJWttfctLilvifct- ^cTut&s 

5. With discontinuous and 

differential structural articulation. 

The legends are transcribed in print on the opposite 

page. 
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4. f f f f f f f abcdefghikl f f f f f f f 

uniform grey 

higher 

articulation 

low 

articulation unstructured 

whole scale from blackto white 

on the whole superstructural 

scale structure 

symbol: 

realisation analogous 

to the third example. 
i—l cmi 

5. a a a a a abcdef a I a I a I a I a I fghikl 

white from white 

to grey 

polar black- from grey 

white alternation to black 

articulation superstructural in the larger sense 

unstructured scale structure contrast 

alternation 

structure 

scale 

structure 

Realisation analogous to the earlier examples. 

uniform grey 

unstructured 

J—l 

black 

unstructured 
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1925/v 1: Still life with fragments. 

Oil and watercolour on cardboard. 47x76-5. 



In music, accordingly, the quarter-tone scale or the ‘chromatic’ half-tone scale would be 

closer to natural differences in pitch than the more artificial major and minor scales. If we 

had but time to deal with this aspect at greater length, this casual aspect might afford 

special insight into the sphere of musical style. 

But let us now stick to our subject and consider the various cases of exact articulation. 

We may at once establish with certainty that scales, whether divided into small intervals 

or large, of equal size or sub-divided, all belong to the sphere of structural articulation. 

Exercise: 

Equilibrium through tonality. 

Two pertinent instances: 

8/26a. 

a White isthe standard and remains 

the standard. 

Contrast: black 

b White does not remain the standard. Contrast: white 

In a) the units do not touch. Isolated forces, staccato 

In b) the units touch Linked forces, legato 

a) staccato ego staccato 

b) legato 

j scalefrom black to white 

white ego 

i scalefrom blackto white 

of unemphasised extraordinary character 

i scale from grey to black 

white 

± scale from grey to black 

legato 

ego 

extraordinary 

emphasised 

legato 

(L 

<r) 

' l( 

'/t t .X .A Ct 

/l JtXA 1/irv. r^tu, 

<■MWmK^ . 

>) tBX ^ /i 
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1930/s 8: Elevation of a castle. 

Stencil drawing. 39 x49. 



Examples. 60/16a. 

Direct major contrast: 

Indirect major contrast: 

Direct minor contrast: 

Indirect minor contrast: 

Upper minorcontrast (direct): 

Upper minor contrast(indirect): 

Lower minor contrast (direct): 

Lower minor contrast (indirect): 

4h 

yiu*. 

| H C1*4^#Sl£ j^*-j 

1/ 

JaJjL<Yp»~ I C.huA'fu/I Y* 

I tf^JL tvu I U}1^ Ltlyi irtu. 

<\^MnxA 

iHWi r II 

k*4{dy»~ }wKjh*~ / <fr ^p>L'*y / 
t. t lU^ x 

Jwkl l^^w. ^^ i w**-j 
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1927/k 1: Fish people. 

Oil and tempera on plaster and oil-grounded canvas 

on cardboard on wood. 32 x55. 



Normal and abnormal1 1 Normal and abnormal movement: 

Movement is measureable by the standard of 

immobility. Alternation in the tonal sphere from 

structurelessness to articulate structure. 60/98. 

2Crossed out: ‘unstructured movement'. 

One might further include the element of natural movement in the combination, which 

would add to the concepts already present the subarticulate concept of unstructured 

movement and which would also enrich individual articulation correspondingly. 

6. Unstructured solidity, 

unstructured fluidity,2 

ordinary structures, 

scale structures. 

Please draw no wrong conclusions from the symmetrical arrangement of these schemes- 

as though one could not manage very well without them. The reverse would be better - 

such strict symmetry should be avoided, precisely because it is rigid in character. In gen¬ 

eral, these examples have only specific (theoretical) meaning, serving to clarify insight 

by way of orderly orientation. They touch upon and open up many elements of the creative 

armamentarium, but that does not mean that they breathe that deeper life that stems only 

from inner inspiration. 

Yet we must deal with them, aware that we are not getting to the heart of the matter, merely 

remaining at the level of organising our pictorial means, while touching the level of 

articulation. 
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1921/89: Red nuances. 

Watercolour. 21 x31. 
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Basic distinction: 

1. All scales are structural articulations 

(dividual and repeatable). 

2. Character of natural articulation: ‘Unstructured 

movement’ as part of an individual articulation. 

The juxtaposition of the two illustrations shows 

the differences by full-fledged examples. 

1921/89: Red nuances. Watercolour: 

Use of tonal scale with structural articulation. 

1921: Fish. Watercolour: 

Natural articulation as part of individual higher 

figuration. 

Rigid tonal scale articulation is subordinate to the 

higher individual figuration ofthework. 

‘Unstructured movement' may be understood in 

simple terms as moving natural form articulation, 

with tonal scale articulation elements partly included. 

1921/unumbered: Fish. 

Watercolour. 21 -7x16. 

Cf. note in appendix. 
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1937/M 17: Beneath the viaduct. 

Charcoal on cotton. 52 X30-5. 



In all this, the level of the elementary creative process must be kept tacitly in mind. From 

that point of view, I should be playing fast and loose with all the gradations from blackto 

white only at the cost of violating the canon of inner necessity. What I should really be 

doing in this respect is to differentiate volume and alternation of tonal nuances from case 
to case. 

Let me give a few further practical hints along these lines. Every viable problem solution 

in the sphere of tonality is in some measure linked to the two contrasting poles, black and 

white. Even when they are not directly involved but merely allow their forces to feed into 

the sections relating to them, they invest the interplay of these forces within the black-and- 

white scale with a feeling of tension. 

‘Shaping the black arrow. 

‘It consists in enhanced energy developmentfrom 

the given or existential or present white in the 

direction of the incipiently active or impending black. 

Why not the other way round? 

‘Answer: The accent lies on the minor particularity 

as against the major generality. The latter is 

existential and familiar in effect, the former 

unwonted and active. And the arrow flies in the 

direction of action. 

‘This extraordinary burgeoning of force (in the 

productive sense) or of energy consumption (in the 

negative sense) overrides everything else in respect 

of the direction of movement.’ 
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Figuration example 46/19. Tempera with air brush. 

A black rectangle is endotopically treated as a major 

generality againstthe given existential black. 

Cf. Volume 1, p.52. 

One may speak of a black-and-white alternation 

effect (active-passive dual balance). 

CfA930IPolyphonic setting for white, p.398 (full-page 

illustration, Volume 1, p.374) as well as 1932/ 

Helical flowers I, p.398 (illustration, Volume 1, 

p.376). 
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1930/B 9: Flower vase in three dimensions. 

Oil on note paper. 21 X33-8. 
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1925/w 3: Monsieur Perlenschwein. 

Watercolour with air brush. 51 -5 X35-5. 
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The character of an action is determined by the degree of black-and-white participation 

whether direct or vicarious, and by the various intermediate degrees of direct or indirect 

participation in the whole of the to and fro. This character ranges from a quiet wafting rise 

and fall, guided by tenuous threads from the poles - a thoroughly tranquil state of affairs, 

so to speak-all the way to open struggle, in which the poles leap in in person. 

60/91. 

Anotherform of progressive 

gradation. 

Peak 1 

Base 11 

A wide range from pole to pole invests an action with deep inspiration and expiration 

capable of being modified all the way to hard-breathing wrestling. A narrow range throttles 

down the breath to a mere shallow sotto voce. It is reduced to a mere whisper roundabout 

the grey. Or one rises above this level to the violins-or sinks below it to the cellos. For 

those who are unfamiliar with musical terminology, I can put it differently. 
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1925/3: Mountains in winter. 

Watercolour with air brush. 28x37. 
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White peak 

Deep fall 

Normal grey base 

Action commences 

Black peak 

Figuration example 60/45. 

A. Wide range, 

the black low and white high 

visibly intervening in the action. 

This wide swing of the pendulum 

from black to white 

lends force to the action. 

Within a wide range, the dramatic all the way to open 

character moves in steps from: remote struggle, the sharp 

control by the poles clash of extremes. 
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1934/T20: The invention. 

Watercolour and wax pigment on cotton on wood, 

50-5x50-5. 



1930/s 4: Has head, hand, foot and heart. 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink on cotton. 41 -5 x29. 
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B. Narrow range 

Narrow range 

(round about grey) 

Q 

Black 
« 

Struggle within 

a narrow range. 

1939/CD 12: Diagram of a fight. 

Grease crayon on black-grounded paper. 

27-5 X27-5. 

‘This character ranges from a quiet wafting rise and 

fall, guided by tenuous threads from the poles - a 

thoroughly tranquil state of affairs, so to speak - 

all the way to open struggle, in which the poles 

leap in in person.' 

Reserved action 

within 

a narrow range. 
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1924/15: Physiognomic crystallisation. 

Oil on muslin on cardboard. 41 -8 x51 -4. 
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Black does not appear on the scene, allowing itself to be represented by grey. Here again, 

there are different types of action between grey and white. 

White allows itself to be represented by grey. 

White 

Narrow range, 

displaced towards the upper region. 

Black 

White 

Narrow range, 

displaced downwards. 

Black 
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Exercises.1 General scales, tonal 

8/29. or colour-complementary 

A rhythmic linear example. 

A dividual example.2 

An individualexample. 

Unidimensional or 

two-dimensional plan. 

1 both combined. 

1 Cf. exercises, p.403. 

2 A divisible example, the structure of which is 

repeatable ad libitum. 
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[1] 1922/79: Separation at eventide. 

Watercolour. 33-5 x23-5. 

[2] 1932/v 17: Helical flowers I. 

Black-and-white watercolour. 

C 1/hytiAcz^j 

[3]1930/xl 0: Polyphonic setting for white. 

Watercolour. 33x24. 

[4] 1929/A E 7: Momentum. 

Watercolour. 25-8 x25. 

[5] 1932/13: Toxin. 

Watercolour. 61 -3 x48-7. 

[6] 1929/nl: Monument in the fruit land. 

Watercolour. 46 X30-8. 

1 Combined forms in format: [2 and 3]. 

2 Composite form: [4 and 5]. 

3 Transverse shift. 

Interpenetration, mutual intrusion (transparency): 

[4, 5 and 6]. 

Cf. following illustrations in Volume 1: [1] p.11; 

[2] p.376; [3] p.374. 

Elementary forms and their interior (norms), threads, nodes. 

Elementary forms in format (normal). 

Combined forms in format.1 

Composite form (the species).2 

Transverse shift.3 
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1 

2 

fc&W 3 
4 

5 

6 

Black 

Almost black 

Extremely dark grey 

Very dark grey 

Dark grey 

8 Darkened medium grey 13 

9 Middle grey 14 

10 15 

11 16 Almost white 

12 Light grey 17 White 

Shifted centre of gravity. 17/103a. 

T 

yfo'lk ^ 

lo 
U 

U 

it 

If 

l^^rWW^ 

If WW>S 

H 

t, 

i 

i 

3 
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Shifted centre of gravity. 17/103a. Originally all the fields were equal in size and weight (energy content). Because of move¬ 

ment, only one field remains normal, the smallest one; all the others have grown by 

two-dimensional progressive movement. 

\wk. wn. 

Cf. scheme on p.403, executed with tonal values. 

With expansion, the energy content declines, grows attenuated, in inverse proportion to 

the content. Conversely, energy rises as content declines. The strongest force balances 

the smallest figure, in. In it lies the centre of gravity. The diagonal cross does not inter¬ 

sect in this field, hence has been shifted. 

OcU- 
t 

We have at most 16 units 

then 12 

then 9 

then 8 

6 

4 

3 

2 

and lastly 1 

Against a white norm, black is the strongest 

force as 1 = black 

17=white 
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1930/y 1: House, interior and exterior. 

Watercolour. 30-4 x24. 

Reversal of the black-and-white scale in the example 

Shifted centre of gravity, 17/103 a, p.400, yields 

approximately the two-dimensional progressive 

movement in the 1930 watercolour: House, inside and 

out. 

402 

As a freely created work, this watercolour is 

enriched beyond the progressive movement, by 

transparent interpenetration. 



1 Undated, probably Tuesday, 15 January 1924. Afternoon:1 Do articulations along lines of examples 1 to 6,2 with means ranging from 

2 Example i, p.357. black to white. In doing so, bear in mind the realisation scheme 2.3 
Example 2, p.363. 

Example 3, p.365. 

Example 4, pp.374-375. 

Example 5, pp.374-375. 

Example 6, p.381. 

3 Note in appendix. 
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1930/0 9: Rhythmical, freer and more austere. 

Colour paste. 47 x 61 -5. 
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Attenuation and concentration. 

(Thickening and thinning.) 

45/146. 

Concentration 

16-fold 

attenuation-* 

8-fold 4-fold 2-fold 1-fold 

1 2-fold 4-fold 8-fold 16-fold 

Full hence only hence only Only | Only Vs 

halves in quarters in of fullness of fullness 

relation to relation to left left 

full. full. 

Full Full -^Thinning 
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Major, minor in circular array. 60/39. 

Ma = major (majority). 

Major: Light grey, grey, dark grey. 

Mi = minor (minority). 

Minor: Black and white. 

Cf. Centrally irradiated growth, p.129. 

Illustration on p.406: 

Tonal representation of a regular 

cube of the first section 

(as transparency). 

Measurement by excess of white. 34/17. 

Over the entire representational plane A B C D, two tonal values must be considered, for 

two cube surfaces at a time coincide (grouped side by side). Since the near frontal aspect 

applies in every case, its white value = + 16 combines with other values, 

frontal rear (zero) 

horizontal bottom (+16 to +2) 

horizontal top (+16 to +2) 

vertical left (+16 to +2) 

vertical right (+16 to +2) 

Each time the ‘two values’ coinciding at a given place are added and the sum divided 

by two, the result being a unit or average value, the character of which may be looked up 

in the table. For example, frontal rear=zero or middle grey is modified by frontal near 

. /zero+16 \ 
(+16 or white) towards +8=light grey. I - —+3 J etc. 
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1935/p 19: Briar. 

Watercolour. 22 x31 



1933/N 8: Life model (volume emphasised). 

Tempera. 24-5 x 35-5. 
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1937/p 1: Nocturnal landscape. 

Coloured grease crayon on black-grounded paper. 



1926/v 2: Migrating fish. 

Pen and India ink. 22-5x27 





t 





Page 44 

Random experimentation will yield a general picture 

of oscillation effects by their structure and dynamics. 

The oscillation effects are produced by sounds and 

frequencies in the acoustic realm. The picture shown 

on p.44 was produced by this new method of 

oscillating crystals. The ingredients are an 

oscillating crystal, a steel plate and quartz sand, and 

a stimulus impulse is required. 

Cf. Hans Jenny: Kymatik. Wellen und Schwingungen 

mit ihrer Struktur und Dynamik. Cymatics. The 

structure and dynamics of waves and vibrations. 

Textin German and English. Basilius Press, 

Basle, 1967. 

Paul Klee's text refers to Traite d'Acoustique by 

E. F. F. Chladni, Paris, 1802. Dr. Hans Jenny, 

kymatics researcher, states that Klee's formulation 

applies fully today to the actuality of oscillation 

effects: 

‘First, in other words, the vibratory impulse, the will 

or need for living action, then the transformation into 

a material event, and lastly its visible expression in 

the form of newly arranged material. We are the 

connecting links, we constitute the will for 

expression, while matter is the mediator and the 

sand figures are the ultimate formal end product. 

The main ingredients are matter and oscillation. It is 

as though matter were being fertilized, being 

invested with a kind of life of its own under this 

compulsion. The sand is a kind of index, an outer 

and subsidiary layer.’ 

Hans Jenny published an article in the Swiss 

monthly Du, Volume 29, June 1969, entitled 

‘Kymatika. Wellenphanomene und 

Schwingungseffekte’, which throws much light on 

Klee’s concepts of ‘structure’, ‘articulation’ and 

‘rhythmics', as well as on his Urwegezur Form 

(5/1-70) and the contrast doublet Statik und Dynamik 

(45/1-165). 

Page 117 

Cf. the complete text of ‘Retrospect of the last 

Weimar preliminary course of the winter of 1924/25' 

(8/10), introduction, p.47. 

In this connexion, cf. also the 'Retrospect' of 12 

November, 1926 (8/7), reproduced on p.56 of the 

introduction and transcribed on p.149, as well as the 

‘Retrospect' of March 1927 (8/4 and 8/4a), items 1-9, 

the text of which will be found on pp.120 and 122. 

Page 145 

The processes of weightand measure and their 

movements, extension and contraction, 

schematically represented in the form-giving 

examples on pp.136-143, are combined and 

assembled into a higher unity in the oil painting 

1925/B 9: Abstract in relation to a flowering tree. 

‘Movement course (genetic) from the inside to the 

outside.' 

The movements (and countermovements) 

represented purely analytically in the basic 

examples are to bethought of as conglomerate 

approaches to composition that overlap and 

supplement one another. To quote Klee: ‘The reason 

is that I am unable to do what I should really like to 

do, discuss atone stroke a totality that comprises a 

very large number of all things (each in its place). 

Hence I must reconcile myself to the analytical 

methods.' 

For the formal correlates, i.e. the square movements, 

cf. ‘Movements of the square from normal to 

abnormal’, p.138; Dimension and weightand their 

movements', pp.140-143; and the form-giving 

example 42/1a, p.141: 

‘Unequal weight at unequal dimension. Assuming a 

square as the starting point, the conclusion isthata 

progressive wrench has taken place, pushing out 

more and more the oblongs that were originally of 

the same size.’ 

Form-giving example 17/104a, p.137: ‘Extension 

dilutes energy. Conversely, contraction enhances 

energy.' 

Form-giving example 17/103a, p.401. 

‘Originally all the fields were equal in size and 

weight (energy content). Because of movement, 

only one field remains normal, the smallest one; all 

the others have grown by two-dimensional 

progressive movement. With expansion, the energy 

content declines, grows attenuated, in inverse 

proportion to the content level. Conversely, energy 

rises as content declines.' 

In respect of pictorial content, cf. the text for 

figuration example 45/76, p.119. 

‘Essential flower data (the process of blooming). 

‘Approach to an open cross-section of a flower. 

Itself a living cross-section, a blossom opens up 

natural insight into the cross-sectional plane. The 

special solemnity of the generative process (release 

of positive-negative tension, synthesis of dual 

components) finds special expression in colour 

specificity.’ 

Cf. ‘Stratification applied genetically’, p.125, 

‘Temporally growing (leads)', p.127. 

These two examples may be meaningfully rethought 

in terms of square movements (i.e. changes in 

dimension and weight). 

Cf. further the text for 'Approach, essence, 

semblance, dynamic forces', p.149. 

A formulation by Martin Heidegger in Die Frage nach 

der Technik, 1956, strikingly characterises the 

abstract process: ‘The blossom bursts forth into 

bloom, into itself.’ 
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Page 169 

Here are passages Klee crossed out in manuscript 

(9/25a, 9/27, 9/27a): 

‘Relativity of elements of articulation: 

Articulation of the human body 

‘a. seated. 

‘Initially the extremities, arms and legs, are irrelevant 

with respecttothe main sphere of the body as a 

whole. If absolutely necessary, man can survive 

without them.’ 

'He certainly cannot live without a head. Indeed, men 

are beheaded, when they are to be dispatched - the 

head, in other words, is the chief organ. Like the 

battlement of atower, it is placed as high as possible, 

as the main guardhouse, as headquarters. And 

in order to keep a better overview, it is mobile. This 

at once underlines the role of the neck as a 

connecting link. 

‘So far we have head, trunk, neck. The trunk is again 

subdivided into a lower part, the abdomen, assigned 

primarily to the work of digestion, and an upper part, 

the thorax, primarily assigned to the circulation, 

especially the lesser circulation through the lungs. 

‘The higher the head is borne, the better the 

mainguard functions. Hence arrangement must be 

made for the whole body to stand erect. 

‘This is accomplished by the musculature, in 

conjunction with the bones. The main support is 

provided by the spinal column and the back muscles.' 



‘Chest and pelvis ‘In between soft articulation 

as the main upper and lower components (the viscera).’ 

of the trunk's skeleton, 

basket-shaped above, bowl-shaped below.’ 

‘Shoulders and hips provide the bearings for the 

organs of movement, arms and legs. Anatomical 

examples to follow later, so that we may get to the 

pictorial elements: dimensions, weight, quality.’ 
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Page 291 

In calculating Radius 2, Klee inadvertently wrote that 

il=l=0-8333 instead of, correctly, t8=b=0-555; and 

in calculating Radius 1 he wrote .“*=0 009, instead of, 

correctly, 54=0-092. 

Page 297 

The method of the Golden Section was originated by 

Leonardo Pisano, 38/40: 

Page 354 

Transcription of Sheet 39/57a. 

On the degree to which the expansion of nine points 

at regular intervals on the tonal scale can be 

envisaged. 

Distinguish: 10 limiting lines -9 points. 

Juxtaposition of the midpoints of regular and 

progressive segments. 

First row: 
Add mechanically 1 White 6 Dark medium grey 

2 Lightest grey 7 Normal dark grey 

"^11 1 + 1 = 2 1 +2=3 etc. 5 8 13 3 Normal light grey 8 Darkest grey 
—> 1 2 1+2=3 2+ 3= 5 etc. 8 13 21 

4 Light medium grey 9 Black 

5 Normal medium grey 
3:5=5:8 13 : 21 =21 : 34 

3x8=24 21 x 21 =441 
Second row: 

5x5=25 34x13 = 442 
1 Very white 6 Near normal medium grey 

2 Almost white (a bit deeper) 

3 Very light grey 7 Rather dark medium grey 

4 Towards light grey 8 Very dark grey 

5 Light medium grey 

Third row: 

Regular white 

1 Outside 

2 Lightest grey 

3 Normal light grey 

4 Light medium grey 

5 Normal medium grey 

Fourth row: 

White 

1 Outside 

2 Whitish 

3 Very light grey 

4 Towards normal light 

grey, a bit deeper 

5 Light medium grey 

6 Dark medium grey 

7 Normal dark grey 

8 Darkest grey 

9 Black 

6 Normal medium grey 

7 Dark medium grey 

A trace deeper 

8 Rather dark grey 

9 Towards black 

Page 383 

No watercolour with the title Fish is listed in the 

oeuvre list for 1921. The present one is probably 

1921 /87: Fish in the deep. 

Page 403 

Cf. the various solutions to the exercises given: 

pp.312, 316, 321,313,339,349,356,367,371,373, 403. 

Cf. also the higher figuration examples from the 

pictorial work, p.398, Figs.1,2, and 3. 
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List of works reproduced E=Estate 

Year/No. Title Technique Format Owner Page 

1896/E From the Elfenau Pencil drawing from a sketchbook Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 65 

1897/E Winter landscape on the River Aare 

near Berne Pencil 10x13 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 66 

1899/E A group of trees Oil on cardboard 35x49 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 66 

1900/E Untitled (Landscape on the River Aare) Oil on canvas Each part 

144x48 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 66 

1905/24 Garden scene, watering cans, a cat, a red 

chair, from nature Watercolour under glass 14x18-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 15 

1906/E Scene in the Elfenau near Berne Oil on chalk-grounded paper 33-5X24-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 67 

1909/62 Well-cared-for forest path, Waidegg 

near Berne India ink 17-5x25-9 Collection Rolf BCirgi, Belp/Berne 304 

1909/42 Deciduous forest, Egghoiz near Berne Pen-and-ink 26-5x15 Collection Rolf Burgj, Belp/Berne 305 

1910/E Country lane with young trees, 1st version Etching 15-2x21-7 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 67 

1912/166 Landscape, yellow horse and purple signpost Pastel on engraving paper 15X18-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 67 

1915/245 Overgrown houses Watercolour and tempera on chalk ground 18-3x17-5 212 

1916/35 Milkwort and pansy Pen-and-ink 15-5x23-7 Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 54 

1919/205 Town R. Watercolour and tempera on structured plaster 

ground 16-5x22 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 238 

1920/91 Genie serving a small breakfast (Angel 

fulfilling a wish) Lithograph with watercolour 19-8x14-6 100 

1920/99 Man-fish-man-eater Drawing 170 

1921/166 Plants in the field II. Seven growths in a row 

side by side Pen-and-ink 26-6X14-6 Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 52 

1921/30 Queen of hearts Lithograph 25-5X17-5 104 

1921/125 Chorale and landscape Oil on paper on wood 35x31 Collection W. Allenbach, Berne 184 

1921/83 Cool dry garden Watercolour edged in tinfoil 24x30-5 332 

1921/69 Fugue in red Watercolour 24-5x37, 

detail Collection Felix Klee, Berne 347 

1921/88 Crystal gradation Watercolour 24-5x31 -5 Collection Marguerite Arp-Hagenbach, 

Basle 348 

1921/89 Red nuances Watercolour 21 x31 382 

1921/unnumbered Fish Watercolour 21 -7x16 Galerie Rosengart, Lucerne 383 

1922/19 Red-green architecture (yellow-purple 

gradation) Oil on canvas on cardboard 38x43 Yale University Art Gallery, Collection of 

the Soci§t6 Anonyme, New Haven 230 

1922/113 Destiny at the turn of the year Gouache and watercolour 270 

1922/69 Harbinger of autumn Watercolour 26-4x33-2 Yale University Art Gallery 314 
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Year/No. Title Technique Format Owner Page 

1922/174 Growth of night-blooming plants Oil on cardboard 47X34 Collection O. and E. Stangl, Munich 350 

1922/79 Separation at eventide Watercolour 33-5X23-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 398 

1923/91 Man in love Lithograph with red tone plate, second state 27-4x19 166 

1923/159 Group linked by stars Oil and watercolour on paper 32-5x48-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 186 

1923/234 Chinese porcelain Watercolour on plaster, varnished 190 

1923/238 Harmony from rectangles in red, yellow 

blue, white and black Oil on cardboard 70X51 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 192 

1923/242 North Sea picture Watercolour 24-7x31 -5 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 320 

1923/25 Magic theatre India ink and watercolour 33-7x22 6 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 326 

1923/150 Just before the lightning flash Watercolour 28x31-5 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 338 

1924/186 ARA. Cool breezes in a garden in the torrid 

zone Pen-and-ink drawing and watercolour 29x21 36 

1924/252 Actor's mask Oil 36-8X31-8 181 

1924/136 Princess of Araby Watercolour and oil on paper 25-5X19-2 The Baltimore Museum of Art 222 

1924/126 Structural II Gouache 26 7x21-6 The Miller Company Collection, Meriden, 

Conn. 236 

1924/114 Carnival in the mountains Watercolour 26-3x33 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 262 

1924/164 Fairground music Pen-and-ink, crayon, pencil and watercolour 26-5x30-5 Private collection, Pratteln/Basle 274 

1924/112 Still life with props Oil on muslin on cardboard 38-5X46-9 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 278 

1924/153 Snail Watercolour and pen-and-ink on cardboard 19-7x28-6 Private collection, Schaffhausen 288 

1924/25 Contrasts at night Watercolour and gouache 23x36-5 324 

1924/15 Physiognomic crystallisation Oil on muslin on cardboard 41-8x51-4 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Diisseldorf 396 

1925/8 Vast (Rosenhafen) Oil drawing and watercolour on plaster- 

grounded gauze on board 36X58 8 Collection W. Allenbach, Berne 42 

1925/x 7 A beetle Pen-and-ink with wash 36x21 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 56 

1925/m 9 Southern coast Watercolour 27X37 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 68 

1925/B9 Abstract in relation to a flowering tree Oil on cardboard 38-5x39 Collection Rolf Biirgi, Belp/Berne 145 

1925/10 Flowers in glasses Oil on paper on cardboard 52-5X41-5 Collection Mrs Erika Meyer-Benteli, 

Bumpliz/Berne 148 

1925/d 7 Woods near M. Pen-and-ink 198 

1925/44 Rocky lookout Watercolour and air brush on paper 37-5x23-5 Collection Dr Israel Rosen, Baltimore 210 

1925/R3zero Ass Lithograph 24x14-5 216 

1925/m 8 Houses along the park Watercolour 23-5X15-5 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 217 

1925/n 6 Settlement in the woods Pen-and-ink 281 

1925/V2 Landscape with crows Oil and watercolour on muslin 43-5x44 Collection Dr Othmar Huber, Glarus 254 

1925/K5 Ship IIC in port Oil and watercolour on chalk-grounded Collection Erika Meyer-Benteli, 

cardboard 23x34 Bumpliz/Berne 266 

1925/U four Daimonia Pen-and-ink 25X25 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 269 

1925/Y zero Village in red and blue Watercolour on chalk-grounded paper 41-8x38 8 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 280 

1925/x 6 Ancient chord Oil on cardboard 38x35 Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 372 

1925/vl Still life with fragments Oil and watercolour on cardboard , 47X76-5 Collection Richard S. Zeisler, New York 376 

1925/w 3 Monsieur Perlenschwein Watercolour with air brush 51-5X35-5 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Diisseldorf 388 

1925/3 Mountains in winter Watercolour with air brush 28x37 Hermann Rupf-Stiftung, Kunstmuseum, 

Berne 390 

1926/U6 Youthful park Oil on gauze on cardboard 43-3x50-2 65 
1926/qu 9 Water park Watercolour 25-5x37 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 112 

1926/B8 Forest clearing Watercolour 36-7x51-2 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 115 

1926/124 Round about the fish Oil and tempera on muslin on cardboard 47X64 The Museum of Modern Art, New York 188 

1926/U8 Young forest panel Oil on plaster-grounded muslin on cardboard 36x25-5 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 194 

1926/T1 Garden city idyll Scratched on plaster, tinted with tempera 42-5x39-5 Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 226 

1926/P 2 Knight with elephant Pen-and-ink and watercolour, sprayed 21 X31 Private collection, Pratteln/Basle 260 
1926/Y7 March flora Oil on canvas 26-5x21-5 268 
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Year/No. Title 

1926/f 3 The balloon 

1926/v 2 Migrating fish 

1927/Oe5 Flower and fruit 

1927/UE1 Temperaments (blossoms and fruit) 

1927/omega 6 Times of the plants (.time and plants) 

1927/Oe 10 Underwater 

192112 Flag-decked city 

1927/231 Cote tfe Provence 3 

1927/x 5 Cote cte Provence 7 

1927/x3 Cote de Provence 5 

1927/k 10 Pastoral (rhythms) 

1927/Oe6 Context and fruit 

1927/T 6 Porquerolles (looking south) 

1927/ k 1 Fish people 

1928/N 9 Row of trees in a park 

1928/F10 Old town and bridge 

1928/29 HeightI 

1928/O 5 /mage o///)e initial V. 

1928/B 5 Second-degree prickly current 

1929/oelO Scented isle 

1929/y 4 Young palm tree 

1929/x 10 Fig tree 

1929/U E 9 Movement in locks 

1929/UE 7 f/oocts 

1929/3 H 20 Fleeting appearances on the water 

1929/236 Moving rapids 

1929/0 E 3 Atmospheric group 

1929/0 E 6 Atmospheric group in motion 

1929/H 19 Before the snow 

1929/3 H 17 Vegetational-curious 

1929/v 1 Cast/e of a chivalric order 

1929/n 4 Young trees on cleared ground 

1929/z 8 Growth on stone 

1929/3 H 16 Odd theatre 

1929/unnumbered Composition 

1929/P 9 Little ensign at the foot of the mountain 

1929/m 10 Monument at the edge of the fruit land 

1929/2 Architecture in the east 

1929/w 6 Landscape with poplars 

1929/c 10 Boat, landing 

1929/ M 5 Place on the canal 

1929/AE 7 Momentum 

1929/n 1 Monument in the fruit land 

1930/263 fru/'t on red background (The fiddler’s 

kerchief) 

1930/d 6 Winter scene 

1930/x 6 Hill and air, synthesis 

1930/C 4 Dead cataract 

1930/Qu 1 Colour plate Qu 1 

1930/199 Colourfully blooming 

1930/Ae 8 lV/?at a/7s him ? II 

Technique Format Owner Page 

Oil on cardboard 32-5x33 Collection Erika Meyer-Benteli, 

Biimpliz/Berne 272 

Pen and India'ink 22-5x27-5 Collection Rolf Burgi, Belp/Berne 411 

Pen-and-ink 35-6x30-3 120 

India ink 30-3x45-3 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 122 

Oil on wood 39x53-5 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 126 

Pen and India ink 30x45 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 134 

Watercolour 21 -8x29-6 196 

Watercolour 31 x23 • Collection R. Stenerson, Oslo 206 

Watercolour 13x30-5 Galerie Bayeler, Basle 207 

Watercolour 208 

Oil on canvas on cardboard 69-2x52-4 The Museum of Modern Art, New York 222 

Pen and India ink 30-3x45-4 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 263 

Black chalk on yellowish notepaper 21 x33 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 279 

Oil and tempera on plaster and oil-grounded 

canvas on cardboard on wood 32X55 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 380 

Watercolour on plaster-grounded gauze 19x49 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 6 

Tempera on sacking 11-5x42-5 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 199 

Etching on copper 22-5x22-5 214 

Watercolour 28x22 252 

Pen and India ink 45-4x60 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 264 

Watercolour 23x31 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 49 

Pencil 32-9x20-9 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 68 

Watercolour 28x21-3 Galerie Rosengart, Lucerne 70 

Pen-and-ink 11 x30 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 49 

Pen-and-ink 12x30 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 50 

Watercolour 26x31 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 71 

Watercolour 34x36-7 Collection Lady Hulton, London 76 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink 30x22-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 92 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink 23x31 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Dusseldorf 94 

Watercolour 33-5x39 Collection W. Allenbach, Berne 118 

Watercolour 33x25-6 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 124 

Pen-and-ink 28-6x24-4 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 200 

India ink and pen-and-ink 23-8x31 -4 Collection Angela Rosengart, Lucerne 202 

Watercolour on a plaster plate 32x30-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 256 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink 31 -8x26-6 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 258 

Etching 15x21 -8 (full plate size) 267 

Pencil 21 x33 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 273 

Watercolour 45-8x30-7 Collection Angela Rosengart, Lucerne 294 

Watercolour 24-3x31 -3 Collection Lady Hulton, London 308 

Watercolour on plaster-grounded cardboard 27X21-5 Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 334 

Tempera on canvas 364 

Watercolour 45X31 366 

Watercolour 25-8x25 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 399 

Watercolour 46x30 8 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 399 

Watercolour on silk on cardboard 61 -2x46-2 Collection W. Allenbach, Berne 10 

Gouache on cardboard Private collection, Paris 30 

Watercolour 25-5x31 Galerie d’Art Moderne, Basle 32 

Watercolour on enamel-grounded canvas 54x44 96 

Pastel with coloured paste 37-3x46-8 Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 147 

Pastel with coloured paste on paper 41-5x51 -5 Collection W. Allenbach, Berne 148 

Stamp drawing 55-7x34-1 172 
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Year/No. Title 

1930/Y10 Knot patterns 

1930/C 9 Singers’ hall 

1930/e 10 Ad marginem (written in the margin) 

1930/213 The devil, juggling 

1930/AE 2 Prospect 

1930/q 2 The castle mountain of S. 

1930/s 2 Tympanum-organ 

1930/e 3 Rhythmics 

1930/R3 Colour grid (on major grey) 

1930/s 8 Elevation of a castle 

1930/B9 Flower vase in three dimensions 

1930/s 4 Has head, hand, foot and heart 

1930/x10 Polyphonic setting for white 

1930/y 1 House, interior and exterior 

1930/0 9 Rhythmical, freer and more austere 

1931/N 7 Trees in October 

1931/M 4 Aged trees 

1931/X5 Foliage 

1931/R20 Colourful life outside 

1931/si Portal of a mosque 

1931/M 12 Winged 

1931/y 5 Classic coast 

1931/r12 Castle garden 

1932/113 Young tree (Chloranthemum) 

1932/k 8 Lone fir tree 

1932/E Vegetational 

1932/v 9 Vegetational-analytical 

1932/v 14 Helix 

1932/x 17 Garden after a storm 

1932/x 2 A scrap of community 

1932/x 18 Lethappen! 

1932/W2 Fortifications 

1932/68 Emacht 

1932/v 13 What odd things grow 

1932/N5 Technical exercises 

1932/9 Lowland plain 

1932/v 19 Above and below 

1932/V 12 Unravelling ball of woo 

1932/v 17 Helical flowers 1 

1932/13 Toxin 

1933/Z 9 Desert of stone 

1933/L18 Tree of wire and small rods (24 of each) 

1933/A 9 Like flowers in a glass 

Technique Format 

Pen-and-ink 17-5X27-5 

Pen-and-ink and tempera 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink, varnished, on 

27x48 

cardboard, detail 43-5x32-5 

Oil and watercolour on canvas on paper 69x50 

Air brush, pen-and-ink and coloured crayon 42-1 X52-1 

Gouache 37X47 

Oil and watercolour on paper on cardboard 31 X40-5 

Oil on jute 69 x50 

Pastel with paste on paper 47-5X34-8 

Stencil drawing 39x49 

Oil on note paper 21 X33-8 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink on cotton 41-5x29 

Watercolour 33x24 

Watercolour 30-4X24 

Colour paste 47X61-5 

Oil on paper 35-7x46-8 

Oil and mixed media on paper 31 X45-4 

India ink 24-2x30-7 

Watercolour on egg-grounded paper 31-3x48 8 

Watercolour 38-1 X28-9 

Pen-and-ink 19-5X29-3 

Oil on canvas 81 x69 

Oil on canvas 

Watercolour with plaster on chalk-grounded 

67-5x55 

paper 48-4x36-7 

Oil on cardboard on plywood 53x51 

Oil on canvas 67-5x90-5 

Gouache on canvas 

Black-and-white watercolour 

53-5X19 

Oil on canvas 75X106 

Watercolour on plaster-grounded burlap 18x36 

Oil 59x61 

Black-and-white watercolour 23 8x27-1 

Oil on cotton 50 5x64 

Black-and-white watercolour 48x31-5 

Oil on ungrounded cotton 

Gouache and watercolour 

7x30-5 

Black-and-white watercolour 

Black-and-white watercolour 

Black-and-white watercolour 

36x48-5 

Watercolour 61 -3x48-7 

Coloured paste on Ingres paper 48x34-3 

Pen-and-ink 

Waxed watercolour on plaster-grounded 

43x32-3 

cardboard 54x46 

Owner Page 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 240 

Collection Rolf Biirgi, Belp/Berne 244 

Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 253 

Private collection, Pratteln/Basle 276 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 310 

The Tate Gallery, London 328 

Allen Memorial Art Museum, Oberlin 

College, Oberlin, Ohio. R. T. Miller Jr Fund 352 

Collection Erika Meyer-Benteli, 

Bumpliz/Berne 368 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 370 

Collection Philip C. Johnson, New Canaan, 

Conn. 378 

387 

Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Dusseldorf 393 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 398 

Galerie Rosengart, Lucerne 402 

Galerie Beyeler, Basle 404 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 74 

Galerie Beyeler, Basle 70 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 66 

Collection, Rolf Biirgi, Belp/Berne 182 

Collection Mr and Mrs Ralph F. Colin, 

New York 232 

Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 261 

Collection Stanley Resor Jr, Washington 306 

Collection Lady Hulton, London 346 

Collection Rolf Biirgi, Belp/Berne 7o34 

7114 

Galerie Beyeler, Basle 13 

Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 62 

82 

Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Diisseldorf 151 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 156 

174 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 300 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 315 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 323 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 329 

330 

Galerie d'Art Moderne, Basle 343 

359 

398 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 399 

Lady Hulton, London 48 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 68 

149 
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Year/No. Title 

1933/H9 Child Ph. 

1933/G 20 Hot place 

1933/C 15 Quadripartite palace 

1933/Y King of the sea snails 

1933/12 Negro glance 

1933/14 Deep in the woods 

1933/N8 Life model (volume emphasised) 

1934/N 4 Of sere twigs 

1934/k 3 Landscape near Pilamb 

1934/T 13 Sparse foliage 

1934/k 14 Last leaves 

1934/U 15 Prize-winning apple 

1934/k7 Suffering fruit 

1934/u 8 Supervegetational 

1934/N 9 Sinking flood 

1934/N 7 Measured heights 

1934/x 16 Rushing water 

1934/p 20 Piled high 

1934/p 8 The two shores 

1934/T 15 Landscape with accents 

1934/R 18 Flower vase 

1934/R6 Dis-appointed 

1934/U 13 The creator 

1934/U 11 De-animation 

1934/L7 Something turbid 

1934/N 10 Groups, old and young 

1934/T 20 The invention 

1935/N 12 End of the forest 

1935/3 Random movement of water 

1935/18 Wooded continuity 

1935/qu 11 Projecting rock 

1935/3 Grid dance 

1935/p 19 Briar 

1937/ L13 Coastal formation 

1937/p 7 Water route 

1937/qu 1 Hibernation 

1937/unnumbered Signs of growth 

1937/q 16 Incipient cold 

1937/U4 Complex number 

1937/Ll 9 Snail post 

1937/M 17 Beneath the viaduct 

1937/pi Nocturnal landscape 

1938/M 4 Trees 

1938/J 9 Park near lufcerne] 

1938/R6 Overgrowth 

1938/qu 2 New growth 

1938/v 1 Awakening things 

1938/M 6 Locks 

1938/78 Growth stirs 

1938/2 The wave 

1938/13 Flowing 

Technique Format Owner Page 

Pastel on white-grounded paper 21 x33 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Diisseldorf 157 

Pastel 23x31-5 Galerie d'Art Moderne, Basle 158 

Wax pigment on plaster-grounded canvas 90x67 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 228 

Watercolour and oil on muslin on wood 28x43 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 290 

Coloured paste on newspaper 49-5x37 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 302 

Coloured paste on paper 32x42 6 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 303 

Tempera 24 5x35-5 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 409 

Sepia, brush and pen drawing 27-5x47-2 Offentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle 53 

Watercolour and pen and ink on Ingres paper 64x48-3 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Diisseldorf 76 

Mixed media and watercolour 32X48 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 2 

Pastel, red chalk and charcoal on cotton 33-5x38 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 12 

Oil on gauze on plywood 55x55 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 38 

Watercolour, oil and pencil 30x46-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 40 

Waxed watercolour on plaster-grounded jute 60-5x80-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 63 

Pencil 48-5x62-2 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 73 

Pencil 48x63-5 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 74 

Watercolour and pen-and-ink 29-5x49-5 78 

Pencil 48 6x31 -4 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 88 

Pencil 30-9x48 6 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 98 

Watercolour with coloured paste on paper 31 X48-1 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 116 

Watercolour 31 -3x21 8 Galerie d’Art Moderne, Basle 150 

Oil on canvas 54x24 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 152 

Oil on canvas 43x54 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 180 

Varnished watercolour on cardboard 31 x50 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 271 

Oil on canvas 17x42 Museo Civico di Torino, Galleria d'arte 

moderna 282 

Pencil 48-5x62-3 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 298 

Watercolour and waxpigmenton cotton on wood 50-5x50-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 392 

Oil on chalk-grounded gauze 46x46 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 8 

Pencil 17 8x26-9 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 46 

Pencil 17 9x23 8 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 67 

Pen and watercolour pigment on paper 18x28 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 259 

Watercolour 22x31 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 284 

Watercolour 22x31 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 408 

Mixed media on paper 12x22-5 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 45 

Charcoal and coloured paste 25-9x48-5 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 70 

Mixed media and watercolour 31 X49 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 110 

Tempera 47X33 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 132 

Oil 73x53 204 

Black paste 21 X29-5 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 224 

Oil and zinc-white on paper 17-9x27-9 Galerie Rosengart, Lucerne 292 

Charcoal on cotton 52x30-5 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 384 

Coloured grease crayon on black-grounded paper 410 

Charcoal 44x30 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 69 

Oil on newspaper on jute 100x70 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 73 

Black watercolour 27x21-5 Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 75 

Black paste 27x21 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 77 

Oil and watercolour on plaster-grounded jute 37-5x26-1 Galerie Beyeler, Basle 24 

Zulu crayon 9-1 X38-7 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 25 

Coloured paste on newspaper 33x48-5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 26 

Coloured paste on paper 48 

Impasto coloured paste on newspaper 33X48 5 Collection Felix Klee, Berne 72 
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Year/No. Title 

1938/T 8 Command for outflow (outflow of water) 

1938/ N 5 Caterpillar fish 

1938/R13 ‘Above and below’ 

1939/KK 13 Cemetery (detail) 

1939/CC 17 Hunting tree 

1939/k 20 Botanical garden (exotic trees section) 

1939/ E Birds in a water park 

1939/CC 14 Deep in the woods 

1939/v 1 Dramatic germination 

1939/ J J 8 Reefs in the channel 

1939/ M M 14 Stream ravine near Y. 

1939/E 016 Untitled 

1939/ZZ12 Brotherhood 

1939/690 Omphalocentric presentation 

1939/ww 18 Daimonia 

1939/GH 8 Voice from the ether: ‘And thou shalt have 

thy fill!' 

1939/Hi 19 The body too has a countenance 

1939/BC 8 To work! 

1939/vv 6 In position 

1939/C D 12 Diagram of a fight 

1939/ZZ7 ‘Done!'‘Then let it be'. 

1940/ L 6 Giant plants 

1940/T6 Fir tree 

1940/V17 TreeU 

1940/E 020 Untitled 

1940/OG5 Everything runs after! 

1940/ E Frame story 

1940/unnumbered Head-in-the-air 

Technique Format 

Pastel on ungrounded jute 34-5x51 

Watercolour on jute 13x44 

Zulu crayon 27x21-5 

Coloured paste on paper 37x49 6 

Oil on canvas 100x80 
Coloured paste and watercolour on paper 14X20 

Watercolour on muslin on wood 

Watercolour and egg emulsion on oil- 

16-5x65 

grounded canvas 50x43 

Coloured paste on paper 25-4X48-4 

Coloured paste on jute 48x44-4 

Watercolour 27x21 -5 

Coloured paste 52-9x37 
Pencil 21 X29-5 

Coloured paste on silk on jute 70X50-5 

Tempera and watercolour on paper 21 X32-8 

Oil and tempera on paper 50-5 X38 

Coloured paste and oil on paper 31 X23-5 
Pencil 29-5x21 

Watercolour 31 -5x22 

Grease crayon on black-grounded paper 27-5X27-5 
Pencil 21 X29-5 

Coloured paste on paper 48x62-5 
Zulu crayon 29-5x21 
Zulu crayon 29-5x21 
Coloured paste 65-1 X49-9 
Coloured paste on paper 32x42-5 
Tempera on jute 13x86 
Tempera on jute 13x86 

Owner Page 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 90 

Galerie Beyeler, Basle 195 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 197 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne n 

Kunsthaus, Zurich 73 

Galerie d’Art Moderne, Basle 79 

Collection Hans Grether, Basle 23 

Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Diisseldorf 27 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 28 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 80 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 86 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 154 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 162 

Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Diisseldorf 164 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 176 

Galerie Beyeler, Basle 178 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 179 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 277 

360 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 394 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 429 

Collection W. Allenbach, Berne 62 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 69 

Collection Felix Klee, Berne 69 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 160 

Paul Klee-Stiftung, Berne 168 

Galerie Beyeler, Basle 234 

Galerie Beyeler, Basle 282 
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Medium Ref. No. Page Title 

List of form-giving and 

figuration examples 

Reference numbers are to the pagination 

of the Klee papers. 

See p. eo of the Introduction. 

28 General system, special systems, objectives, aspects 8/5 

40 Pages from Klee's calendar notes for 1928/29 

44 Outline of basic theory by Klee: theory and practice 8/6 

45 Melody and theme-counterpoint 9/3 

50 Pictorial theory of figuration. Summary of form and figuration 

theory 8/3 

56 Retrospect of 12 November 1926 8/7 

58 Scheme of Bauhaus set-up 

3 Veins of a leaf-same interior form with outline 

4 Growth and ramification (natural growth) Pencil and crayon 

5 Base and dividing lines. Horizontal zones of spread and 

progression 

7 Diagonal motion within a parabola at a rate of 1:3 (parabola tree) 

11 Progressive motion, the same motion from bottom to top (from 

square to oblong, each on a blue base) Pencil and blue crayon 

From Progressions 17/106-120 

15 Growth and ramification Pencil and red crayon 

16 Studies of leaf margins 

18 Progression within a quadripartite circle 

18 Progression of the radii 

19 The truth about palm-leaf fans 

20 Angle progression and angle regression Pencil and red crayon 

22 Geometric-aesthetic figuration example (imaginary leaves) 

31 Earth, water, air (Fig. 2). Towards a theory of form production 

33 Earth, water, air, seen in cross section. Towards a theory of form 

production 

33 Earth, water, atmosphere, seen in elevation. Towards a theory of 

form production 

39 Free, geometric-aesthetic: Fruit, cut into 

39 Cross-sectional, inside and out at the same time 

39 Pupated 

40 Lines for the cut fruit 

41 Cross-section and longitudinal section of a fruit 

58 Sheet 9/12from Klee’s manuscript of the General system 

60 A page of sketches from the Theory of form production. Simple 

and composite structural movements 

64 Appropriate choice, formation and accentuation of organs. 

The plant. Towards a theory of form production 

69 Course of movement in simple, composite structure 

69 Composite course of movement 

75 Widest contrast span 

75 The water course 

82 Progression, central movement and radial movement 
84 Archimedean spiral Pencil and red crayon 

85 Progressive movement. The point of contact of each circle with 

the next smaller one varies in three directions Pencil and red crayon 

87 Changing length of zigzag paths, direct and indirect 

89 Progression of a zigzag line 

89 Zigzag progression of the sides and hypotenuses 

93 The water cycle 

93 Ordinary circulation 

97 Rhythmic sequence of the seasons-spring, summer, autumn, 

and winter 
99 Full moon phase, twelve times a year, monthly rhythm 

9/12b 

17/118a 

17/119 

16/228 

17/116 

17/120 

9/12b + c 

17/92 

17/93 

17/95 

17/94 

51/7 

49/10 

49/5 

49/12 

17/77a 

17/114 

45/84a 

7/52 

from Klee’s 

calendar 

1928/29 

60/24 

IV/188 

17/65 

16/338 

17/75 

401/1-3 

17/71 

17/72 

IV/188 

IV/188 

IV/22a 

IV/22a 
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Page Title Medium Ref No. Page 

Rhythm based on the premise of a very long period of time, 

possibly eternity 

Physiological analysis of the circulation of the blood. Purely fluid 

Manuscript pagefrom Towards atheory of form production. 

Appropriate related choice, form and emphasis of organs. 

A circulatory system 

The heart form as mediating form between circle and rectangle 

Circulation of the blood Pencil, red and blue crayon 

Circulation of the blood. Degeneration and regeneration 

Seed. From a single source paths spread out, with a display of 

influences 

Transparency—opaqueness. Transparent media 

Essential flower data-the process of blooming 

Natural growth Pencil and red crayon 

Natural growth and progressive layer sequence 

Stratification applied genetically 

Temporally growing (leads) 

Paired and upright connection of regular and parabolic 

horizontals 

Centrally irradiated growth. Non-characteristic form movement 

(primary movements) 

Productive swelling of the lines. Emergent growth 

Progressive growth (two-dimensional) 

Parabolic triangular movement 

Multidimensional movements on a square base. Moving 

longitudinally or cross-sectionally 

Extension upwards and foreshortening upwards. Abnormal 

changes in basic form 

Synthesis of cross-sectional and longitudinal plant growth Pencil and red crayon 

Unidimensional and two-dimensional square movements on a 

pictorial basis 

Two-dimensional and double-directed square progressions. 

Extension and contraction 

Movement of the square from normal to abnormal 

From square to oblong in even movement 

Dimension and weight and their movements. Broadening and 

narrowing. Extension and contraction 

Unequal weight at unequal dimension. Progressive wrenching 

Oppositely directed interaction of dimension and weight. 

Movement of dimension and countermovement of density 

Bilateral movement as extension and contraction movement from a 

given magnitude 

Example of figuration of free three-dimensional movements of 

dimension, weight and colour 

Augmentation modes: shift, rotation, reflection 

Drawing from the Theory of form and figuration 

Drawing from the Theory of form and figuration 

Mutual effect of two forms of like kind 

Form structures from equal and unequal elemental forms 

In the common territory, the two contracting parties enjoy equal 

rights 

Relation of medial to active and passive 

Human body and dimensions. Drawings from the Theory of form 

and figuration Pencil and colour crayon 

Free form-giving example from the Theory of articulation 

Structural and individual articulation exemplified by a fish 

IV/40 99 

IV/41 101 

102 

44/33 106 

IV/23b 108 

IV/23b 111 

117 

8/10 

60/13 119 

45/76 119 

17/118 121 

17/117 123 

16/148 125 

21/23 127 

128 
16/227 

39/1-3 129 

60/13 

129 

16/229 130 

131 

39/116 

133 
17/40 

39/50a and 39/51 135 

136 
39/115 

137 

17/104a 

17/48 138 
17/48 139 

140 
42/1 

42/1 a 141 

142 
42/2 

143 

17/64 

144 

9/63a 

60/71 146 

60/118 153 
7/60 155 
7/54 156 

7/45 and 7/122 157 

159 
7/54 

45/87a 159 

161 

20/28 

1V/103a 177 

1V/192a and 

9/24c 

189 

426 



219 

220 

-235 

242 

246 

-251 

255 

257 

265 

275 

283 

283 

285 

286 

287 

289 

291 

291 

293 

293 

295 

293 

297 

301 

301 

307 

309 

312 

312 

316 

318 

321 

321 

322 

323 

325 

329 

331 

331 

Page Title Medium Ref. No. 

Dividual-individual synthesis. Uni- ortwo-dimensional pattern 

Dividual-individual linked by rhythmical articulation 

Form-giving examples with structures on dividual-rhythmical base 

and with individual accents 

Structural character alternation in higher articulation 

Fish with scales. Integration of structural and individual articulation 

in the individual 

Broadening a force means thinning it. Sharpest deviation from this 

law of nature is its reversal 

Drawing from the Theory of form and figuration 

Linear scheme from 1929/n9: Coloured woman Pen and watercolour 

The chequer-board 

Construction of a two-sided honeycomb (circle within a hexagon). 

Rotated rhombi 

The honeycomb as a motive for variations Pencil and red crayon 

Studies of the honeycomb 

Schematic representation of seed, leaf, panicle and roots from 

1925/V 2: Landscape with crows 

Emphasis on processes leading to form. Corporeo-spatial tension 

Harmonised progression of one or two movement dimensions 

Example of free figuration from the Theory of form and figuration 

Sowing, scattering, spraying, bricklaying, fitting, chain 

Cause to oscillate. Bring forth musical sound 

Formal analysis of 1935/3: Grid dance 

Construction of the golden section 

The smaller part is to the larger as the larger is to the whole. 

Golden section 

The snail. From the need for shelter, combined with growth, to the 

house 

Radial movement(progression) 

Irregular spiral, composed of normal circumferential segments of 

abruptly changing radius 

Study from the Theory of form and figuration 

Detail from a pencil drawing from the year 1938 

Basic progression and golden section 

Golden section Pencil and red crayon 

Golden section: circles 

Point, line, plane. Representation of two dimensions 

Primal element (point), line, plane, solid. Representation of three 

dimensions 

Unintermittent central figuration 

Movement and countermovement proceeding from a basis. White 

basis, black basis, grey basis 

Movement between black and white along a twelve-point scale 

Black-and-white scale with mixture proportions 

Direction of movement and unequivocal movement 

Normal and abnormal on the basis of normal grey and progressively 

refined gradation 

Range from black to white. Ten-step tonal scale 

Linear tonal scale representation with progressive designation of 

black and white content 

To and fro of dimensions with progression 

Differential movement in the tonal range 

Strips as movement and countermovement 

The grey point in relation to black-white contrast 

Triad (odd number) inherent in the balance of contrast 

This balance in nature 

8/29 

IV/192 

20/59a 

20/59a 

20/59a 

21/61 

11/282 

IV/31 -31 a 

20/6 

20/2-8a 

20/2 

17/61 a 

7/136 

IV/194 

IV/194 

1V/117 

8/11 

17/87a 

17/85 

9/61 

IV/119 

IV/116 

IV/118 

8/5 

34/2 

60/46a 

60/47 

46/30 

9/53a 

60/86 

60/45a 

42/44 

42/36 

8/21 

8/21 a 

8/22 
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Page Title Medium 

Scheme of a tonal scale on white. With use of glaze 

Density progression (of tonal means) 

Tonal progression without regard to intervals 

Relatively declining rate of black increase. Relatively declining rate 

of white increase and balance 

Blending. (Mathematical progression of tonal means) 

Progression (of tonal means). The absolute increase declines in 

relation to the cumulative status 

Standing, gliding, striding, leaping (in linear representation) 

Standing, gliding, striding, leaping (in tonal representation) 

Transition from leaping to striding and gliding. With defined and 

vague limits 

Progression of the dimensions of progression in value sequence, 

a) White base, b) Black base 

Contribution to the conceivability of the spread of nine equidistant 

points on a tonal scale 

Unambiguous movementand countermovement (in a plane) 

Balance between two progressions and analysis 

Black-and-white shuttle progression. To and fro (on the basis of 

grey) 

Progression of the series of integers 

Black base: sole active medium: white 

White base: sole active medium: black 

Major and minor contrast. Sense and representation 

Figuration example with structural and individual tonal articulation 

Animated tonal values. Weight, irrespective of dimensional 

movement 

Planar black-white and tonal movements 

Unambiguous movementfrom white to black 

Equilibrium through tonality. Staccato, ego, legato 

Examples of direct and indirect major and minor contrast 

Normal and abnormal movement 

Shaping the black arrow 

Figuration example 

Anotherform of progressive gradation 

Action on normal grey base with white and black peaks 

Two-dimensional progressive movementand shifted centre of 

gravity 

Two-dimensional progressive movementand shifted centre of 

gravity. Scheme in tonal representation. 

Attenuation and concentration (thickening and thinning) 

Tonal representation of a regular cube of the first section (as 

transparency) 

Major, minor in circular array 

Relativity of elements of articulation in head, body and limbs 

Ref. No. Page 

8/23a 333 

42/33 336 

46/11 339 

340 

9/61 a 

9/61 343 

344-345 

9/60 

60/3 349 

46/28 349 

351 

60/13 

353 

60/90 and 60/90a 

354 

39/57a 

60/85 356 

60/117 357 

358 

60/107 

46/14 361 

60/105 361 

60/106 361 

60/24/1 362 

46/29 367 

369 

42/20 

60/101 and 

60/121/1 

371 

60/87 373 

8/26a 377 

60/16a 379 

60/98 381 

385 

46/19 386 

60/91 389 

60/45 391 

400-401 

17/103a 

403 

17/103a 

45/146 405 

406 

34/17 

60/39 407 

9/25a, 9/27 and 

9/27a 

416 

428 



A-^ % ft ft 

1939/ZZ7: ‘Done!"Then let it be.' 

Pencil. 21 X29-5 

429 





Words and Images for Klee 

a Bibliography 

by Bernard Karpel, Chief Librarian, 

The Museum of Modern Art, New York 

Publication of the writings of Paul Klee envisages, at 

this point in time, a work with few parallels in the 

history of art, past or present. So far, two of four 

projected volumes have appeared, the significance 

of which must be measured by more than numbers. 

Like the multi-talented author himself, the contents 

radiate the qualities that illuminate his art. A blend, 

consisting of the public face of an intensely private 

person and the precise objectification of symbolic 

or mystic ideas, produced a unique oeuvre. For 

Klee, the oeuvre is verbal as well as visual. 

In the first volume, the editor included a concise 

bibliography of basic references. Forthe second 

volume, the present compiler has assembled a 

comprehensive record of writings by and about the 

artist, embracing bibliographies, books and 

periodicals. Although some catalogues are listed, 

in order not to overlook certain desirable data, no 

effort can be made on this occasion to do two things 

in respect to exhibitions. First, to inventory the very 

large quantity of published catalogues which probably 

exceed in number those for any artist except 

Picasso. Second, to clarify the chronology and 

details on exhibitions as events, i.e. those for which 

formal publications were not issued. Together, the 

first as bibliography, the second as chronology, 

such documentation deserves separate and 

extensive listing, conceivably in the next third 

volume of this definitive series. In anticipation of a 

fourth volume of Klee texts, it is possible to foresee 

a final addenda. Logically, this should comprise 

missing references, particularly in an effort to widen 

international representation, e.g. Latin America, the 

Orient, as well as variant editions and reprints; 

secondly, a comprehensive index to colour 

reproductions in the citations included in the 

bibliography and, finally, an alphabetical author 

index to all citations in all four volumes. 

It must be observed that Klee’s importance does not 

seem to lessen with time. In all probability, the 

nature of the man and the temperament of his 

century warrants confidence that commentary will 

continue to expand. Both the analyst and the artist 

will search for a point of equilibrium as they 

reconcile the illusions of the world without with the 

realities of the world within. Klee’s sensitivity breeds 

sense, and his clarity inspires reflection and 

eloquence. His literary legacy seems hard to match, 

and, as a mirror of a transcendental soul in the arts, 

matchless. 

Without attempting that total inventory which an 

exhaustive compilation would entail,thefollowing 

survey is wide ranging. Chronological organisation 

is ignored in favour of more meaningful 

classifications. Bibl. refers to the item so numbered 

in the bibliography. 

Bibliography 

Bibliographies, 1927-1972 bibl.1-19 

Writings by Klee 

Articles (including Essays, Extracts, 

Poems) bibl.20-46 

Major Texts and Editions: 

Creative Credo bibl.47-49 

Documents bibl.50-54 

Journal bibl.55—58a 

On Modern Art bibl.59-63a 

Pedagogical Sketchbook bibl.64—67a 

Poems bibl.68-69 

Form- und Gestaltungslehre bibl.70 

The Thinking Eye bibl.71-74 

Unendliche Naturgeschichte bibl.75 

Unendliche Naturgeschichte (translation) bibl.76 

Graphics and Illustration bibl.77-91 

Books, Brochures, Major Catalogues bibl.92-358 

Pictorial Titles bibl.359-390 

Special Numbers bibl.391-397 

Articles on Klee bibl.398-629 

Bibliographies 1927-72 

1 
Thieme, Ulrich and Becker, Felix. Allgemeines 

Lexikon der biidenden Kunstler. Berlin, Seemann, 

1927. Vol.20, pp.426. 

Continued by Vollmer (bibl.337). 

2 

Grohmann, Will and Bazin, Germain. Klee. 

L'Amour del'Art (Paris), 1934, p.439. 

Republished in Ren6 Huyghe, p.439(bibl.211). 

3 
[Newhall, Beaumont]. Bibliography. In Paul Klee. 

New York, 1941. p.12 (bibl.265). 

4 
Muller, Hannah B. Bibliography, in Paul Klee. 

New York, 1945. pp.60-64 (bibl.266). 

5 
Geist, Hans-Friedrich. Bibliographisches. In his 

Paul Klee. 1948. pp.43-45 (bibl.157). 

For similar listing see Ausstellung: PaulKlee- 

Stiftung. Zurich, Kunsthaus, 1948, pp.7-8. 

6 
Muller, Hannah B. Bibliography. In Paul Klee. 

New York, 1952. pp.151-155 (bibl.160). 

A selected, chronological list. 

7 

Muller-Applebaum, Hannah. Bibliography, in Paul 

Klee. New York,1954. pp.385—408 (bibl.171). 

A comprehensive, classified record for the 

authoritative Grohmann monograph, 

complemented now by bibl.143 (1963). 

7a 

Pliiss, Eduard, ed. Kunstler-Lexikon der SchweizXX. 

Jahrhundert. Frauenfeld, Huber [1958-67], pp.532-534. 

Includes bibl.482. 

8 

Thiele, Ernst. Schrifttum zur deutschen Kunst des 20. 

Jahrhunderts. Vol.1 (2nd ed.). Cologne, Oda, 1960, 

p p.52-62. 

9 

Ponente, Nello. Bibliography. In his Klee. Geneva, 

Skira, 1960. pp.125-129. 

Apparently a compact version of Muller- 

Applebaum (1954) with minor additions. 

10 

San Lazzaro, Gualtieri di. Klee's writings. 

Bibliography. In his Klee. New York, Praeger 

1957. pp.281-286. 

A review in concise form. 

11 

Raabe, Paul. Die Zeitschriften und Sammlungen des 

literarischen Expressionismus. Stuttgart, J.B. 

Metzlersche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1964. p.252 

(index). 

‘Repertorium der Zeitschriften, Jahrbiicher, 

Anthologien, Sammelwerke, Schriftenreihe und 

Almanache 1910-1921.’ 

12 
Wingler, Hans M. [Bibliography on the Bauhaus.] 

In his Graphic Work from the Bauhaus. 1965. 

pp.26-27 (bibl.350). 

12a 
Greenberg, Allan Carl. Bibliography. In his Artists 

and the Weimar Republic. 1967. pp.352-455 

(bibl.349). 

Partially annotated. 

13 
Paris, Mus<§e d’Art Moderne. Bibliographie 

essentielle. In Paul Klee. 1969. pp.155-157 (bibl.276). 

Includes exhibitions, writings, bibliography about 

the artist. 
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14 

Rome. Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Moderna. Paul 

Klee. 16 Apr. -16 May 1970. pp.19-21. 

15 

Munich, Haus der Kunst. Paul Klee. 1971. pp.29-30 

(bibl.259). 

Documentation by Jiirg Spiller and Ingrid 

Krause. 

16 

Jaffe, Hans L. Klee. 1971. pp.93-94 (bibl.213). 

Apparently anonymous, this extensive but 

compressed inventory seems to be a 

rearrangement by date of the Muller-Applebaum 

record (bibl.7). Only a dozen additional references 

cover the years from 1955 to 1972. 

17 

Perkins, G. C. Expressionismus: eine Bibliographie 

zeitgenossischer Dokumente, 1910-1925. Zurich, 

Verlag fur Bibliographie, 1971. p.135 (index). 

18 

Geelhaar, Christian. Ausgewahlte Bibliographie. 

In his Paul Klee und das Bauhaus. 1972. pp.168-169 

(bibl.156). 

19 

Raabe, Paul. Index Expressionismus. Bibliographie 

der Beitrage in den Zeitschriften und Jahrbuchern des 

literarischen Expressionismus, 1910-1925. Nendeln, 

Liechtenstein, Kraus-Thomson Organization Ltd, 

1972-1973? 18 vol. (in progress). 

Serie A: Alphabetischer Index in 4Teilen (1972). 

Writings by Klee 

Articles (including Essays, Extracts, Poems) 

20 

Aufsatze. Die Alpen (Berne) 1911-12. See bibl.25,38. 

21 

Antechningar [ur Klees dagbok 1902-1905 och ur eit 

foredrag 1924], Paletten (Goteborg) no.3, pp.86-87, 

1951, illus. 

22 

Antwort auf eine Rundfrage an die Kunstler: Ober 

den Wert der Kritik. Der Ararat (Munich), Vol.2, p.130, 

1921. 

23 

Aus Briefen und Tagebiichern. See bibl.235. 

24 

Ausspruche und Aphorismen. Aus dem 

Kollegienheft einer Schulerin (Petra Petitpierre) an 

der Staatlichen Kunstakademie Diisseldorf. Die Tat 

(Zurich), Vol.5, no.274,1940. 

25 

Die Ausstellung des Modernen Bundes im 

Kunsthaus Zurich. Die Alpen (Berne) Vol.6, no.12, 

pp.696-704, Aug. 1912. 

Also in Du no.10,1948 (bibl.395). 

26 

An autobiographical sketch by Paul Klee. Berne, 

Jan. 7,1940. In Grohmann. Klee. (Pocket Library) 

1956 (bibl. 173). 

Quoted frequently in whole or part. 

27 

Diary of a trip to Tunisia. In Macke. Tunisian 

Watercolours and Drawings. 1969 (bibl.245). 

28 

Dokumente aus den Jahren 1896-1930. See bibl.235. 

29 

Eine biographische Skizze nach eigenen Angaben 

des Kunstlers. Der Ararat2. Sonderheft, May-June 

1920. 

Special number: Paul Klee. Katalog der 60. 

Ausstellung der Galerie Neue Kunst- Hans Goltz. 

Munich, Goltzverlag, 1920. 

30 

[Elements extraits des textes de Paul Klee]. Ring 

des Arts (Zurich) no.1, pp.54-59,1960. 

From Le Langagedu peintre (bibl.445). 

31 

Emil Nolde. In Festschrift fur Emil Nolde anlasslich 

seins 60. Geburtstages. Dresden, Neue Kunst 

Fides, 1927. 

Also see: Emil Nolde. Kunsthalle, Kiel, 22 June- 

27 July 1952, with facsimile of Klee's writing.— 

Tribute to Nolde (ArtsN.Y.) Nov. 1955, p.15.— H. M. 

Wingler: Wie sie einander sehen (bibl.351), p.62. 

32 

Exakte Versuche im Bereich der Kunst. Bauhaus, 

Zeitschriftfur Gestaltung (Dessau), Vol.2, no.2-3, 

p.17,1928. 

Also in Abstrakt Konkret, Bulletin de la Galerie 

des Eaux Vives (Zurich) no.7, p.7-9,1945. etc. 

32a 

Gedanken iiber Grafik und Kunst im allgemeinen. 

Spirale (Berne) no.2, p.2, n.d. 

33 

Gedichte. In Anthologie der Abseitigen hrsg. von 

Carola Giedion-Welcker (bibl.159), pp.105-110. 

Also: Gedicht. Spirale no.2, p.4, n.d. 

34 

Graphik. Bern, Klipstein & Kornfeld, 1956, 23pp. 

A 1919 manuscript reprinted in facsimile and 

letterpress (8pp., 1 illus.). Introduction by Felix 

Klee. ‘Weihnachtsdruck’ edition (800 copies). 

35 

[Introduction to the chapter Stil, Ur-Still. In 50 Years 

Bauhaus. 1968 (bibl.327), p.63. 

Unpublished (20/1-59) advance copy of Vol.Ill of 

the complete edition of Form- und 

Gestaltungslehre. For German text see bibl.70. 

36 

Karl Jahn als Lehrer. (‘Berner Zeitung'?). 

Note in Giedion-Welcker (bibl.160) reads: 

‘Nachruf Klees auf seinen Geigenlehrer in Bern. 

Einspaltiger Aufsatz von 52 Zeilen in einer nicht- 

identifizierten Berner Zeitung (Datum noch nicht 

festgestellt).’ 

37 

Kandinsky. In Katalog Jubilaumsausstellung zum 

60. Geburtstag von W. Kandinsky. Dresden, Galerie 

Arnold, 1926. 

Also ‘An Kandinsky-zu seinem 60. Geburtstag’ 

in Wingler (bibl.351) pp.63-64; Galerie Berggruen, 

1959 (bibl.105), etc. 

38 

Literatur und Kunst des Auslandes. Die Alpen 

(Berne) Nov. 1911-Dec. 1912. 

Regular contributionsfrom Munich underthis 

column in Die Alpen (Vol.6, no.3-Vol. 7, no.4). 

Subjects covered Kandinsky, Munch, Renoir, 

cubism, futurism as well as music, opera and 

theatre. 

39 

My memories of the Weimar Bauhaus. In Neumann. 

Bauhaus and Bauhaus people, (bibl.262) pp.37-43. 

Translated from the German. 

40 

Paul Klee speaks. In Bauhaus 1919-1928. New York, 

Museum of Modern Art, 1938. pp.172-174. 

From bibl.41. Also in Goldwater & Treves. Artists 

on Art (bibl.164a). 

41 

Paul Klee spricht. In Bauhausprospekt: ‘Junge 

Menschen kommen ans Bauhaus.' Dessau, 1929. 

From Bauhaus no.2-3,1928 (bibl.32). 
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42 

[Statements by Klee], In Paul Klee. 2nd ed. Edited 

by Margaret Miller. New York, Museum of Modern 

Art, 1945. pp.8-13. 

Extracts from the Journal (1902-03). Opinions on 

Creation (extract from bibl.47). 

43 

Die Stimme Paul Klee. Du (Zurich) Vol.8, [special] 

no.10,1948. 

‘Auszuge aus dem Tagebuch 1902-1905, dem 

Artikel Die Ausstellung des modernen Bundes im 

Kunsthaus Zurich und dem Jenaer Vortrag.' 

Additional data, bibl.395. 

44 

Gber das Licht: Robert Delaunay. Der Sturm (Berlin) 

Vol.3, no.144-145, pp.255-256. Jan. 1913. 

Translation by Paul Klee. 

45 

Gber den Wert der Kritik. Der Ararat (Munich) Vol.2, 

p.130.1921. 

‘Antwort auf eine Rundfrage an die Kiinstler.’ 

46 

Wege des Naturstudiums. In Staatliches Bauhaus 

in Weimar, 1919-1923 (bibl.322), pp.24-25. 

Complete translation, bibl.74, pp.63-67. Quoted 

in variousdegrees in standard monographs and 

articles, also exhibition catalogues, e.g. Paul Klee, 

Haus der Kunst, Munich, 1950. 

Major Texts and Editions: 

Creative Credo 

47 

SchopferischeKonfession. Berlin, Reiss, 1920. 

pp.28-40. 

Vol.13 of ‘Tribune der Kunst und Zeit' edited by 

Kasimir Edschmid. Extract in Hausenstein 

Kairuan 1921 (bibl.197); English extract in Paul Klee 

2nd ed. Museum of Modern Art, 1945 (bibl.266), 

Paul Klee Ausstellung Wiesbaden, Mar.-May 

1970 (bibl.346), etc. 

48 
Schopferische Konfession In Im Zwischenreich. 

Cologne, 1957. (bibl.192). 

Also English texts: bibl.74, pp.76-80. bibl.128, 

pp.182-186; bibl.193. 

Documents 

50 

Klee, Paul. (Catalogue of Works), n.p., v.d. 

‘I have become a bureaucrat as well by compiling 

a large, precise catalogue of all my artistic 

productions ever since my childhood’ (bibl.58, 

P-19). 

51 

Klee, Felix, compiler. Paul Klee: his Life and Work in 

Documents, selected from Posthumous Writings and 

Unpublished Letters. New York, Braziller, 1962. 

Appendix II: The catalogue of works. Translated 

from the German. For further details see bibl.232. 

52 

Grohmann, Will, Archives. [‘Unpublished letters and 

lecture notes in the possession of Professor Will 

Grohmann’]. v.p., v.d. 

So quoted in Guggenheim catalogue (bibl.270, 

p.19). For references see Grohmann monograph 

passim (bibl.171). 

53 

Pfeiffer-Belli, Erich. Klee: eine Bildbiographie. 

Munich, Kindler, 1964.143pp. inch illus. (col., ports.) 

Facsimiles of letters, photographs of friends; 

particularly the Bauhaus group. Bibliography. 

54 

[Documents in reproduction and extract], v.d. 

An archival inventory still to be recorded, which in 

addition to facsimiles (infra) and letters and 

extracts (infra) should also embrace the Klee letters 

at auction during recent years in Europe. Facsimiles 

occur too frequently to be collated here. As an 

indication of material mentioned above note the 

following: Text on ‘Graphik’.—‘Une lettre de Klee 

a Paul Eluard' (facsimile of German letter, 21 Apr. 

1928, Dessau), etc. Letters and extracts also turn up 

in great numbers among books, periodicals, 

exhibition and auction catalogues, not always 

identified or quoted in full. As a cross-section of 

references in the literature note the following: 

Letter to Galka Scheyer, Weimar, Jan. 10,1924 

(The Blue Four, Curt Valentin Gallery, New York, 

1944). Letter to Emmy Scheyer, Jan. 26,1931 (Paul 

Klee Exhibition, Berkeley, Cal., 1962) in mss. and 

letterpress. Aus Briefen von Klee, Kandinsky and 

Schlemmeran Hans Hildebrandt (Die Mater am 

Bauhaus, Haus der Kunst, Munich, 1950), etc. 

49 
Creative credo. In Felix Klee. Paul Klee. New York, 

1962. (bibl.232). 

Also reprinted in Perspective (Chicago). Vol.11, 

no.12, pp.33-40 Dec. 1962. 

Journal 

55 

Tagebucher von Paul Klee, 1898-1918. Cologne, 

DuMont Schauberg; Zurich, Europa, 1957. 423pp. 

81 illus. 

Edited, with an introduction, by Felix Klee. In 

Dumont Dokumente series (paperback), 1960. 

56 

Journal. Traduction de Pierre Klossowski. Paris, 

Grasset, 1959.333pp., illus. 

Journal I, II, III translated by Klossowski, ending 

10 July 1917. Appendix by Felix Klee refers to four 

journals in the German edition. Reproductions of 

early drawings and prints. Also 26 de-luxe copies 

on Alfa Navarre. 

57 
Diari. Prefazione di Giulio Carlo Argan. Milan, II 

Saggiatore, 1960.448pp., 16 illus. 

58 

The Diaries of Paul Klee, 1878-1918. Edited with an 

introduction by Felix Klee. Berkeley, University of 

California Press; London, Peter Owen, 1964.424pp. 

incl. illus. (ports., facsim.) 

Genealogy, brief autobiography, recollections by 

Felix Klee, a Felix ‘Calendar.’ Translated from the 

German edition. Reviewed: Kate Steinitz (Art 

Bulletin, Mar. 1967, pp.82-83). E.S. Robbins {Art 

in America Apr. 1965, p.153). A. Werner {Arts, 

N.Y. Apr. 1965, p.82; Art Quarterly no.4, pp.544-546, 

1964). 

58a 

Extracts and Quotations occur quite often; these are 

typical: Hans Goltz Galerie. Paul Klee. May-June 

1920 {Der Ararat, Sonderheft II), Quotation 'in 

facsimile’, p.20.—Leopold Zahn. Paul Klee. Potsdam, 

1920. ‘Aufzeichnungen ... 1902-1905', pp.26-29.— 

Wilhelm Hausenstein.Kairuan. 1926(bibl.197). 

‘Includes quotations from Klee’s Journal’.—Paul 

Klee. Museum of Modern Art, 1945. Second edition 

includes translated extracts.—Extraits du ‘Journal’. 

Lettres (Geneva) no.4,1945.—Quotations from Klee’s 

Journal In Goldwater & Treves. Artists on Art. 1945 

(bibl.164a).—Aufzeichnungen aus dem Tagebuch 

1912. {Der Blaue Reiter, Haus der Kunst, Munich, 

1949).—Excerpts {Apollo, Feb.1965, pp.135-136). 

On Modern Art 

59 
Ober die moderne Kunst. Bern-Bumpliz, Benteli, 

1945. 53pp., 24 illus. 

Written for a lecture on the opening of an 

exhibition (Jena Kunstverein, 26 Jan 1924). 

Translations noted below. 
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60 

On Modern Art. With an Introduction by Herbert 

Read. London, Faber and Faber, 1948. 55pp., 24 illus. 

Translation by Douglas Cooper although he says 

in Klee (Penguin, p.10): the 'English translation is 

inaccurate'. 

61 

Del'art moderne. Adaptation franpaise de Pierre 

Algaux. Brussels, La Connaissance, 1948. 53pp., 

24 illus. 

Translated from the Benteli edition. 

62 

Discorsosull’arte moderna. Rome, Grafica Edizione 

d’Arte, 1960. 53pp. 

Translated by Gianni Di Benedetto. 

63 

Theorie del'art moderne. 3e ed. Paris, Gonthier, 1969. 

‘Esquisses et essais pedagogiques’. 

63a 

Extracts .’frequently quoted in varying portions, e.g. 

‘On Modern Art’ (Jena 1924, Berne 1945), pp.26-28 

In The Blue Rider Group. London, Tate Gallery, 

30 Sept.-30 Oct. 1960. 

Pedagogical Sketchbook 

64 

Padagogisches Skizzenbuch. Munich, Langen, 1925. 

51pp. 87 illus. 

Bauhausbiicher2, with cover design and 

typography by Moholy-Nagy. 

65 

Pedagogical Sketch Book. New York, Nierendorf 

Gallery, 1944. 67pp., illus. 

‘Basic plan for part of the theoretical instruction 

at the state Bauhaus in Weimar.' Translated by 

Sibyl Peech. Review: College Art Journal May1945, 

pp.232-235. 

66 

Pedagogical Sketchbook. New York, Praeger, 1953; 

London, Faber and Faber, 1954. 64pp., illus. 

Introduction and translation by Sibyl Moholy- 

Nagy. The original layout by L. Moholy-Nagy has 

been retained. Also American paperback edition 

(‘Books That Matter’ Series), 6th printing, 1969. 

67 

Padagogisches Skizzenbuch. Faksimile-Nachdruck, 

Hrsg. von Hans M. Wingler. Mainz-Berlin, 

Kupferberg, 1965. 

67a 

Special Commentary: ‘The pedagogical sketchbook'. 

In Werner Haftmann. The Mind and Work of Paul 

Klee. pp.92-109 (bibl.191). 

Poems 

68 

Gedichte. Herausgegeben von Felix Klee. Mit 

Zeichnungen. Zurich, Die Arche, 1960.107pp., illus. 

Sammlung Horizont. 

69 

Some Poems by Paul Klee. T ranslated by Anselm 

Hollo. Lowestoft (England), Scorpion, 1962.35pp 

Selections from: Getf/c/rte(bibl.68).—Antonin 

Artaud: CEuvres completes (Paris, Gallimard, 

1956). 

Form- und Gestaltungslehre 

70 

Form-und Gestaltungslehre. Basel, Stuttgart, 

Schwabe, 1956-in progress.4 volumes. 

Projected publication of Klee’s writings in 

comprehensive form. Published to date: Vol. I : 

Das bildnerische Denken (1956). Vol. II. 

Unendliche Naturgeschichte (1970). For translations 

and further details see below. Bibliographies in 

European editions to be enlarged for English 

language edition of Vol. II, with later addenda. 

The Thinking Eye 

71 

Das bildnerischen Denken. Schriften zur Form-und 

Gestaltungslehre herausgegeben und bearbeitet 

von Jiirg Spiller. Basel, Stuttgart: Schwabe, 1956. 

541 pp., illus. (col., port.,facsim.) 

Writings of the Bauhaus era. Bibliography, 

pp.523-524. Excerpts: Werk Jan. 1957, pp. 29-30. 

Reviews: College Art Journal no.4,1957, pp.353-355; 

Erasmus Vol.11, pp.735-740,1958-Journalof 

Esthetics and Art Criticism Sept. 1957, p.140. 

72 

Das bildnerischen Denken. Third enlarged edition, 

1971. 

73 

Teoria della forma e della figurazione. Lezioni, note, 

saggi raccolte ed editi da Jiirg Spiller. Milan: 

Feltrinelli, 1959.536pp., illus. 

Preface by Giulio Carlo Argan. Review: L'CEit 

Feb. 1960. p.58(G. Habasque). 

74 

The Thinking Eye. The Notebooks of Paul Klee edited 

by Jiirg Spiller. London, Lund Humphries; 

New York, Wittenborn, 1961.541pp., 188 illus. (8 col. 

port., facsim). 

Translation by Ralph Manheim, assisted by Dr 

Charlotte Weidler and Joyce Wittenborn. Vol.15 of 

the series 'Documents of Modern Art'. Includes 

a translation of Argan's preface from the Italian 

edition (bibl.73). Edition reprinted, apparently with 

minor revisions, in 1964 and 1969. Contents - I: 

Towards atheory of form production. II. 

Contributions to a theory of pictorial form (lecture 

notes from the Bauhaus at Weimar and Dessau). 

Bibliography, pp.523-524. Reviews: Art in America 

no.1,1962, pp.100-101; Arts (N.Y.) Dec. 1962, 

pp.69-70; Burlington Magazine Feb. 1962, p.86 

(Herbert Read). 

Unendliche Naturgeschichte 

75 

Unendliche Naturgeschichte. Prinzipielle Ordnung 

der bildnerischen Mittel verbunden mit 

Naturstudium und konstruktive Kompositionswege. 

Herausgegeben und bearbeitvon Jiirg Spiller. 

Basel, Stuttgart: Schwabe, 1970.431pp. incl. illus. 

(col., facsim.) 

Anthology of Klee writings. Reviews: Werk Dec. 

1970, p.833. Goya Jan. 1971, p.314. Pantheon Sept. 

1971, pp.454-456. (E Strauss). 

76 

The Nature of Nature. The Notebooks of Paul Klee 

edited by Jurg Spiller. Translation byHeinzNorden. 

London, Lund Humphries; New York,Wittenborn, 

1973. 538 pp., 548 illus. (35 col.) 

Bibliography by Bernard Karpel, pp.431-454. 

Graphics and Illustration 

77 

Deutsche Graphiker der Gegenwart. (Kurt Pfister). 

Leipzig, Klinkhardt & Biermann, 1920. 

‘Die Riesenblattlaus’, original lithograph, pi.10. 

78 

Expressionismus :dieKunstwende (Herwarth 

Walden). Berlin, Der Sturm, 1918. 

Fifty numbered copies included signed etchings 

by Klee and Bauer. Also in nos.l-IOan original 

drawing, whether by one or both is not clear. 

79 

Der Ararat. Zweites Sonderhelft. Paul Klee. Munich, 

Goltzverlag, 1920. 

200 copies issued with signed lithograph. 
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80 

DieFreude (Burg Lauenstein), Vol.1,1920. 

Lithograph, hand-coloured, in fifty copies. 

81 

L'Homme approximatif(Jristan Tzara). Paris, 

Denoel et Steele, 1931. 

Etching, ten signed copies. 

82 

Kandide, Oder Die beste Welt. (F.M.A. Voltaire). 

Munich, Wolff, 1920. 

Illustrated by twenty-six reproductions of ink 

drawings done in 1913. Also English limited 

edition with Smollett's translation: New York, 

Pantheon, 1944 (625 copies). 

83 

Das Kestnerbuch. (Paul E. Kuppers). Hannover, 

Bohme, 1919. 

'Ausloschendes Licht', original lithograph, pi.9. 

84 

Munchner Blatter fur Dichtung und Graphik (Munich) 

Vol.1,1919. 

No.1, p.10. no.3, p.38; no.9, pp.142-143. no.11-12 

p.185. Lithographs, and in ‘special edition’ of 

no.9, an additional colour lithograph. 

85 

Neue Europaische Graphik I. Weimar, Staatliches 

Bauhaus; distributor: Potsdam, Muller, 1921. 

Two lithographs. Plate 5: ‘Die Heilige vom 

inneren Licht’. Plate 6: ‘Hoffmanesque Scene’. 

Edition: 100folios. Also cover design for Mappe 

111(1921). 

86 
The Novices of Sais by Novalis (Friedrich von 

Hardenberg). New York, Curt Valentin, 1949. 

Reproductions of sixty drawings. Preface by 

Stephen Spender; translation by Ralph Manheim; 

frontispiece by Andre Masson. German edition 

by Benteli (Berne). 

87 

Potsdamer Platz Oder die Nachte des neuen Messias : 

ekstatische Visionen von Curt Corrinth. Munich, 

Muller, 1919. 

Ten lithographic illustrations. 

88 
Die Schaffenden. Herausgegeben von Paul 

Westheim. Weimar, Kiepenheuer, 1919. 

‘Kleinwelt’, signed etching, no.3 in folio 1. 

89 

'Sema' Portfolio. Munich, ‘Serna’ Vereinigung & 

Delphin Verlag, 1913. 

‘Flusslandschaft’, one lithograph. 

90 

Der Sturm (Berlin) 1913-23. 

Scattered issues include reproductions of 

drawings. For details see Walden (bibl.342) and 

’Index Expressionismus’ (bibl.19). 

91 

Zeit-Echo: ein Kriegstagebuch der Kunstler (Munich). 

Vol.1, p.93,1914-15. 

One lithograph. 

Books, Brochures, Major Catalogues 

92 

Alfieri, Bruno. Paul Klee. Venice, Istituto 

Tipografico Editoriale, 1948. 25pp. illus. 

Edition: 1000, with biography, bibliography. 

93 

American Library Compendium and Index of World 

Art. Compiled from the Archives of the American 

Library of Color Slides. New York, American 

Archives of World Art (&) American Library Color 

Slide Co., 1961. 

Lists slides by European artists. 

94 

Der Ararat: Zweites Sonderheft, 1920. See bibl. 

29, 79,391. 

Triple function as a magazine, a catalogue and 

edition de luxe. 

95 

Argan, Giulio Carlo. Salvezza e caduta dell1 arte 

moderna. Milan, 1964. 

Includes 1960 introduction to Klee diary (bibl.57). 

and ‘Klee: lateoriadellaformaedellefigurazione' 

(1961). Another essay in his Studie /Vo/e (Rome, 

1955). 

96 

Arland, Marcel. Chroniquede lapeinturemoderne. 

Paris, Correa, 1949, pp.159-166. 

97 

Armitage, Merle, ed. 5 Essays on Klee. New York, 

Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1950.121 pp., illus. 

‘The marionette theatre by Heinrich von 

Kleist', pp.63-81. 

98 

Art and Artist. Berkeley & Los Angeles, University of 

California Press, 1956. 

Includes 'An encounter with Paul Klee' by A. 

Zschokke. 

99 

Arts Council of Great Britain. The Blue Rider Group. 

An Exhibition organized with the Edinburgh Festival 

Society. [London, The Council, I960]. 32pp., illus. 

Shown at the Tate Gallery, Sept. 30-Oct. 30. 

Introduction by H. K. Roethel. Klee: nos. 81-127 

(2 illus., 2 col.). Extracts from ‘On Modern Art’, 

pp.26-28. Biographical note. 

100 

Ashton, Dore. A Reading of Modern Art. Cleveland 

& London, Case Western Reserve University, 1969. 

passim. 

101 

Ball, Hugo. DieFlucht aus der Zeit. 2. ed. Lucerne, 

Stocker, 1946. pp.15,151,155-156,169. 

First edition: Munich-Leipzig, Duncker & Humblot, 

1927. 

102 

Barr, Alfred H., Jr. Cubism and Abstract Art. New 

York, Museum of Modern Art, 1936. pp.174,180, 

212, 245,3 illus. 

Includes catalogue of exhibition. Reprint edition: 

New York, Arno, 1966. 

Barr, Alfred H., Jr. See also bibl. 265,266,268. 

103 

Baynes, H. G. Mythology of the Soul. Baltimore, 

Williams & Wilkins, 1940. pp.515,563,607-609, 

678-679,3 illus. 

‘A research into the unconscious from 

schizophrenic dreams and drawings’. 

104 

Bayon, Damian Carlos. Principales corrientesy 

artistas en la pintura delsiglo XX. Caracas, Sociedad 

de Amigos del Museo de Bellas Artes, 1958. 

Extracts from a course at the Museum, 14 May- 

4 June. Section on Klee. 

105 

Berggruen et Cie [Collection Berggruen]. Paris, 

1952-71.7 volumes, illus. (col., fascim.) 

Brochures in the distinctive ‘Collection’ format 

which cover six Klee exhibitions. No.1 is ‘Paul 

Klee, Gravures’ (14 Feb.-8 Mar. 1952) followed 
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by 'Paul Klee, Aquarelles et Dessins', ‘L'Univers 

de Klee', ‘Klee & Kandinsky', ‘Klee lui-meme’, and 

‘Paul Klee: les anndes 20' (Spring 1971). Well 

illustrated, good colour reproductions, interesting 

letters and texts make these-in toto-a major 

document on Klee and his works. 

106 

Bernoulli, Rudolf. Mein Wegzu Klee. Berne, Benteli, 

1940.26pp., 8pl. 

‘Randbemerkungen zu einer Ausstellung seines 

graphischen Werkes in der Eidg. Graphischen 

Sammlung in Zurich 1940.’ 

107 

Beyeler, Ernst, Gallery. Klee: Ausstellung. Basle, 

Galerie Beyeler, 1963.103 pp., inch 50 illus. (27 col., 

1 port.) 

Includes mss. letter to Franz Marc, 8 June 1915; 

extracts from Klee letters passim; comment by 

Walter Ueberwasser. Exhibit of 75 works held 

Mar.-Apr. 1963. 

108 

Beyeler, Ernst, Gallery. Paul Klee: oeuvres des 

dernieresannees. Basle, Galerie Beyeler, 1965.112pp. 

incl. 45 col. pi., 2 ill., 2facsim., 1 port. 

Includes mss. of curriculum vitae and catalogue 

page; extracts from Tagebucher 1898-1918 

(bibl.55), Das bildnerische Denken (bibl.71), 

Gedichte (bibl.68). Preface and interpretation of 

works by Walter Ueberwasser; address of 15 

Feb. 1941 by Georg Schmidtfor memorial 

exhibition, Kunsthalle, Basle. 

109 

Bille, Ejler. Picasso, Surrealisme, Abstrakt Kunst. 

Copenhagen, Helios, 1945. pp.,129-148, illus. 

110 

Blanda, R. and Argan, Giulio Carlo. Paul Klee. 

Locarno, 1965. 

111 

DerBlaue Reiter. Herausgeber: Kandinsky, Franz 

Marc. Munich, Piper, 1912; 2nd ed. 1914.140pp., 

4 col. pi., illus. 

Klee: 'Steinhauer(Tuschzeichnung)’, p.109. Also 

note bibl.241. 

112 
Der Blaue Reiter. Zweite Ausstellung... Schwarz- 

Weiss. Munich, Hans Goltz, 1912. 

Exhibited 12 Feb.-Apr.1912, including Klee 

illustration and works. 

113 

Bloesch, Hans and Schmidt, Georg. Paul Klee: 

Reden zu seinem Todestag, 29. Juni 1940. Berne, 

Benteli, 1940.18pp., 5 illus. (2 port.) 

Schmidt text reprinted in several catalogues, 

e.g. Amsterdam, 1948; Basel, 1950. 

114 

Blumner, Rudolf. Maler des Expressionismus. 

Berlin, Verlag der Sturm, 1921.2pp., 15 col. pi. 

Sturm-Bilderbucher V. Also same as 

Bilderbiicher VI where plates, including Klee, 

are mounted on black paper. 

115 

Bosman, Anthony. Paul Klee in Memoriam. 

s'Gravenhage, D. de Jong, 1945.18pp. 

116 

Brion, Marcel. Art Abstrait. Paris, Michel, 1956. 

pp.113-124, col. pi. 

117 

Brion, Marcel, Klee. Paris, Somogy, 1955.30pp. 

plus 64pp., illus. (3 col.). 

Bibliography. 

118 

Brun, Carl, ed. Schweizerisches Kunstlerlexikon. 

Frauenfeld, Huber, 1917. 

Includes E. Caro: ‘Klee’,Vol.4, supplement, p.261. 

119 

Brunner, Felix. Handbuch der Druckgraphik. Teufen, 

Niggli, 1962; 3rd ed. 1968. pp.214-215. 

Comments on Klee’s lithographic technique. 

Text in English, German, French. 

120 

Buchheim, Lothar-Gunther. Der Blaue Reiter und die 

'Neue Kunstlervereinigung Munchen.' Feldafing, 

Buchheim, 1959,344 pp., illus. 

Klee passim. General chronology and bibliography. 

121 

Buchheim, Lothar-Gunther. Paul Klee: Gemalde, 

Aquarelle, Zeichnungen und Graphik. Frankfurt am 

Main, 1950. 

Includes ‘Aus Briefen von Paul Klee an Hans 

Hildebrandt.’ 

122 

Buchner, J. Paul Klee. Bergisch-Gladbach, 1966. 

Galerie der Grossen Maler, n.55. 

123 

Bulliet, C. J. The Significant Moderns and Their 

Pictures. New York, Covici-Friede, 1936. pp.172-174, 

illus. 

124 

Burgi, Sandro. Jeu et sincerite dansI'art. Neuchatel, 

Baconniere, 1943, pp.73-80. 

125 

Busch, Gunter. 20th Century German Art- London, 

1930. Munich, Max Beckmann Gesellschaft, 1968. 

25pp. plus 52pp. 

‘Einige Erlauterungen zum Katalog der 

Ausstellung und zur Ausstellung selbst.’ With 

facsimile of 1938 London catalogue. 

126 

Cassou, Jean. Panorama des arts plastiques 

contemporains. Paris, Gallimard, 1960. pp.411-455. 

‘Le Blaue Reiter, Le Bauhaus, Kandinsky et Klee. 

127 

Chevalier, Denys. Klee. New York, Crown, 1971. 

96pp., 74 illus. (51 col.) 

Translated from the French Q.L.P. series. 

Chronology, bibliography. 

128 

Chipp, Herschel B. Theories of Modern Art. 

Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California 

Press, 1968, pp.182-186. 

Includes ‘Creative credo’ (bibl.47) from The 

Inward Vision (bibl.193). 

129 

Cichy, Bodo. Great Modern Paintings. New York, 

Putnam’s Sons, 1971. pp.142-143, col.pl. 

Translation: Moderne Malerei(Stuttgart, Schuler, 

1965). 

130 

Constantine, Mildred. Lettering by Modern Artists. 

New York, Museum of Modern Art, 1964. 

Based on two earlier exhibitions. Colour covers 

reproduce a 1918 Klee watercolour. 

131 

Cooper, Douglas. Paul Klee. Harmondsworth, 

Middlesex; Penguin Books, 1949.16pp. illus., 32 illus. 

(16 col.) 

Penguin Modern Painters series; reprinted 1950, 

1952. 

132 

Cossio del Pomar, Felipe. Nuevo Arte. Buenos Aires, 

La Facultad, 1934, pp.201-202. 

133 

Crevel, Ren§. Paul Klee. Paris, Gallimard, 1930. 

63pp. incl. 32 illus. 

Text, pp.3-12 (1929); biography, pp.13-16, 

incorporates data from Der Ararat (bibl.391). 
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Woodcut portrait by Georges Aubert. Also edition 

de luxe (115 copies) on Lafuma with proof on 

China of signed Aubert woodcut in same miniature 

series: ‘Peintres nouveaux.' Titled on cover: 

‘Peintres allemands'. Brief bibliography. 

134 

Darmstadt. Darmstadter Gesprach. Zeugnisse der 

Angst in der Modernen Kunst. Darmstadt, 1963. 

pp.158-171 incl. 11 illus. (1 col.) 

Exhibition for the 8th Conference held summer at 

the Mathildenhohe. Catalogue by Hans-Gerard 

Evers. Texts by G. R. Hocke, W. Hofman, H.-G. 

Sperlich, W. Haftmann, E. Schulz. 

135 

Darmstadt. Darmstadter Sezession. Deutscher 

Expressionismus. Darmstadt, 1920. 76pp., 24 illus. 

Preface by Kasimir Edschmid: ‘Stand des 

Expressionismus'. Illustrations include 

Beckmann, Grosz, Heckel, Klee, Kokoschka, 

Laurencin, Lehmbruck, Picasso, Henri Rousseau, 

Schwitters, etal. 

136 

Daubler, Theodor. Der neue Standpunkt. 1957. 

pp.141-147. 

First edition: Dresden, Hellerauer, 1916. 

136a 

Diehl, Paul Heinrich. Grenzen der Malerei. Vienna, 

Cologne: Wancura, 1961. 

Supplement by Ernst Winkler: ‘Paul Klee und die 

exakte Wissenschaft. (Eine Kritik zu Paul Klee, 

Das bildnerische Denken, 1956)'. 

137 

Dorival, Bernard, ed. Les Peintres celebres. Geneva, 

Mazenod, 1948. 

‘Klee’ by Willy Rotzler, p.342. 

138 

Duchamp, Marcel. Marchanddu Sel. Merits de 

Marcel Duchamp reunis ... par Michel Sanouillet. 

Paris, Le Terrain Vague, 1958, p.132. 

Klee critique, written 1949 for the Soci<§t6 

Anonyme (bibl.355). 

139 
Duisburg. Wilhelm-Lehmbruck Museum. Paul 

Klee und seine Malerfreunde: Die Sammlung Felix 

Klee. Duisburg, 1971.116pp., illus. (col.) 

Exhibition: 25 May - 22 Aug. Preface and 

chronology by Felix Klee. Illustrations: pp.31-116. 

140 

Dusseldorf. Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen. 

Paul Klee. 2nd ed. Dusseldorf, 1964. 

American collection (89 works) acquired in 1960. 

Texts by Werner Schmalenbach, Georg Schmidt, 

M. T. Engels. Colour plates, pp.23-64; illus. 

pp.63-130; detailed catalogue, pp.133-158. 

Chronology, brief bibliography. 

141 

Einstein, Carl. Die Kunst des 20. Jahrhunderts. 

Berlin, Propylaen, 1926. pp.153-157,8 illus. (1 col. 

Propylaen Kunstgeschichte, XVI. Also later 

editions. 

Einstein, Carl. Also see bibl.144. 

142 

Eluard Paul. Capitate de la douleur. Paris, Gallimard, 

1926. p.110. 

Poem on ‘Paul Klee' first published in first 

one-man French show: Galerie Vavin Raspail, 

1925. Reprinted: Donnera voir. Paris, Gallimard, 

1939.— Voir. Geneva, Trois Collines, 1948, pp.45-47, 

col. pi.— Thorns of Thunder. London, Europa 

Press, 1936, p.17. Also Grohmann. Paul Klee. Paris, 

1929, etc. 

143 

Encyclopedia of World Art. New York, etc., McGraw- 

Hill, 1968. Vol.15, index vol., p.296. 

Main article: Vol.8 (1963), pp.1011-15 by Will 

Grohmann. Revised edition of Enciclopedia 

Universale dell’Arte (Venice-Rome). Bibliography. 

144 
Europa-Almanach. Ed: Carl Einstein, Paul Westheim. 

Potsdam, Kiepenheuer, 1925. 

Anthology of essays and illustrations. 

Reproductions include Klee. 

145 
Fasola, Giusta Nicco. Raggione dell'arte astratta. 

Milan, Istituto Editoriale Italiano, 1951. pl.20. 

'll Passo' briefly discussed. 

146 
Ferrier, Jean-Louis. La Forme et le sens: elements 

pour une sociologie deI’art. Paris, Denoel,1969. 

147 
Ferrier, Jean-Louis and others. Paul Klee: les 

annees 20. Paris, Denoel, 1971.142pp., illus. (col., 

ports.) 
Contents - Jean-Louis Ferrier: Klee ou 

I’ambiguite creative; Rene Crevel: Les annees 20; 

Philippe Sers: Chronologie: les ann6es 20. 

148 

Festschrift Kurt Bauch.Kunstgeschichtliche 

Beitrage zum 25. November 1957. Munich and 

Berlin, 1957. pp.256-263. 

Essay by Walter Ueberwasser: Klees ‘Engel1 und 

‘Inseln’. 

149 

Flechtheim, Alfred, Galerie. Ausstellungen. Berlin, 

1930. 

Bound volume of exhibition catalogues 

beginning summer1930: ‘Renoir und lebende 

Meister' (includes and reproduces Klee) - 'Paul 

Klee Ausstellung’, 15 Feb. -10 Mar. 1930(160 

works, 4 illus., 1 port.), 'Juan Gris’, Feb. 1930, with 

notice of Grohmann’s Paul Klee in regular and 

de luxe edition. 

150 

Forge, Andrew. Klee (1879-1949). (Second Volume). 

With an Introduction and Notes. London, Faber and 

Faber, 1954.24pp. incl. 10 col. pi. 

Additional colour plate on cover. Analyses of 

individual paintings. Also German edition: Berlin, 

Safari, 1959. For 'first' volume see Read (bibl.293). 

151 

Fosca, Francois. Histoire de la peinture suisse. 

Geneva, Editions du Rhone, 1945. 

152 

Franciscono, Marcel. Walter Gropius and the 

Creation of the Bauhausin Weimar. Urbana, 

University of Illinois Press, 1971. 

‘The ideals and artistic theories of its founding 

years.' 

153 
Ganymed. Blatter der Marees Gesellschaft. Ed: 

Julius Meier-Graefe, William Hausenstein. Munich, 

Piper, 1919-1925. 5 vol., illus. 

Reproductions include Klee. 

154 
Gaunt, William. The March of the Moderns. London, 

Cape, 1949. pp.122-126. 

155 
Gay, Peter. Weimar Culture: the Outsider as Insider. 

New York, Harper & Row, 1968. p.202 (index). 

Bibliography, pp.165-197('The Arts’, part III, 

pp.186-189). 
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156 

Geelhaar, Christian. Paul Klee und das Bauhaus. 

Cologne, DuMont Schauberg, 1972.174 pp. 132 

illus. (col.) 

Includes 'Die Kunstlehre von Paul Klee’, pp.23-32. 

Bibliography, pp.163-169. 

157 

Geist, Hans-Friedrich. Paul Klee. Hamburg, 

Hauswedell, 1948. 46 pp., 14 illus. (2 col.). 

Bibliography, pp.43-45. 

158 

Giedion, Sigfried. Mechanization Takes Command. 

New York, Oxford University Press, 1948. 

pp.109-113,3 illus. 

159 

Giedion-Welcker, Carola. Poetesal'ecart; Anthologie 

der Abseitigen. Berne-Bumpliz, Benteli, 1946. 

pp.103-110. 

Eight poetic fragments from the Klee journal. 

160 

Giedion-Welcker, Carola. Paul Klee. New York, 

Viking, 1952.156pp., 151 illus. (13 col.) 

Chronology by Hans Bolliger. Selected 

bibliography by Hannah M. Muller, pp.151-155. 

Reviewed: Burlington Magazine, Sept. 1953, 

pp.312-313; Werk Mar. 1953, suppl. pp.38-39. 

Other editions: London, Faber and Faber, 1952. 

156pp. Also Stuttgart: Hatje Verlag, 1954.203pp., 

172 illus. Teufen (St. Gallen): Niggli, 1954.203pp., 

172 illus. 

161 

Giedion-Welcker, Carola. Paul Klee in 

Selbstzeugnissen und Bilddokumenten. Reinbeck bei 

Hamburg, Rowohlt, 1961. 

Contribution by Paul Raabe. Also reported as 

Rowohlts Monographien 52 (1962). 

162 

Goeritz, Mathias, ed. Homenaje a Paul Klee. Madrid, 

Galeria Palma, 1948. (29) pp., illus. 

Statements by Angel Ferrant, J. L. Artigas, 

S. Nyberg, P. Palazuelo, B. Palencia, M. Goeritz. 

163 

Golding, John. Cubism: a History and an Analysis, 

1907-1914. Boston, Boston Book & Art Shop; 

London, Faber and Faber, 1968. p.45,184. 

Revised second edition; first edition 1959. 

164 

Goldwater, Robert J. Primitivism in Modern Painting. 

New York, Harper, 1938, pp.153-61,3 illus. 

Revised paperback: Primitivism in Modern Art 

(New York, Random House, 1967). 

164a 

Goldwater, Robert J. & Treves, Marco. Artists on Art. 

New York, Pantheon Books, 1945. 

Quotes Klee's journal and Bauhaus prospectus 

(bibl.40,41). 

165 

Goltz, Hans, ed. Goltzverlag, 1912-1917: Funf Jahre 

Goltzverlag-Die graphischen Werke. Munich, 

Goltzverlag, 1917. 28pp., illus. 

A record of the publisher and the gallery (Neue 

Kunst Hans Goltz), including Klee. 

166 

Goltz, Hans, Galerie. Zweite Aussteiiung der 

Redaktion Der Blaue Reiter. Munich, 12 Feb. - Apr. 

1912.16pp., illus. 

Exhibits and reproductions include Klee. Same as 

bib!.112 

167 

Das GraphischeJahr. Berlin, Fritz Gurlitt, 1921. 

‘Band I mit autobiographischen Beitragen ... 

L. Kainer, P. Klee, etc. 

168 

Grigson, Geoffrey. The Arts Today. London, Lane 

1935. pp.90-92,1 illus. 

169 

Grohmann, Will. Bildende Kunst und Architektur. 

Frankfurt, Suhrkamp, 1953. 

Painting in the context of modern design. 

Chronology, bibliography. 

170 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee. Paris, Cahiers d’Art, 

1929.27pp. (text) plus 60pp. (illus.) 

With 'Hommages a Paul Klee’ by Aragon, Crevel, 

Eluard, Lunpat, Soupault, Tzara, Vitrac, largely 

from previous sources. Edition of 900 in 'Les 

grandes peintres d'aujourd'hui’, no.5, included 

30 on Arches with print, 7 on Japan with drawing 

and print, 6 on Japan with gouache and print, also 

several copies hors-commerce. 

171 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee. New York, Abrams, 

1954. 441 pp. incl. illus. (col., ports., facsim.) 

Translated from the German edition (1954). 

‘Gruppenkatalog’: pp.385-408. Many illustrations 

have titles in German, English and French. 

Bibliography by Hannah Muller-Applebaum, 

pp.385-408. Reprint: 1966 (448pp.). Review. Art 

Bulletin Mar. 1957, pp.80-81, College Art Journal 

no.1,1955, pp.81-83. 

172 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee. New York, Abrams: 

London, Thames & Hudson, 1955 [38] pp., 17 col. pi. 

Essay followed by commentary on 16 mounted 

reproductions. Also modified editions: 8pp. 

(text), 15 col. pi. (Abrams, 1955). 24pp. inch 32 

illus. (10 col.), commentary on each colour plate, 

Portfolio edition (Abrams, 1956); also re-edition. 

173 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee (.1879-1940). New York, 

Abrams, 1956. 72pp. inch 38 pi. (21 col., port.) 

Pocket Library of Great Art, A27. Colour plate on 

cover; commentaries on plates; bibliography and 

chronology; ‘an autobiographical sketch by Paul 

Klee’ (1940). 

174 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee. Stuttgart, Kohlhammer, 

1954.447pp. inch 117 ill., 40 col. pi. 

See notes for bibl.171. Also German editions 

published similar to previous variants; Stuttgart, 

Kohlhammer, 1955 (9pp., 32 illus., 16 col.). ‘Welt 

in Farbe’. Munich, Desch, 1955(36pp., illus.). 

Cologne, DuMont Schauberg, 1959(?), 90 illus., 

48 col. 

175 

Grohmann, Paul. Paul Klee. Paris, Flinker, 1954. 

456pp., illus. (col.) 

Translation from the German. Apparently latest 

edition: Paris, Le Cercle d'Art. 1968. 

176 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee. Florence, Sansoni, 1954. 

446 pp., illus., 40 col. pi. 

Translation from the German. Variant Italian 

texts: Milan, Garzanti, 1957. 80pp., 12 ill., 20 col. pi. 

(in brochure). Milan, Garzanti, 1961.8pp., 16 col. pi. 

(Edizione dell'lllustrazione Italiana). 

177 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee (Monograph). (1954-1957)? 

Variations in editions are not easily clarified but 

may be merely reprintings or slightly revised 

editions. For example, the bibliography in the 

Rome 1970catalogue(bibl.302) reports: Monaco, 

Vienna, Basel (1955), Paris, Antwerp, Amsterdam 

(1955). Milan, New York (1956). London (1957). 

178 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee. New York, Abrams, 

1967 (?) 167pp., 138 illus. (48 col.) 

‘The Library of Great Painters' with commentary 

on 48 colour plates.'The drawings’, pp.49-67. 

Plates, pp.70-163, chronology. Brief bibliography 

mentions ‘Unesco Art Series’ (N.Y., 1959). Reissue 

of variant portfolio edition, in boards, scheduled 

for 1972-73. 
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179 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee: aquarelles el dessins. 

Paris, Berggruen, 1953.8pp., 16 ill. 

French, English and German text. See note, 

bibl.105. 

180 

Grohmann, Will. Disegni di Paul Klee. Milan, II 

Saggiatore, 1960.176pp., 20 illus., 120 pl. 

181 

Grohmann, Will. The Drawings of Paul Klee. New 

York, Curt Valentin, 1944.24pp., 72 pl. 

First German edition, 1934 (bibl.182) confiscated 

by the Nazis. Drawings from 1921-1931 in the 

artist’s collection. Collotype reproductions in 

portfolio edition of 700 copies, omitting original 

definitive catalogue. 

182 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee: Handzeichnungen, 

1921-1930. Mit vollstandigem Katalog. Berlin, 

Muller & Kiepenheuer, 1934, 30pp. plus 72pl. 

‘Verzeichnis der Handzeichnungen, 1921-1930', 

pp.17-28. Modified edition; New York1944 

(bibl.181). Reprint edition 1948 by original 

publisher. 

183 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee: Handzeichnungen. 

Cologne, DuMont Schauberg, 1959.176pp., illus. 

Translations issued by Abrams (New York) and 

Thames and Hudson (London), 1960. 

184 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee: Drawings. New York, 

Abrams; London, Thames & Hudson, 1960.176pp., 

138 illus. (col. front.) 

Plates, pp.49-168; catalogue of reproductions, 

pp.169-176. 'A second volume will contain a 

catalogue of all of Klee’s drawings’ (p.7). 

184a 

Grohmann, Will, ed .Art of Our Time. London, 

Thames and Hudson, 1966. p.500 (index). 

Also American and foreign-language editions. 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee. See also Pictorial 

Works (bibl.364,365). 

185 

Grohmann, Will. Die Sammlung Ida Bienert. Potsdam, 

Muller & Kiepenheuer, 1938. pp.14-15,21-22,16 illus. 

‘Privatsammlungen neuer Kunst. Band 1.' 

186 

Grote, Ludwig, ed. Erinnerungen an Paul Klee. 

Munich, Prestel, 1959.120pp., 8 illus. (1 col.) 

Twenty-six memoirs. 

187 

Guggenheim, Peggy. Art of This Century. New York, 

Art of This Century, 1942. pp.47-50, illus. 

Includes Eluard's poem (bibl.142) and extract 

from Feininger essay (bibl.265). 

Guggenheim Museum See New York. Solomon R. 

Guggenheim Museum. 

188 

Gurlitt, Fritz. Dasgraphische Jahr. Berlin, 1921. p.77. 

Biographical essay. 

189 

Gutbrod, Karl, ed. 'Lieber Freund'... Kunstler 

schreiben an Will Grohmann. Cologne, DuMont 

Schauberg, 1968. pp.72-84. 

‘Eine Sammlung von Briefen aus funf 

Jahrzehnten.' 

190 

Haftmann, Werner. Paul Klee: Wege 

bildnerischenDenkens. Munich, Prestel, 1950.175pp., 

illus. (col.) 

Bibliography. Review: Kunstchronik (Nuremberg) 

Nov. 1951, pp.298-301 (A. Hentzen). Translation, 

1954. 

191 

Haftmann, Werner. The Mind and Work of Paul Klee. 

New York, Praeger, 1954.213pp., illus. (3 col.) 

Bibliography, pp.207-208. Review: Art Bulletin 

Mar. 1957, pp.80-81; Art Quarterly no.2, pp.223-224, 

1955. 

192 

Haftmann, Werner, ed. Im Zwischenreich: Aquarelle 

und Zeichnungen von Paul Klee. Cologne, DuMont 

Schauberg, 1957. 62pp., 17 illus., 16 col. pl. 

Works from 1917-1932 with commentary by 

Carola Giedion-Welcker, Will Grohmann, 

Werner Schmalenbach, Georg Schmidt. Also 

introduction by Haftmann and the artist’s 

‘Schopferische Konfession'. Translated 1958. 

193 

Haftmann, Werner, ed. The Inward Vision: 

Watercolours, Drawings, Writings by Paul Klee. New 

York, Abrams, 1958. 62pp,, 17 illus., 16 col. pl. 

Contents: ‘Creative credo' by Klee. 'Paul Klee, 
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308 
San Lazzaro, Gualtieri di. Klee: a Study of his Life 

and Work. New York, Praeger; London, Thames & 

Hudson, 1957.304pp., illus. (col.). 
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Documentation and bibliography. Also paperback 

edition. Second major edition, 1964. Review: 

College Art Journal Fall 1958, pp.97-99. French 

edition: Paris, Flazan, 1957, also 1958. German 

edition: Munich-Zurich, Knaur, 1958. Italian 

edition: Milan, II Saggiatore (Galleria del 

Minotauro), 1960. 356pp., 312 illus. (80 col.). 

309 

Schang, F. C., Collection. Paul Klee (1879-1940) - 

Collection ofF.C. Schang, v.p., n.d. 

Folded list with cover illustration. Various 

editions: No.1-41 (South Norwalk, Conn.). No. 1-46 

(New York City). No. 1^18 (South Norwalk, Conn.). 

No.1-50 (New York City, 1 Jan. 1955). 

310 

Scheidig, Walther. Bauhaus Weimar 1919-1924'. 

Werkstattarbeiten. Munich, Siiddeutscher Verlag, 

1966, p.156 (index). 

311 

Schlemmer, Oskar. Briefeund Tagebucher. Flrsg. 

von Tut Schlemmer. Munich, Langen & Muller, 1958. 

‘The most important contemporary comment on 

the structure and essence of the Bauhaus' 

(Wingler, bibl.350, p.28). 

312 

Schmalenbach, Werner. Die Kunstsammlung 

Nordrhein-Westfalen in Diisseldorf. Cologne, DuMont 

Schauberg, 1970.214pp., illus. (col.). 

312a 

Schmalenbach, Werner. Paul Klee. Fische. Stuttgart 

Reclam, 1958. 32pp., 16 pi. 

Extract from Werkmonographien zur Bildenden 

Kunst,31. 

313 

Schmidt, Paul Ferdinand. Geschichte der modernen 

Malerei. Zurich, Fretz & Wasmuth, 1952. pp.216-223, 

passim, illus. (col.). 

313a 
Schmidt, Georg. Petite histoire de la peinture moderne 

de Daumier k Chagall. Neuchatel, Griffon, 1956. 

112pp., col. pi. 

Radio broadcasts translated from the German. 

No.9:‘Klee: La Villa R.’ 

314 

Schmidt, Georg. Picasso: Ansprachezur Eroffnung 

der Ausstellung ... 4.0ktober 1952 im Kunstmuseum 

Basel. [Basle, Karl Werner, 1952]. 

Includes comparison of Picasso with Klee. 

315 

Schmidt, Paul Ferdinand. Die Kunstder Gegenwart. 

Berlin, Athenaion, 1922. passim, illus. 

316 

Schreyer, Lothar. Erinnerungen an Sturm und 

Bauhaus. Munich, Langen & Muller, 1956. 295pp., 

illus. 

Personal recollections include Paul Klee. 

317 

Selz, Peter. German Expressionist Painting. Berkeley 

and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 

1957(reprinted 1968). pp.374-375 (index), illus. 

Covers ‘Der Blaue Reiter' and ‘Der Sturm’. 

318 

Soby, James Thrall. Contemporary Painters. New 

York, Museum of Modern Art, 1948, pp.99-100,1 illus. 

319 

Soby, James Thrall. The Prints of Paul Klee. New 

York, Curt Valentin, 1945. [30]pp.,45 illus. (col.) 

Text includes 5 illus. with folio of 40 plates (8 

colour stencils). Edition: 1000. Second edition: 

New York, Museum of Modern Art, 1947. 

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum. See New York 

(bibl.270). 

320 

Spiller, Jurg. Paul Klee. New York, Barnes & Noble, 

1962. 90pp. incl. 55 illus. (23 col., port.) 

‘Copyright 1961, Holland’. Also London; Berlin- 

Munich edition. 

321 

Spiller, Jurg, ed. Paul Klee: Das bildnerische Denken. 

See bibl.71-74. Also Vol. 2, bibl.75-76. 

322 

Staatliches Bauhaus Weimar, 1919-1923. Weimar- 

Munich, Bauhausverlag; Cologne, Nierendorf, 1923. 

See bibl. 41 for Klee. Other language editions 

planned but not issued. Extracts frequently 

published. 

323 

Sydow, Eckhart von. Die deutsche expressionistische 

Kultur und Malerei. Berlin, Furche, 1920. pp.124-126, 

1 illus. 

324 

Der Sturm. Ed.: Herwarth Walden. ^ol.1-21. Berlin, 
1910-32. 

Index published in bibl.342,19. Reprint: Kraus- 

Thomson Ltd., Nendeln, Liechtenstein. 

325 

Der Sturm. Galerie. Erster deutscher Herbstsalon. 

Berlin, Verlag Der Sturm, 1913. 32pp. illus. 

Preface by Herwarth Walden; list of exhibitions 

to 1913. Exhibits and illustrations include Klee. 

326 

Sturm-Bilderbucher. See bibl.114, 386. 

Reprint Kraus-Thomson Ltd., Nendeln, 

Liechtenstein. 

327 

Stuttgart. Wurttembergischer Kunstverein. 50 Years 

Bauhaus. German Exhibition sponsored by the 

Federal Republic of Germany. (Circulating) 1968. 

Under the direction of the Cultural Affairs 

Division, this catalogue appeared in several 

languages (German, French, English), was shown 

in London, Chicago, etc. Klee works: no.118-142 

(14 illus, 1 col.). Klee’s teaching: pp.63, no.222-261 

(17 illus., 1 col.). Chronology, bibliography, p.350. 

328 

Sydow, Eckart von. Die deutsche expressionistische 

Kultur und Malerei. Berlin, Furche, 1920.152pp., illus. 

Commentary on ‘arabeskenhaftem 

Expressionismus' (Klee). Biographical notes, 

bibliography. 

329 

Sylvester, David. Modern Art from Fauvism to 

Abstract Expressionism. New York, etc. Grolier, 

1965. pp.70-73,162-164,220,226 incl. 12 illus. (3 col.). 

330 

Takiguchi, Shuzo. Paul Klee. [Geneva, Cosmopress, 

1963], 181 pp. incl. illus. (col., port.) 

Texts in Japanese. Introduction by Max Huggler. 

Captions in Japanese and German. Published to 

commemorate the Klee exhibition in the Seibu 

Department Store, Oct. 1961. 

331 

Thieme, Ulrich & Becker, Felix. Allgemeines Lexikon 

der bildenden Kunstler. Leipzig, Seemann, 1927. 

Vol. 20, pp.424-426. 

'Paul Klee' by L. Scheewe, with bibliography. 

332 

Thoene, Peter (Oto Bihalji-Merin). Modern German 

Art. Harmondsworth, Middlesex; Penguin Books, 

1938, pp.69-75, illus. 

333 

Tribune der Kunst und Zeit. Ed: Kasimir Edschmid. 

Vol.13: ‘Schopferische Konfession’ [1920]. 

See bibl.47. 
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334 

Uhde, Wilhelm. Picasso and the French Tradition. 

Paris, Quatre Chemins; New York, Weyhe, 1929. 

pp.85-86. 

Translated from Quatre Chemins French edition 

(1928). 

335 

Venturi, Lionello. Pittura contemporanea. Milan, 

Hoepli, 1947. pp.40-41, illus. (col.) 

336 

Vogt, Paul. Geschichte der deutschen Malerei im 20. 

Jahrhundert. Cologne, DuMont Schauberg, 1972. 

p.526 (index). 

337 

Vollmer, Hans, ed. Allgemeines Lexikon der 

bildenden Kunstler des XX. Jahrhunderts. Leipzig, 

Seeman, 1956. Vol.3, pp.57-58. 

Bibliography. 

338 

Waddington, Conrad H. Behind Appearance. A Study 

of the Relations between Painting and the Natural 

Sciences in this Century. Edinburgh, Edinburgh 

University Press, 1969; Cambridge, Mass., MIT 

Press (distributor), 1970. p. 251 (index) 

339 

Walden, Herwarth. Einblickin Kunst. Berlin, Verlag 

Der Sturm, 1924. pp.73-77,3 illus. 

340 

Walden, Herwarth, ed. Expressionismus: Die 

Kunstwende. Berlin, Verlag Der Sturm, 1918. 

pp.82-87, illus. 

Also edition de luxe (bibl.78). 

341 

Walden, Herwarth. Die Neue Malerei. Berlin, Verlag 

Der Sturm, 1919.30pp. 

Refers to and illustrates Klee. 

342 

Walden, Nell & Schreyer, Lothar. Der Sturm: Ein 

Erinnerungsbuch an Herwarth Walden und die 

Kunstler des Sturmkreis. Baden-Baden, Klein, 1954, 

p.166 ff. 

Index to Der Sturm, p.211 ff. List of publications 

and exhibitions. ‘Erste Ausstellung. Marz 1912, 

Der Blaue Reiter.’ 

343 

Wedderkop, Hermann von. Paul Klee. Leipzig, 

Klinkhardt & Biermann, 1920.16pp.,33 illus. 

‘Klees Biographie nach Angaben des Kunstlers’, 

pp.12-16. Not only issued as Junge Kunst, Band 13 

but also major portion of text and plates in re¬ 

issue: Jahrbuch der Jungen Kunst (Leipzig) Vol.1, 

pp.225-236,1920. Der Cicerone (Berlin) Vol.12 

no.14, pp.527-538, July 1920. 

344 

Wescher, Herta. Collage. New York, Abrams, 

[1969?] p.413 (index). 

Translated from the German: Cologne, DuMont 

Schauberg, 1968. 

345 

Westheim, Paul. Helden und Abenteuer; Welt und 

Leben des Kunstlers. Berlin, Reckendorf, 1932. 

pp.224-227,1 illus. 

Also illustration in his Fur und Wider (Potsdam, 

Kiepenheuer, 1923). 

346 

Wiesbaden, Stadtisches Museum. Paul Klee: 

Handzeichnungen aus der Sammlung Felix Klee. 

Wiesbaden, 1967. [80]pp. inch 70 illus. (1 port.) 

Text of ‘Schopferische Konfession' (1920). Note 

by Clemens Weiler; chronology. Exhibited 19 Man- 

28 May. 

347 

Wild, Doris. Moderne Malerei: ihre Entwicklung seit 

dem Impressionismus. Zurich, Europa, 1950. 

pp.217-220, passim, illus. 

348 

Willrich, Wolfgang. Sauberung desKunsttempels. 

Munich, Berlin, Lehmann, 1937. passim, 2 illus. 

‘Eine kunstpolitische Kampfschrift zur Gesundung 

deutscher Kunst im Geist nordischer Art.’ 

349 

Wingler, Hans M. The Bauhaus. Cambridge, Mass., 

MIT Press, 1968. passim. 

Translation ot: Das Bauhaus 1919-1933] Weimar 

Dessau, Berlin. Bramsche & Cologne, 1962. 

Second revised edition, 1968. English edition, 1968. 

Bibliography. 

350 

Wingler, Hans M., ed. Graphic Work from the 

Bauhaus. Greenwich, Conn., New York Graphic 

Society; London, Lund Humphries, 1969. p.167 

(index). 

Translation of German edition: Mainz, Kupferberg, 

1965. Bibliography. 

351 

Wingler, Hans M.,ed. Wie sieeinander sehen. 

Munich, Langen & Muller, 1957. 

Includes Klee on Nolde, p.62; on Kandinsky, 

pp.63-64. Georg Muche on Klee, pp.87-89. 

352 

Woermann, Karl. Die Kunst der neuesten Zeit. 

Leipzig, Bibliographisches Institut, 1923.159pp. 

Illustrations include Klee. 

353 

Winkler, Walter. Psychologie der modernen Kunst. 

Tubingen, Alma Mater Verlag, 1949, pp.128-131, 

passim, illus. 

354 

The World of Abstract Art. Edited by the American 

Abstract Artists. New York, Wittenborn, 1957. 

p.165 (index). 

355 

Yale University Art Gallery. Collection of the 

Societe Anonyme: Museum of Modern Art 1920. 

New Haven, Associates in Fine Arts at Yale 

University, 1950. pp.141-142, illus. 

Lists 9 Klee works. Statement by Marcel Duchamp, 

also reprinted in Marchanddu Se/(bibl.138). 

356 

Zahn, Leopold. Paul Klee: Leben, Werk, Geist. 

Potsdam, Kiepenheuer, 1920.87pp., 69 illus. 

'Aufzeichnungen aus dem Tagebuch, 1902-1905' 

pp.26-29. Facsimiles. Reviewed: Der Cicerone. 

Oct. 1921, p.599. Feuer vol. 3, suppl. p.34,1921-22. 

357 

Zeit-Echo: Ein Kriegstagebuch der Kunstler. Munich, 

Graphik-Verlag; Berne-Bumpliz, Benteli, 1914-1917. 

3 vol. 

See bibl.91. 

358 

Zervos, Christian. HistoiredePart contemporaine. 

Paris, Cahiers d'Art, 1938. pp.393-406,18 illus. 

Pictorial Titles 

Obviously, many previously cited references, for 

example the Grohmann monographs, will be 

extensively illustrated; others, like Cooper (bibl.131), 

Forge (bibl.150) and Read (bibl.293) are selectively 

illustrated. This applies in equal degree to several 

exhibitions catalogues, like the handsome Beyeler 

edition (bibl.108). Therefore the reader should not 

ignore their relevance as visual anthologies. Here, 

the effort will be to refer to illustrated items where 

the text is subordinated to pictorial matter or 

intended primarily to introduce the reader to an 

experience in looking. Owing to the vast reproduction 

of Klees that have been printed, the following can 

claim to be merely a representative cross-section. 

Berggruen et Cie. [Collection Berggruen]. Paris, 

1952-1971. 

See bibl.105. 
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359 

Cassou, Jean. Hommage h Paul Klee. Boulogne-sur- 

Seine, Editions de [’Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, 

1949. [24]pp. incl. illus. 

Brochure includes 12 reproductions, 10 

colour plates. Originally published in 

Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, 2e numero hors serie, 

1949, pp.48-64. 

360 

Cornelius, Alfred H. M. Optische Regionen : 45 

Zeichnungen von Paul Klee. Feldafing/Obb., 

Buchheim, 1955.16 pp. (5 ill.), 41 plates. 

Buchheim Bucher, reissued 1959, on works from 

1910-1940. 

361 

Courthion, Pierre. Paul Klee. Paris, Hazan, 1953. 

[6]pp., 20 col. pi. 

Bibliotheque Aldine, vol.27, covers works 

1914-40; also published by Buchheim (Feldafing), 

Zwemmer (London). 

362 

Debrunner, Hugo. Paul Klee: Flugsamen, 

Gartentor, Landschaft mit der Heiligen. Zurich, 

Brunnenhof, 1949. 

Introduction, 3 colour reproductions (drawings), 

brief extracts from Paul Klee. 

363 

Dorfles, Gillo. Klee. Milan, Edizioni del Milione, 

1950.4pp., 6 col. pi. 

Introduction in English and Italian; plates in folder. 

364 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee: Handzeichnungen. 

Wiesbaden, Insel, 1952. [8]pp. plus 40 illus. 

Insel-Biicherei, no.294; works; 1909-40. 

365 

Grohmann, Will. Paul Klee. Wurzburg, Vienna, 

Zettner, 1958.18pp. (7 illus.), 20 col. pi. 

Works largely from collections in Berne 

museums. 

Grohmann. See also bibl.170-177. 

365a 

Haftmann, Werner. The Inward Vision. New York, 

Abrams, 1958. 

See bibl.193 and other editions, bibl.192. 

366 

Hertig, Louis. Paul Klee (1879-1940) : 

6Reproduktionen. Lucerne, Kunstkreis, 1957. 

‘Die grossen Maler der Welt’ series (folio). 

367 

Hofmann, Werner. Paul Klee. Traumlandschaft mit 

Mond. Frankfurt am Main, Insel, 1964. [45]pp. incl. 

16 col. illus. 

Insel-Biicherei, no. 800. 

368 

Huggler, Max. Paul Klee: Bilder und Zeichnungen 

ausden Jahren 1930-1940. 2. Teil. Berne, Benteli, 

1960. [15]pp. plus 15 illus. (pt. col.) 

In portfolio. Also 1. Teil: 1906-1930(bibl.235). 

369 

Jedlicka, Gotthard. Paul Klee: Concerto a color!. 

Milan, II Saggiatore, 1962. 52pp., 16 col. pi. 

370 

Jedlicka, Gotthard. Paul Klee: Vogel-Begegnung. 

Munich, Piper, 1960.47pp. incl. 16 col. illus. 

Nachwort, pp.37-46. Piper-Biicherei. 

371 

Klee, Felix. Paul Klee: 22 Zeichnungen. Stuttgart, 

Eidos, 1948. [4]pp. plus 22 pi. 

‘Geleitwortvon Felix Klee ... Gesamtgestaltung 

des Mappenwerkes von Alfred Eichhorn.’ 

372 

Klee, Paul. Im Zwischenreich. Cologne, DuMont 

Schauberg, 1957. 

See bibl.192 and note other editions, bibl.193. 

373 

Klee-Gesellschaft. Paul Klee: 1. Teil. Dokumente und 

Bilder ausden Jahren 1896-1930. Berne, 1949. 

Text supplemented by 18 loose plates in folio 

(14 in colour). 

374 

/ Maestri del Colore: Paul Klee. Milan, Fratelli Fabbri 

n.p., n.d. col. pi. 

Brief introduction and notes. Series edited by 

Dino Fabbri and Franco Russoli. 

375 

Maitres de Part abstrait: Album 1. Boulogne, 

Edition Art d'Aujourd’hui, 1953. 

Klee colour reproduction in folio; edition: 300. 

Prefatory note by L6on Degand. 

376 

Muller, Joseph-Emile. Klee: Figures and Masks. 

New York, Tudor, 1961.16pp. (illus.) plus 15 col. pi. 

Little Art Library, no.34; originally Hazan (Paris) 

edition. 

377 

Muller, Joseph-Emile. Klee: Magic Squares. New 

York, Tudor, 1957.16pp. (illus.) plus 15 col. pi. 

Little Art Library, no.6., translated from Hazan 

(Paris) 1956, also published by Bertelsmann 

(Giitersloh), 1956, and in Milan, 1957. 

378 

Neigemont, Olga. German Expressionists: the Blue 

Rider School. New York, Crown, 1968. 2 illus. (1 col.) 

‘Folio Art Books’ translated from the German. 

379 

Paul Klee: 1879-1940. New York, Skira, n.d. 4pp. plus 

6 col. pi. 

Anonymous brochure; notes on artist and 

colour plates. 

380 

Schmalenbach, Werner. Paul Klee: Gemalde. 

Wiesbaden, Vollmer [1955], 8pp. plus 10 col. pi. 

Commentaries on plates. Also Berlin, Darmstadt, 

Buch-Gemeinschaft, 1957 and Ed. Hyperion, 

Milan. 

381 

Schmidt, Georg. Paul Klee: Aquarelle und 

Temperablatter. Basle, Holbein, 1948.15pp. plus 

10 col. pi. 

382 

Schmidt, Georg. Paul Klee: Engel bringt das 

Gewunschte. Baden-Baden, Klein, 1953.30pp. plus 

12 col. pi. 

Der Silberne Quell, no. 14. 

383 

Schmidt, Georg. Paul Klee: Zehn 

Farbenlichtdrucke nach Werken der Sammlung 

Richard Doetsch-Benziger, Basel. Basle, Phoebus, 

1956.13pp. plus 10 col. pi. (in folio). 

Analyses of paintings, pp. 8-13. 

384 

Schmidt, Georg. Ten Reproductions in Facsimile of 

Paintings by Paul Klee. New York, Wittenborn [1946]. 

(12)pp. illus 10 col. pi. in folio. 

Translation: Zehn Farbenlichtdrucke nach 

Gemalden von Paul Klee. Basle, Holbein, 1946. 

English by Robert Allen and Douglas Cooper. 

385 

Schmidt, Georg. Paul Klee: Ten Facsimile 

Reproductions of Works in Watercolour and Tempera. 

Basle, Holbein, 1948.14pp. plus 10 col. pi. (in folio). 

Analysis of paintings, pp. 9-14. English version 

by Douglas Cooper. 
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386 

Der Sturm, Galerie. Paul Klee. Berlin, Der Sturm, 

1918. (26)pp. incl. illus. 

Sturm Bilderbucher III which consists of 22 

plates and an index. Probably edited by 

Herwarth Walden. 

387 

U.N.E.S.C.O. Catalogue de reproductions en 

couleurs de peintures. Paris, 1949- current. 

Part two of a listing concerned with works since 

1860. Published at various intervals (1949,1952, 

1955, etc.), it lists quality reproductions of important 

works. For similar directories see Mary W. 

Chamberlin: Guide to Art Reference Books. 

Chicago, American Library Association, 1969 

(c.1959). Chapter 5: Reproductions. 

388 

Wingler, Hans M. Der Blaue Reiter. Feldafing, 

Buchheim, 1954. pp.43-48, 56; 5 illus. 

Graphics, also published in unpaged Buchheim 

Bucher(1954) with 10 Klee illus. 

389 

Zahn, Leopold. Paul Klee: Im Lande Edelstein. 

Baden-Baden, Klein, 1952. (12 pp. plus 12 col. pi. 

Der Silberne Quell, no.9, also issued by Klein as: 

‘In the Land called Precious Stone’ (1953). 

French edition: Paris, Arts et Metiers graphiques 

(1957). Reproduces works in the Doetsch-Benziger 

collection, Basle. 

390 

Zurich. Kunsthaus. Ausder Sammlung. Zurich, 

Kunstgesellschaft, 1959. pp.117-118. 

Reproduces two Klee paintings (1925,1937). 

Reproductions 

While some general indexes are noted here 

(bibl.263,387) single items customarily noted in 

The Art Index (H. W. Wilson, N.Y., 1929-current) or 

their European equivalents have not been 

incorporated in this survey. For obvious reasons, 

no index of colour plates, even limited to selected 

examples, e.g. The Inward Vision (bibl.193.) could be 

attempted on this occasion. It remains, however, a 

seductive possibility for addenda projected in Vol.4 

of the present series. 

Special Numbers 

391 

Der Ararat (Munich). Zweites Sonderheft: Paul 

Klee. May-June 1920. 

Catalogue of the 60th exhibition of the Galerie 

Neue Kunst(Hans Goltz). Also 200 copies with 

a signed lithograph. 

392 

Artlover (New York). Spring 1959. 

[14]pp., 15 illus. Last number of ‘J. B. 

Neumann's Bilderhefte'. Includes Neumann 

Gallery catalogue of early Klee show (Berlin, Mar.- 

Apr. 1921). Texts by Hugo Ball, Paul Klee, 

Clifford Odets. 

393 

Bauhaus: Zeitschrift fur Cestaltung (Dessau). 

Dec. 1931. 

9pp., 14 illus. Contributions by Kandinsky, 

Grohmann, Hertel. 

394 

Cahiers d'Art (Paris) Vol.20-21,1945-46. 

Klee section: pp.9-74,70 illus. Poems: Rene 

Clair, Jacques Prevert. Articles: Christian 

Zervos, Georges Duthuit, Pierre Mabille, Tristan 

Tzara, Joe Bosquet, Georges Bataille, Roger 

Vitrac, Will Grohmann, Valentine Hugo. 

395 

Du (Zurich) Oct. 1948. 

Vol.8, No.10,52pp., 23 illus. (pt. col., port.). 

Extracts from Klee and critiques assembled by 

Carola Giedion-Welcker. Articles by Arnold 

Kiibler, Max Huggler, Felix Klee, Rolf Biirgi, 

Alexander Zschokke, Camilla Halter, Walter 

Ueberwasser, Rene Thiessing, Marguerite Frey- 

Surbek. 

396 

Mizue(Tokyo) June 1954. 

No.586, pp.1-45, illus. (pt.col.). Contents: I. 

Yanaihara: Le monde de Paul Klee.—Y. Tono: 

Essai sur Paul Klee.—H. Yoshimura: Klee a 

I’epoque du Bauhaus. 

397 

Pour I’Art (Lausanne). July-Aug. 1954. 

No. 37, pp. 1-34: ‘NumSro special consacrS a 

I'Exposition Paul Klee.’Texts from Paul and 

Felix Klee, Marcel Arland, Andr6 Tanner, 

Alexandre Zschokke, Ren6 Berger, Paul £luard 

(poem) - usually from previously published 

sources. 

Articles on Klee 

398 
Adler, Jankel. Memories of Paul Klee: Horizon 

(London) no.34, pp.264-267, Oct. 1942. 

Translation: Herinneringen aan Paul Klee. 

Kroniek van Kunst en Kultur (Amsterdam) no. 7-8, 

pp.213-214,1947. English 'reprinted from The 

Golden Horizon': Scottish Art Review (Glasgow) 

Vol. 13, no.3, pp.7-9,3 illus.. 1972. 

399 

Arnheim, Rudolf. Klee fur Kinder. Die Weltbuhne 

(Berlin) Vol.26, pp.170-173,28 Jan. 1930. 

399a 

Arnostava, Z. N. Paul Klee. BlokP (Brno) Vol.2, 

no.8, pp.110-111, illus. 1948. 

400 

L'Arte Moderna (Milan). No.50,53,54,127,1967. 

Miscellaneous references in series, including 

photos and reproductions. Note especially: 

‘La Bauhaus' (no. 50). Biography (no.127, p.480). 

‘Paul Klee e la sua influenza’ (no.53). 

‘Antologia critica’, general bibliography, index, 

p.392 (no.54). 

401 

Aspects of the art of Paul Klee. Museum of Modern 

Art Bulletin (New York) Vol.17, no.4. pp.1-6, illus., 

Summer1950. 

Talks by Marcel Breuer, pp.3-5, and Ben Shahn 

pp.6-9 at a museum symposium (2 Feb. 1950). 

402 

Aus Stuttgart wird uns geschrieben. 

Kunstchronikund Kunstmarkt(Leipzig) Vol.55, 

p.145,1919-20. 

A reader protests suggesting Klee as director of 

the Stuttgart school. 

403 
Autour de Paul Klee. Labyrinthe (Geneva) no.11, 

p.11,15 Aug. 1945. 

404 
Barilli, R. Klee: tempo perfetto e tempo imperfetto. 

Arte lllustrata, no.30-33, pp.114-125,14 illus., 

June-Sept. 1970. 

English text, pp.154-158. 

405 
Beenken, H. Nachkriegsliteratur uber Klee und 

Picasso. Zeitschrift fur Kunst (Leipzig) Vol.4, no.1, 

p p.84-85,1950. 

406 
Behne, Adolf. Paul Klee. Die Weissen Blatter (Zurich) 

Vol.4, no.5, pp.167-169, May 1917. 

407 
Berque, Jacques. D'un musicien, d’un peintre et de 

I’Orient second. In L'Endurance de la pens6e 

(Melanges Beaufret). Paris, Plon, 1968. 

408 
Bill, Max. Paul Klee. Das Werk(Zurich) Vol.27, 

pp.209-216,16 illus. Aug. 1940. 
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409 

Blakeston, Oswell. Words and pictures: Klee's 

poems. Studio (London) Vol.164, p.193,1 illus., 

Nov. 1962. 

410 

Bloesch, Hans. Ein moderner Grafiker Paul Klee. 

Die Alpen (Berne) Vol. 6, no.5, Jan. 1912. 

411 

Bruhl, Rodolto G. Nuevos aportes sobre el arte de 

Paul Klee. Very Estimar (Buenos Aires) no.25, 

pp.16-32,3 illus., Sept. 1951. 
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Paul Klee Notebooks 
Volume 1 

The thinking eye 

Edited by Ji. piller 

Translated byT^-ilph Manheim from 'Das Bildnerische Den ken' 

'The writings which compose Paul Klee’s theory of form 

production and pictorial form have the same importance and 

the same meaning for modern art as had Leonardo's writings 

which composed his theory of painting for Renaissance art. 

Like the latter, they do not constitute a true and proper 

treatise, that is to say a collection of stylistic and technical 

rules, but are the result of an introspective analysis which 

the artist engages in during his work and in the light of the 

experience of reality which comes to him in the course of 

his work. This analysis which accompanies and controls the 

formation of a work of art is a necessary component of the 

artistic process, the aim and the finality of which are brought 
to light by it...’ 

So writes Giulio Carlo Argan in his Preface to this first 

volume of Klee's notebooks. The backbone of his Bauhaus 

courses was provided by the lecture notes contained in 

'Contributions to a Theory of Pictorial Form' which are here 

published in their entirety. From more than 2,500 pages of the 

notebooks (consisting of memoranda, teaching projects, 

constructive drawings, and sketches for his pictures) it has 

been possibleto reconstructadditional courses of instruction. 

Also included are the ‘Creative Credo', 'Ways of Nature 

Study', the Jena lecture of 1924 and the essay ‘Exact 

Experiments in the Realm of Art’. 

The volume includes a magnificent collection of over one 

thousand drawings which illustrate the notes, as well as 

188 half-tone illustrations, eight of these reproduced in full 

colour. 

Jacket illustration: 

1937/qu 1: Hibernation. 

(See colour plate on page 110) 

Printed in Great Britain 
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